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Preface

Computers seem to be a part ofmore and more of our daily activities. Now that home
computers are readily available and affordable by most people, the need to know
something about computers and what they are for increases each day. However, some
people feel uncomfortable about computers — they just don't feel "at home."

This book was written especially for these people. It shows what home
computers are for, what a user-friendly home computer is, and how easy it is to
interconnect a home computer and begin using it. It was written for the person who's
just thinking about buyinga homecomputer, and alsofor the person whoalready has
a home computer, but may not be using it to its fullest capability.

The book begins by getting you acquainted with a home computer. It continues
by showing how easy-to-use software (programs) has been preprepared to
accomplish specific tasks, whether it be for education, entertainment or information
management for the home. Such software has been prepared by experts with much
thought and is available in a widevariety ofsubjects. Whenyougo shoppingfor a
home computer, the salespeoplemay use words that are unfamiliar to you—
computer jargon. A discussionofhardware willhelp youto learn this jargon and
acquaint you with the different functions of the computer.

Manyhomecomputerusers willbe content to operate the homecomputeronly
using preprogrammed software. Thiscertainly is satisfactory;however, to get even
morebenefit fromthe homecomputer, the secondpart ofthe bookshowshowyoucan
tell the computerwhat youwantit to do—how to programit. It explains howto get
your ideas into a formthat the computer understands in order to solveyour
problems. Clearly illustrated, easy-to-understand, step-by-step structured
instructions and examplesdemonstrate howeasy it is to program a homecomputer
using the BASIC language. The examples are working programs in education,
entertainment and home information management.

No other electronic system is likely to have as much impact on all levels ofour
society as the computer. This bookwillusher youinto this exciting age.

G.G.B

R.S.W.
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Getting Acquainted

Pi

What is a home computer
for?

A user-friendly computer
is one that is easy to use.

Everyone seems to be using home computers — from kids to grandmothers.

Why? For games? For maintaining home records? For helping their children in
their school work?

How about all of the above!

The home computer is nowbringing computer capability to the average
consumer. Still, the question most prevalent in the minds ofmany who have not yet
made the purchase is, "What can a home computer do for me?"

Wehope to answer not only this question, but also to show you how to get the
most from a home computer — and a Texas Instruments Home Computer in
particular, as we will be using a Texas Instruments 99/4AHome Computer in our
discussions.

First let's examine some commonfacts and myths about the computer in
the home.

The user-friendly computer

Many advertisements talk about the "user-friendly" computer. Well, just what is a
user-friendly computer? Verysimply, a user-friendly computer is one that is easy to
take home, set up and use.

As a person begins to investigate the many small computer systems, one finds
just about all of them are described as user-friendly. But beware! What is usei-
friendly to some might not be user-friendly to you.
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A personal computer
usually is more powerful,
costs more, and is not as
easy to use as a home
computer.
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The easier it is for you to tell a computer what you would like for it to do, then
the more user-friendly it is. And conversely, the easier it is for you to understand
what a computer is asking of you, the more user-friendly it is.

The personal computer versus the home computer

You probably have heard the terms personal, professional, and home computer
applied to the small computers. They all use the same technology and overlap in
many of their capabilities, but they are different.

The personal or professional computer is often advertised as user-friendly, but
typically it is more difficult to use than a home computer. However, it usually can
handle larger amounts of data at a faster pace and more options are available to
expand its use. Of course, this extra power and versatility will cost you more. The
personal or professional computer often is used in small businesses for accounting,
financial reporting and inventory functions. The personal computer also can be found
in households, but usually one or more of the family members have an occupation
closely associated with computers, or a profession, business or application that lends
itself easily to computer use. In either location, the personal computer generally
requires the user to learn more information in order to effectively operate the
computer and get the most benefit from it.

Thus, we see that the personal computer is designed for the computer hobbyist,
the small business person, or the professional — the person who is motivated from
the beginning to understand more fully how to use a computer.
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A home computer should
be as easy to set up and
operate as other home
appliances.

The home computer, on the other hand, is designed for — well, the home. The
home computer should always be very user-friendly. Whether it's to be used for
games, educational purposes, or household administration, it should require very few
instructions. A non-technical person should be able to use a good home computer
system without extensive study or preparation. (However, a short course, readily
available in local areas at learning centers, libraries, local colleges, taken prior to or
right after obtaining a home computer may help a person get more benefits from the
home computer.)

Anyone from teenager to grandparent should be able to unbox, plug in, and
begin to use a well-designed home computer right away. Usually several connections
must be made, but if the home computer system is well-designed, the connections
can be made only one way. Each plug will go only in its respective socket. Youcan't
make a mistake. Muchlike the television set, microwaveoven, or clothes dryer, the
home computer should be a useful and easy-to-operate home appliance.
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A wide variety of prepared
programs should be
available for immediate

And what about the programs? The home computer should use preprogrammed
application cartridges. These cartridges simply plug into the computer and let you
immediately begin to use the program.

zZ

You don't have to learn

how to write programs,
but it's easy to do and it
will make your home
computer even more
useful.

A good home computer should offer many application programs in home
entertainment, education and household administration. For many ofus, using
programs that someone else has developed and tested is an efficient, time-saving way
to get both immediate and long-term value from a home computer.

Writing your own programs isn't really necessary unless you have an interest in
programming and want to learn how, but doing so will enhance the value of the
computer because it expands the application of the computer to the user's needs. If
you do want to write your ownprograms, this book will lead you through the steps,
clearly, quicklyand easily to showyouit is not that difficultand worth a try.

Uses f®r a h®mi® ®@mpyt®r

Many games can be played
on a home computer while
only one type of game is
available on a particular
arcade video game.

As we've indicated, the home computer can be used for three general functions in the
home: entertainment, education and administration.

Entertainment

Many home computers have been sold just for game use. It has been, and still is a
good use for the honie computer. Most games that you play at an arcade, store,
restaurant, etc., use a computer programmed for a specific task. As we shall discuss
later, programs are instructions used to tell the computer what to do. These game
computers are programmed and designed to play only one game type.

With the home (and also personal) computers you can play lots ofdifferent
games. Each game will vary in the types ofactions or inputs required ofyou and the
types ofgame responses. Because ofthis variety and the use for other purposes as
well, a more general approach is needed for input actions and the display of the
games' responses.
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Video games provide
several benefits besides

entertainment. Some of

these benefits are spatial
awareness, planning and
eye-hand coordination.

Getting Acquainted

Suggested side benefits
Those of us who have played and enjoyed the current video games recognize that they
provide a high level of challenge and entertainment. However, many of these games
also provide educational, physical and mental advantages. The use of games by
children, for instance, has aided in developing eye-hand coordination. The ability to
quickly scan an entire scene while making optimal movements of the playing
components, and to recognize various patterns are greatly enhanced in participants.
Players are introduced to mathematical and geometric concepts while having fun
rather than by reading textbooks. The problem-solving ability of the player is
continuously challenged as various strategies and decision-making actions are taken.

Computer games also have proven helpful for stroke victims and other
handicapped individuals as they exercise the brain's thinking capability and its ability
to cause the muscles to respond. Studies by medical personnel are being made to
determine other benefits obtained from games which are played on these small
computers.

Enhancing real life skills
The video games and home computers being developed today are providing a
laboratory for testing and developingreal life skills — skills which in the past were
difficult to develop or improve. Possibly, some of the skills which may result include:
1. The development ofspatial awareness which is important for architects and pilots

or just for finding your way in a city.
2. The planning ofstrategies or actions and seeing the effects ofsuch planning.
3. Pattern recognition.
4. The testing of a hypothesis by simulations and role playing.
5. The development ofcomputer operator interaction skills necessary for operating

or using the increasing numbers ofcomputer-controlled equipment.
So you see, games are not just for keeping the kids busy or for entertainment.

Many hidden benefits may result to both you or your children as these programs
are used.
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The computer is especially
good for drill and practice
because it is patient and
never gets tired.

Getting Acquainted

V
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Education

Home computers are being used more and more for educational purposes. A
computer never gets tired, or bored, or irritable.

Drill and practice
A child can use a home computer for addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division
exercises. The computer can praise the child for right answers and give the correct
answers when he or she is wrong. Such statistics as a running total ofright and
wrong answers can be displayed to the child at the end of a set of exercises. The
response time of the child—how quickly he or she answers a question — can be used
to adjust the score. The score can be given as "excellent", "good" or "you need more
practice", rather than 95,85, 65, etc. The computer provides a way for a person to
compete against himself or herself to improve their skills.
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The one-to-one interaction

between computer and
student helps remove the
student's fear of failure.

Word processing programs
ease the task of writing
and may even improve
writing ability.

Peer teaching occurs many
times when children use

computers.

Getting Acquainted

The learning process can be a personal experience between the child and the
computer. Although not nearly so important to a child as an adult, the number of
times "you need more practice" is displayed will only be known to the individual using
the computer. The computer can be turned offor a new program selected and it won't
remember earlier performances. In other words, the computer doesn't record a
permanent report card for the user. By removing the fear offailure, the computer
encourages experimentation which is so important to the learning process.

When a speech synthesizer is added, educational programs can include reading
and spelling skills, pronunciation and even learning a foreign language. So useful and
economical is the computer for educational purposes that many primary schools are
incorporating these machines into their curriculums.

Writing improvement
Studies have indicated significant improvements in the writing skills of students
using small computers oncethe keyboard is mastered. The computer uses word-
processingor text^processing programs. Theprogramsare specially written for
entering text into the computer's memory similar to what is done when typing it onto
paper. The main difference, however, is that oncethe text is in the computer memory;
characters, words, sentences or evenparagraphs may be changed, deleted or moved
by simple commands. The results ofthese changes can then be quickly reviewed on
the screen or printed on paper. It doesn't have to be retyped by the user.

There are several theories about why improvements in writing ability have
resulted from the use ofword-processing programs. Some theorize that the
improvementsoccurbecausewethink muchfaster than we write. By using a simple
key press, rather than havingto write each character by hand, the expression of
ideas is speeded up. Then, changes may be made quicklyand simply and the results
immediately made available with the TV monitor or printer. In other words, the user
has more time to concentrate on what is to be said, rather than on how it's recorded.

Cooperation and communication
Other educational benefits whichhaveresulted from children'susing computers is
their tendency to work more closelywith one another. They have a commontool, the
computer. They help each other in determining howto run the computer or use it to
solvevariousexercises. In manycasesthe peer interaction can be a greater learning"
experience through discovery and trial and error than straightforward instruction.
The computer also interacts, or "talks back"to them. Children enjoy an immediate
reaction or response from a computer; a book doesn't talk back. This results in active
rather than passive learning.

New learning experiences
Colorfulgraphics help accentuate the use ofthe computer for educationalpurposes.
One relatively new programming language called LOGO, developedat Massachusetts
Institute ofTechnology, initially for much larger computers, isnow found on some
small computers. This language, wellsuited for graphics as well as many other
applications, creates an open-ended learning environment in which the child "teaches
the computer" to perform complex graphics routines.

With such programs and a homecomputer, the childrenoftoday are beginningto
get a far different type ofeducational learning experience. Soon all children will be
exposed to computers in the primary and secondary schools. Meanwhile, however,
childrenwhouse computersat homehavea definiteeducationaladvantage.
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Adults also can benefit

from educational programs
on the home computer.

Record keeping and
electronic filing on the
home computer can help
you with check records,
budgets and tax records.
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Adults too

There are many educational programs for adults. TouchTyping Tutor™, a popular
cartridge for the TI Home Computer, is used to either learn touch typing or improve
on current typing skills. Also available is a BASIC tutorial program which teaches
the user the fundamentals ofthe BASIC programming language. Other programs
such as Video Chess™ challenge the adult user. These programs and others presently
available, and many others to come, make the home computer a very valuable
educational resource.

Administration

Probably one of the least developed applications ofhome computers today is for the
household applications ofhome finance and household administration. Sure, you can
use a computer to add or subtract numbers, but you can also use an inexpensive
calculator for this. Many engineering, scientific and business application programs
can be obtained for a home computer, but some of these likewise can be obtained on
the more sophisticated calculators.

Household needs

But how about keeping records for medical or food expenses, balancing checkbooks,
writing letters, or providing details ofother various expenses? There are many
household needs that a home computer can do. However, these applications have
been developed somewhat more slowly than in the entertainment and educational
areas. Probably one major reason has been in the unavailability until recently of any
machines or programs which could be used economically for such purposes by the
general population. Youmay not realize it but a home computer must have significant
computer power and capability to handle a wide variety of these home application
programs. It cannot be overemphasized to stress the computer power for the value
that one gets with the Home Computer. Programs now are available for keeping
track of your checks, maintaining files for income tax purposes, working out budgets,
word-processing, determining specific ingredient amounts for food preparation for
different numbers of people, and on and on.
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In the future, a home
computer will be
considered a necessity.

The computing power
provided by a $100 home
computer of today cost
millions of dollars just 30
years ago.
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Expanded applications
Eventually, the home computer will become an item we can't do without, much like
air conditioners and washing machines. Future uses of the home computer may
include such things as controlling home appliances and monitoring their energy
usage so as to minimize costs. They also could provide centralized security or climate
control. Wouldn't it be nice to have the computer automatically place orders for
groceries or pay your bills? Maybe someday they will clean your house! One thing is
certain — we can expect many more exciting uses of computers in our homes in the
very near future.

Up to now we have talked about some of the things a home computer can do for you.
It can provide entertainment which has many hidden educational and physical
benefits for the whole family. It can help your children in their school work, and it can
make many of your household responsibilities easier. You can use programs already
written, or if you want, you can write your own programs for other application needs.
With so many benefits how did such a thing come about? What made it possible? How
did it evolve?

A little history

As you probably are aware, computers have been a major part of our lives since the
1950s. Our paychecks and our monthly bills often are obtained from computers.
Banks use them for processing our checks. The IRS processes our taxes with
computers. You may have never actually seen or used a computer, but they are used
extensively in businesses, universities and governmental agencies. You may have a
picture of a computer as filling a large room or even several rooms. And there are
such computers today. What you may not know, however, is that the computers of the
1950s are not any more powerful than your home computer. That is, you can go to a
local department store and purchase for about a hundred dollars a machine which
thirty years ago would have cost in the millions. Rirthermore, you can plug in a
program cartridge and begin to use your home computer immediately. The
multimillion-dollar systems of yesterday would have required a number of highly-
trained and highly-paid technical personnel to set up and operate the equipment to
provide the same capability.
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The integrated circuit is
the key element behind the
development of today's
small but powerful
computers.
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The integrated circuit

So what has happened in thirty years to make this possible? The answer is in the
usage of a small piece of silicon material called the integrated circuit. By using highly
sophisticated chemical processes, the large-scale integration of computer circuitry
has been achieved to produce miniature computing modules or chips. These chips,
when put together with others, have enabled the development of small powerful
computers that are relatively inexpensive. And, when these small computers became
"user-friendly" to the non-technical person, the home computer was the result.

"Fingertip electronics" —theIC chip—has madepossiblethesize andpricereductionin computers.

Thus, in thirty years, we have seen a transition from computers made of vacuum
tubes and other separate components, to the current ones which use large-scale
integration of computer circuitry on tiny silicon chips.

Along with size reduction, computers have become faster, more powerful, more
reliable and less expensive. Weare witnesses to a technological revolution which
many have predicted will be ofgreater significance to our society than was the
industrial revolution.
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Inthe 1970's, the full impact
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directly through the
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inserted in the form of
cassettes or floppy discs.
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Thereduction of size and cost ofa computerwith thesame capability.
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There are four major
functions in any computer.

A computer system
depends on both hardware
and software.

The CPU controls

the other computer
components and performs
calculation in accordance

with a program.

The program and data are
kept in memory.

Input and output devices
provide a way for humans
to communicate with a

computer.

A computer can't do
anything without the
instructions provided by
the program.

BASIC is a computer
programming language
used on many home
computers.

Getting Acquainted

Even though the construction process has changed drastically since the first
computers, the major functions havenot. The four major functions within a computer
are the central processing unit or CPU, the memory, the input/output devicesand
the programs. These are discussed in more detail in a later chapter, but we will
briefly introduce you to them here.

The actual electronic and other parts are referred to as "hardware." The
programs which direct the computer to perform various tasks are referred to as
"software". For the TI-99/4A Home Computer, much of the available software is
contained in program cartridges that are plugged into the computer. Once plugged
in, the programs in these cartridges direct the computer to perform application
activities.

Central processing unit — CPU

The CPU is the brain of the computer. It decodes each instruction and directs the
other components to perform the specified activities. It also contains an arithmetic
unit similar to a calculator which performs arithmetic operations.

Memory

The computer must remember program instructions and intermediate results of
calculations as well as other supporting data. That's why the computer must have a
memory.

This memory is similar to ours. Wecan store things in our memories or recall
things from our memories. Socan the computer. The computer's memory can forget,
however, everything it has stored if you turn offthe power — unless it has stored this
information in a more permanent storage medium such as a magnetic tape or disk.

Input/output — I/O

Input and output devices (in computer jargon commonly called "I/O") provide a way
for us to use the computer. These devices include keyboards, program cartridges,
tape cassettes, disk drives, game paddles, and the TV set or monitor. The input
devices provide us a means to enter commandsand preprepared programs to the
computer, and the output devices provide a means for the computer to respond. As
noted earlier, the computer can actually talk to you with the Speech Synthesizer.
This unit converts words and letters to the appropriate voice sounds.

Software

As discussed earlier, a program is a set ofinstructions directing the computer. The
computer will do exactly what it is told to do. It cannot do anything on its own. It
must be directed every step of the way by instructions set up by humans. It's often
been said that the computer has about the same level of intelligence as a worm — that
is, very little! However, once told what to do, the computer can do its tasks faster and
more accurately than you or I could. It continues through its task, following each
instruction diligently and in order, effortlessly and error-free.

Developing a set of instructions for the computer is called "programming."
Programming includes defining exactly what you want the computer to do and then
writing the instructions for doing it. The instructions are written in a language that
the computer can understand. There are many computer languages; one commonly
used language is called BASIC, for Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction
Code.
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ROM contains

permanently stored
programs. Some ROM is
built into the computer.

The plug-in
preprogrammed cartridges
are made up of ROM.

Programs can be
purchased that are stored
on magnetic tape cassettes
and magnetic disks.

Getting Acquainted

Programs may be entered from the keyboard, or read from the computer
memory or a more permanent storage device. Electronic memory that contains
permanently stored programs is calledread-only memory (ROM). The information
stored in this type of memory is built in and is not to be changed. Also, it is not lost
when poweris turned off. If it wasn't for ROMinside the computer, nothing would
happen when you first turned on yourcomputer. Forthe TI-99/4A, forexample, the
screen is displayed when you turn the computer on because of instructions stored
in ROM.

--!-•->•••• : .--V ^-- v.^.::-.....-:^..-,../- .?.l..s. :-v-..^-,^/-J

Initial screen on the TI-99HA

Program cartridges are removable ROM. The ROM is manufactured on silicon
integratedcircuit chips just likethe innerelectronic partsofthe computer. They
simply plugin anddirectthe computerto performa specific application. Forthe
TI-99/4A, as we havestated, there aremany programcartridges foreducational
programs, games, home administration and other applications.

Also, youwill find that programs areavailable that arestoredonmagnetic tape
cassettes that lookexactly like the musiccassettes, or onmagnetic disks called
"floppydisks"that areaboutthe sizeofa45RPM phonograph record. The cassettes
canbe played ona standard cassette player in orderto enter the program in the
computer. A special diskdrive must beusedto enter the programs from the floppy
disk into the computer. The computer canalso store programs that youmaywrite on
the cassette tapes or on the floppy disks.
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Floppy disk and cassette tape

In summary, we have found that a home computer, to be a home computer,
should be user-friendly — easy to put together, easy to get started and easy to use.
It is suggested that it has the possibilities of helping with the children's education —
and be fun. It is suggested that it provides entertainment — and possibly additional
side benefits can be gained. It is suggested that it will be an aid to many of the
financial decisions and home information and administration tasks that each
household requires. It is suggested that its value will be enhanced if you will learn
just the elementary steps of how to instruct it to do what you need to do.

These suggestions will be investigated in more detail as the chapters proceed.
First a look at the preprepared software that helps to make the Home Computer so
easy to use, then a little more detail about the actual hardware so you can get some of
the terms and jargon down pat, and then to show you how easy it is for you to get
started giving instructions to the computer yourself— using step-by-step examples.
You'll see what hardware looks like. How to connect it together. How to get it
started. You'll be into the excitement of the computer age before you know it. So let's
get going.
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The personal computer
may be more powerful, but
it costs more and is not as

easy to use.

Develop eye-hand
coordination, decision
making ability and spatial
awareness while having
fun playing games.
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Purchasing a home computer

The user-friendly computer

•~*^h The personal computer versus thehome computer

Uses for a home computer

Entertainment

Suggested side benefits
Enhanced real life skills

^Education

One that's easy for you
to use.

In most areas of learning,
the computer can provide
routine drill and practice,
or whole new ways of
learning that are exciting
and fun.

Drill and practice
Writing improvement
Cooperation and
communication
New learning
experiences
Adults too

Taxes, budgets, recipe
files, check records, and
just about any kind of
records can be organized
and maintained on the

home computer. In the
future, it may automate
your whole house.

>Administration

Household needs
Expanded applications

Just what is a home computer anyway?

A little history

The integrated circuit

The functions of the computer

Central processing unit

Memory

Input/output

Software

Summary map
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Just 30 years ago, it took
millions of dollars and a

room full of equipment to
do what the desk top
computer can do. The IC is
the invention that made it
possible.

Both hardware and

software are required for a
working computer.
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Setting it up

Getting started

Available software

Programs for reading

Programs for mathematics

Other programs

PLATO® programs

Program descriptions

Reading Flight
Alhgator Mix
Earling Learning Rin
TI LOGIII

Game programs

Program descriptions

Parsec
A-MAZE-ING

Football

Program descriptions

Home Financial Decisions
Touch Typing Tutor™
Teach Yourself BASIC
Household Budget Management
Microsoft™ Multiplan™
TlWriter
Other programs for information.
management

23 Summary
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"Refer to the appendix for trademarks and license information for all software referenced in this
book.
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Easy-to-Use Software
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You can do it!

It's as easy as 1-2-3.

So maybe you are convinced that ahome computer can do things for you, butyou're
wondering if it is possible for youto connect it together anduse the available
programs. The answeris yes. Let'slookat howsimple it is.

Setting it up

Let's suppose thatyou have purchased aTI-99/4A Home Computer. The basic
TI-99/4A isquite easy tosetup. It consists ofonly akeyboard and computer console,
apower transformer with attached cables, and a RF Modulator. These parts come
in one carton and all you need todo isunpack them, connect them together, and plug
them into a standard 120 voltacwall outlet. Instruction manuals also areincluded in
the carton.

TI-99/4A in carton
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Easy-to-Use Software

TI-99UA home computer, manuals and TV

The RF Modulator connects to the antenna terminals of the TV set and to the
backofthe computer as shown inthe figure. The RF, Modulator is neededto convert
the computer signals to signals that arecompatible withyour TV sothe TVcan be
used for the output display.

•GABLED

Connecting theRF modulator between computer and TV
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Just plug in a cartridge and
you're ready to play.
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Thissystemis enough foryou to start usingpreprogrammed software in self-
contained cartridges. However, asyou grow inthe useofthe computer, it canbe
expanded from thisbasic system tomeet your requirements byadding a cassette
taperecorder ordisk drive for program and datastorage, a peripheral expansion unit
with more memory, and a speech synthesizer.

An expandedhomecomputersystem

Getting started

One ofthefirst things thatmany people want todo with a home computer istoplay a
game. Suppose you have selected Parsec1, a popular computer game. All that is
required is to insert the game cartridge intothe slotofthe computer.

Insertinga solid-statecartridge

'Refer totheappendix for trademarks and license information for all software referenced inthis
book.
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Much software is

available in solid-state

cartridges.

Easy^tq-Use Software

Now turn on the TI-99/4A and the title screen is displayed.
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T^Je screen

The screen instruction tells you to press any key. After you press one of the
keys, a selection screencalled a"menu" appears. By following the instructions onthe
screen, youcanchoose to playParsec or youcanchoose to use BASIC. Sinceyou
want to playParsec, pressthe 2 key.The program selectedis then initiated.
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Aferm screen

Available software

Oneofthe things that makesthe homecomputer immediately usefulto youis the
preprogrammed software such asthe Parsec game. Preprogrammed software is easy
to use. It provides usefulanduser-friendly programs that havealready beenwritten
soyourhomecomputer can be ofimmediate benefit to youandyourfamily.
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CAI is now available for

the home.

Learning to read is more
fun with these programs.

Easy^

You mayhave bought only one ortwocartridges whenyou purchased your home
computer, but if you're like most people, you'll soon want more. The store has a list of
allthe available programs anda partial list is in the appendix ofthis book. For the
TI-99/4A, much of the preprogrammed software comes in the form of Solid State
Software™ cartridges. Each one will bejust aseasyto plug inand use; and asshown
previously, you will bedirected byscreen instructions through the steps required to
useit. Each time you use acartridge, check theinformation printed on thecartridge
boxto seeif you have theequipment necessary for thatprogram. For example, some
cartridges require more memory.

The preprogrammed software can beclassified intothe threeareas; education,
home entertainment and information management. Let's discuss examples of
software ineach ofthese areas, and some ofthebenefits thissoftware can provide to
you and your family.

The computer has been actively used foreducation for sometime. Control Data
Corporation was one ofthe first major computer companies todesign and sell
computer-based educational courses onalarge scale. Computer Aided Instruction
(CAI) is the popular termused for such instruction. The series ofcourses, named
PLATO®, was originally designed for large mainframe computers and covers awide
range oftopics for studentsingrade school, high school and college. Now, with the
home computer, this form ofcomputerized instruction can bebrought into thetypical
household ataverynominal price. Tb meetset learning objectives, such
computerized instruction is designed withthe aid ofleading educators and in
cooperation withmajor educational software companies. A wide range ofsubjects
arecovered. Let'slook at some examples and theirlearning objectives. For the
TI-99/4A, the following are available inSolid State Software cartridges.

Programs for reading

Someofthe widelyused programs for reading include:
1. Early Learning Fun -aprogram designed for ages 3through 6tohelp teach shape,

letterand number recognition, as well ascounting, sorting and thealphabet.
2. Beginning Grammar -introduces thebasic parts ofspeech and how theyare used

to build sentences. It is developed for grade levels 2through 5.
3. Early Reading -uses thecombination ofcolor graphics and speech via theoptional

Solid State Speech™ Synthesizer tointroduce and reinforce important reading
skills.

4. Reading Flight - teaches howto classify, summarizeand outline informationat a
sixth grade level.

5. Other available cartridges for reading development include Reading Fun, Reading
On, Reading Roundupand ReadingRally.
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Some of these programs
use colorful animated

graphics to make the drill
and practice a fun
experience.

This program teaches how
to classify, summarize and
outline.
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Programs for mathematics

1. Number Magic —provides drilland practicein basicmathematicsfor ages 6and
up.

2. Addition/Subtraction 1 and 2 — provides drills for reinforcement ofbasic addition
and subtraction skills. The program uses the optional Solid State Speech
Synthesizer to provide a personal approach to learning.

3. Multiplication 1—uses the optional Solid State SpeechSynthesizer to teach the
basics ofmultiplication for grade levels 3 and 4.

4. Division 1— teaches the concepts and facts ofdivisionusing speech, animation,
colorand graphics. Althoughdesignedfor grade levels3 through 5, it offers
enrichment material for earlier grades and remedial material for later grades.

5. AlligatorMix —provides practice foraddition andsubtractionproblems and
discrimination skills in an animated game-like environment.

6. Other available programsformathematics include Numeration I and II forgrades
1through 6, Computer MathGames I through VI forgrade levels 1through9,
Alien Addition,MinusMission, Meteor Multiplication and the list goes on and on.

Other programs

Programsalsoare available forspelling, learning Spanish, learningandcomposing
music, vocabulary improvement, physical fitness, bridgebidding, and learninghow
to type. TI LOGO II alsois available onthe TI-99/4A. Thisis a language which is
perhapseasierthan BASIC andis veryuseful inteaching programming and
graphics.

PLATO programs

If an expandedsystemis usedthat has a diskdrive,manyofthe PLATO program
series are available for the TI-99/4A. The TI PLATO series offers 108 courses. Some
are in basic skillsfor grade levels 3 through 8 in mathematics, reading, and grammar.
Other courses are in high school skillsfor grade levels9 through 12and adults who
want to brush-upontheir skills. Thesehighschool level coursescover mathematics,
practical reading, writing, science and social studies.

Program descriptions

Descriptions anddemonstration ofthese andother programs canbe obtained at one
ofthe manydepartmentandcomputer stores that sellthe TI-99/4A Home Computer.
But before you goandlook, andsoyou will understandhow the preparedsoftware
meets the learningobjectives, let'sspend a few minutes discussing whatyoumight
expect from three very popular educationalprograms.

Reading Flight
Reading Flightwas designed to teach the userhow to classify, summarize andoutline
information. The user mayselectfromsevenactivities. There are twoactivitiesfor
each ofthe three functions; classify, summarizeand outline, and a separate seventh
activity that includes allthree.The firstactivity is always "studyit", andthe second
oneis to "try it out". Thus, foreach function, you are given a chance to studywhat
the functionis, and then a chance to use it. The functions are appliedto children's
short stories.
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If the answer is correct,
you feed the alligator an
apple.
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In the studyactivities, the learning process isreinforced bya short test. For
instance, in the case ofthe first function, classifying, the testconsists ofidentifying
related objects which will endanger aspace adventure. The user must classify those
objects which canbedestroyed bythe ship's raygun,andthosewhich mustbe
deflected. Then the "try it out" activity provides adrill tosee how well you have
learned the function. Ifyou are successful in the "try itout" activity, as indicated by
correctly answering at least seven out often questions, then you aregiven the
opportunityto playBalloon Smash. In this game, youshootdarts at balloons which
move across the screen.

Inthe seventh activity, the user must apply the three functions ofclassifying,
organizing and outlining toastory about anarcheological dig on a remote island.

This popular program is very useful for teaching children the important concepts
ofclassifying, organizing and outlining. The stories used and the reward ofgetting to
playBalloon Smash are helpful inmaintaining the child's interest.

BALLOON SMASH

liWMn
Balloon Smash activity

Alligator Mix
Another popular educational program isAlligator Mix. It teaches basic addition and
subtraction ata level for children in the second and third grades. This program offers
a unique way toimprove math skills. The game startswith anapple thathas an
addition orsubtraction problem placed on the apple and anumber placed on an
alligator. Astheapple ismoved toward thealligator's mouth, theusercontrols the
opening andclosing ofthealligator's mouth withthe space barorthe firebuttonon
the joystick controller. Ifthe answer tothe problem on the apple isequal tothe
number onthealligator, then theusermust open thealligator's mouth toeatthe
apple. Ifthe solution is not equal to the number on the alligator, then the alligator's
mouth must bekept closed. More alligators and apples appear asproblems are
answered correctly.

The usermust decide whether ornottoopen thealligator's mouth inashort
period of time; thus, the user must quickly determine the answer toplay the game
successfully. The usermay change theskill level, theproblem range, orthetotal run
time ofan exercise. The total number ofhits and misses are displayed in the swamp
at the bottom of the screen.
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A fun way to learn shape,
number and letter

recognition.

Easy-to-Use Software

Alligator mix activity

Alligator Mix isuseful asa method forteaching addition andsubtraction. It also
requires theusertoread theproblem and answer and reactquickly. Thus, the
program isuseful notonly for improving arithmetic skills, but also it helps improve
decision-making ability.

Early Learning FYin
Yetanother verypopulareducational programdeveloped by TI forthe TI-99/4A is
Early Learning F\m. It was designed forthe preschool child, ages3through 6. It
specifically teaches the child shape, number andletter recognition, aswell as
counting, sorting andthe alphabet. Anadditional benefitis that children at a very
young ageare introduced toa computer andlearnhow to interactwithit. The bright
colorful displays reallyfascinate children ofthis age which helpsto keeptheir
attention.

Theprogram menu letstheuserselect activities about numbers, shapes, sorting
and the alphabet.

}&?•;

Early Learning Fun menu
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Logo is more than a
language — it's a learning
tool.
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When theshape activities areselected, thechild isgiven a group ofnumbered
shapes on one side of the screen. Displayed on the other side of the screen isashape
likeoneshapein the group. Thechild must then 'makea match'. Theselectedmatch
is indicated by pressinga numberkeyonthe keyboard. A correctmatchoccurs when
thenumber oftheshape inthegroup isthesame astheshape byitself. Asound like
'uh-oh' ismade when awrong answer isselected, butashort tune isplayed when the
answeris correct.When a shape is selected, the shapebyitselfmoves overclose to
the selected shape so the child can make abetter comparison. This isparticularly
useful if the wrong shape is selected.

In thesorting skills activities, thechild isgiven four shapes ofwhich threeare
identical andone isdifferent. The child must identify the one that isdifferent.

Inthenumber activities, the child isasked torelate anumber of shapes with the
number. Another portion of the program permits the child tolearn and identify
objects thatbegin with aparticular letter. This activity builds avocabulary ofsight
wordsrelated to the letters ofthe alphabet.

Early LearningFun activity

Inall activities, thecomputer continues over and over again aslong asthe
student wants topractice. It never gets tired, bored, orirritable. Insummary, this
educational program helps toteach basic skills useful ineveryday life aswell as
building a base forfurther learning. Achild who uses a computer inthismanner at
such an early age willnot fear the computer.

TI LOGO II

LOGO isa useful learning tool for programming and using thecomputer. It was
initiallydeveloped about15 yearsagoandnow is available for the TI-99/4A under the
title, TILOGO II. Although many people have been involved with the development
and improvements of this language, the major contributor was Seymour Papert, who
formanyyearswasdirectorofthe LOGO Group at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT).

Much different from theconcept used inBASIC, inLOGO thecomputer isused
as a controldevice. The LOGO conceptuses a figure calleda turtle or robot whichthe
usercommands. Commands include words like TELLTURTLE followed byother
commandssuch as FORWARD 30, RIGHT 90,etc. The commands are used to move
theturtle around the screen todraw lines on thescreen along thepath taken bythe
turtle.
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Besides making graphics easy, probably one ofthe most useful aspects ofthe
language is that it provides a powerful way to structure a program.

LOGOincludes a set ofsimple commands called primatives. Youdefine or teach
the computer other commands by using combinations ofthese primatives to form
what is called a procedure. Procedures also may contain other procedures as well as
primatives. Usually procedures that are contained in other procedures are referred
to as subprocedures. Suppose, for example, wewant to draw a house like this:
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House drawn with LOGO

Thefollowing procedure (HOUSE) andsubprocedures (ROOF, BOX, andDOOR)
could be used.

TO HOUSE

ROOF

BOX

DOOR

END

Each ofthe subprocedures mustbe defined. Forinstance,youcould define the
subprocedure ROOF as:

TO ROOF Defines the roof procedure
RIGHT 90 Rotates the turtle to positionfor movingtoward right side of

screen

FORWARD 50 Moves the turtle forward 50 units to draw line A in the figure
LEFT120 Rotates the turtle 120degrees back to prepare to draw next line
FORWARD 50 Moves the turtle forward 50 units to draw line B to form one side

of the roof.
LEFT 120 Rotates the turtle 120degrees to prepare to draw next line.
FORWARD 50 Moves the turtle forward 50 units to draw line C to form other

side of roof

END

The other subprocedures canbewritten easilyin a similarfashion. LOGO has
additional figures called spriteswhich canbe moved aboutin a similarmannerat the
same time.
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Games develop useful real-
life skills while having fun.

Some people have predicted that LOGO will replace BASIC as the language for
the small computer. Besides doing graphics, it permits computation and works with
music modules as well as almost any of the other devices that can be used with
BASIC. BASIC, however, is very popular, and the more programs written in
BASIC, the less likely it will be replaced anytime soon.

In Chapter 1, we discussed that many hidden benefits comefrom playing computer
games. Many ofthe games offeredby TI for the TI-99/4Awere developed not only to
provide interesting, challengingand enjoyablegames, but also to specificallyprovide
some of these hidden benefits. Let's lookat some ofthe more popular games and take
three examples and discuss some of the hidden benefits in more detail.

Game programs

Some of the games include:
1. Parsec — a popular space game that combinescolorfulgraphics and voice; pits the

player in a series ofbattles with alien ships.
2. Tbmbstone City — a twenty-first century old west ghost town where you must

battle alien 'Megs'.
3. TI Invaders — a popular game where youmust use your wits and aim to destroy

an armada of creatures from space.
4. Munch Man — an exciting maze game where you must out-maneuver Hoonos

while connecting passages with a chain.
5. Car Wars — an enjoyable game involvinga high speed race combined with the

challenge of out-maneuvering a canny opponent.
6. Hunt the Wumpus — another very popular game involvingan exciting hunt in a

hidden maze of caverns and twisting tunnels.
7. A-MAZE-ING — a maze game where youare a mouse and must find your way out

of various mazes before being eaten by a cat.
8. Football — a game where the computer uses actual football statistics to simulate a

football game where you and your opponent call the plays.
9. Other available cartridges include MunchMobile™, MoonMine, Sneggit, Alpiner,

Othello™, Chisholm Trail, Indoor Soccer, Mind Challengers, Connect Four™,
Yahtzee, and on and on. Also available are ten Milton Bradley Voice Command
VideoGames™ where youuse your voiceto give various commands to the games.

cgt>ts t\
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Parsec is a fast action game
that helps you recognize
and react to patterns.

Easy-to-Use Software

Program descriptions

Following is a more detailed description of three of the popular games which not only
provide entertainment, but by playing them you may acquire some of the 'hidden
benefits' we've discussed.

Parsec

Parsec is an exciting, fast-paced, challenging space game. It offers colorful graphics,
realistic sound, and even a talking computer (if you have the optional Solid State
Speech Synthesizer) to help you along your journey into outer space.

Parsec activity

The game starts immediately with an invasion of attackers dubbed the
"swoopers" who attack from the right side of the screen. They pose the danger of
collision and the longer they fly, the faster they move.

The next attackers are the "urbites" who fire at you with a twin photon cannon.
As soon as they change color from white, open fire!

After the "urbites", the "LTFs" appear. They are similar to the swoopers, but fly
faster and become harder to hit.

As soon asyou defeat the LTFs, be ready for the hardest ship you will face, the
"dramites." These ships are similar to the urbites, but are much faster and fire at
will. Be careful, these ships are really hard to destroy.

The next attackers have an unusual method of attack. The "saucers'' sneak up
from behind in a surprise attack. Study these ships carefully and watch for patterns.

The last group of fighters are the "bynites". These ships are slow and not hard to
shoot down, but be careful of their photon clusters.

After defeating all of these ships, you will encounter the "asteroid belt." You
must shoot a path through the many asteroids to get to the next level.

The next level pits you against your previous enemies, but you must shoot each
ship an extra time to destroy it. In the fourth level, "killer satellites" will attack you
at random.

During the game you must watch your fuel level. When you are nearly out of
fuel, you must navigate your fighter through a "refueling tunnel" which takes
excellent flying skill to negotiate.

Besides being great entertainment, Parsec is a useful game to improve both
children's and adults' ability to recognize and react to patterns — patterns of shapes
as well as patterns of events. Eye-hand coordination skills also are required, both to
shoot down the various attackers as well as to navigate through the refueling tunnel.
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A cat and mouse game that
can challenge the best
game player.
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A-MAZE-ING

A-MAZE-ING pits you, as a mouse, against the computer-controlled cats. You also
can play with two people in either a competitive or cooperative mode. Strategy and
wit must be combined in this challenging maze game.

A-MAZE-ING has many options from which to choose. The first set of options
include the number of players and whether or not they are enemies. Then you must
choose the type of game. Escape Maze requires the mouse to escape as quickly as
possible. In Cheese Hunt, the mouse must gather ten pieces of cheese before
escaping.

In the second set of options, you must choose a simple or complex maze, and a
visible or invisible maze. Next, you must choose mouseholes or obstacles.
Mouseholes are pathways through walls which the mouse can use, but the cats can't.
If you choose 'obstacles', there are no mouseholes; instead, there are pillars
throughout the maze which make travel very difficult. You can also choose a slow or
fast mouse.

The final option list lets you pick how many cats will chase you. You can choose
different speeds for the cats. You can make the cats stupid or smart. Stupid cats
wander aimlessly through the maze, but smart cats sense the movements of the
mouse. Cats also can be standard or pouncing cats. Pouncing cats can jump over the
walls of the maze. If the cats are pouncing, you can choose the pouncing frequencies
(low, medium, or high). Once you have finished all the option selections, get ready for
a game the whole family will enjoy. At the high skill levels, it will challenge even an
"arcade expert."

A-MAZE-ING activity

A-MAZE-ING is a game which develops and improves spatial awareness and
planning. The player must be continually aware of the location of the mouse relative
to the cheese, the cats and the exit. The game requires planning to successfully go
through the maze, especially without being trapped by the cat. This planning is
necessary both at the beginning as well as while you are in the maze. If the strategy
is not well planned — goodbye mouse.
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Football
Football pits you against your opponent in an all out struggle ofwits and football
knowledge. Most other videofootballgames are wonby the player who best controls
his joystick. In TI Football, though, youmust really knowfootballto be successfulin
defeating your opponent. The players choosetheir plays and the computer actually
simulates the game based on professional football statistics!

First of all, the computer asks for the length of time in each quarter (1-99
minutes). Each player then enters his team name. The computer randomly selects a
player to callthe toss and the winner caneither kickor receive. Also, the player can
select either an onsides or regular kickoff. As soon as the ball is in the air, the game is
under way.

Both offensive and defensive players have a wide variety of plays from which to
choose. The offense can choosepass plays, such as bombs, screens, and flares; and
running plays, such as draws, sweepsand diveplays. The defense can chooseplaysto
stop the run or pass, or even to blockpunts and field goals.

Football activity

Other features that add realism are penalties that range from five to fifteen
yards, interceptions, and time-outs. There is no limit to the number of time-outs a
team can take.

This game is for people who enjoy football and know the game. It combines the
luck and strategy ofa real football game. The players must think out each play
carefully to successfully win the game. It promotes strategic thinking as well as
simulates the real life experience of taking a risk by running a play on a hunch or
a guess,
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Here's where the computer
gets put to really practical
use around the home.

Whether you're spending
money or saving it, this
program can help you do it
wisely.

Easy-to-IJse Software

One of the least developed areas of programs for home computers has been in helping
you perform the many functions required in and around the home. However, in just
the last few years many different application programs have come on the market for
the home and personal computer systems to meet these needs at an affordable price.

There are a number of areas in the everyday activities of the home in which a
home computer can be helpful. For example, it can be used to help in planning and
keeping track of a monthly budget, or keeping various kinds of records, or in making
financial decisions such as buying a new home or car. We can expect to see many
more helpful programs of this type in the future, because as the number of homes
with these computers increases, a large market potential will provide a financial
incentive to programmers. As stated previously, it does take extensive computing
capability in your home computer to be able to execute some of the information
management programs.

Program descriptions

Let's look at some specific examples of information management programs contained
in solid-state cartridges used with the TI-99/4A.

Home Financial Decisions

The Home Financial Decisions cartridge is a popular program used with the
TI-99/4A by people that must make a major financial decision, such as buying a car or
home, refinancing the mortgage on their home, or perhaps just borrowing some
money for a new refrigerator. Many "what if situations can be analyzed. It gives
information such as expected monthly payments, total interest, etc. needed to
consider various purchase strategies. The program provides evaluation data for
loans, the purchase of a residence or car, and the monetary return from a savings
account.

WMm^r^™™-.**

Home Financial Decisions menu
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Ea|y-to-Use Software

The loan option ofthis moduleprovides fivetypes ofconventionalloan analysis.
For one analysis, it will specify the amount you can borrow based on the size of
payment desired, the length ofthe loanand the loaninterest rate that must be paid.
The standard compound interest method is the computational procedure used.

For example, if youcouldpay $100 a month for 24months on money borrowed at
an interest rate of18%, what is the maximum amount you could borrow? The
program willcompute this after youenter the knowninformationat the console
keyboard. The maximumamount youcouldborrow,$2,003.04 for this example, is
then displayed on the screen.

In another analysis, the program can determine the monthly payment when you
input the amount borrowed, the interest rate and the length ofthe loan.

In still another analysis, the computer can determine the number ofmonthly
payments that wouldbe needed to pay offa loan ofa given amount and interest rate
when you specify a monthly payment amount.

Another option allowsyouto determine the size ofthe downpayment, and still
another option computeshowmuchmoneywouldbe needed for an early payoff.

The residence program offers these types of residence analysis:

•»

PRESS

RESIDENCE

1 FOR BUY A HOUSE

2 BUY HOUSE A OR B \\-\

3 BUY OR RENT ;#-. :

1
4 REMAIN IN HOUSE

OR BUY A NEW ONE

::•' !
5 REMAIN IN HOUSE

OR RENT $£-••.

6 REFINANCE MORTGAGE

—/^'
•...:...'•.: • • ...' '•..". '"•' >./!•*•'. ''..„

Residence menu

Let's lookat an example ofusing this program. Suppose you are trying to make a
decision between two houses where house A costs less than house B, but the down
paymentfor Bis less than that forA. Onthe other hand, the mortgageinterest forB
is greater than that for A. If youdon't spend as much on the downpayment, you can
keep the extra money in a savingsaccountand earn interest. Alsoentering into the
decision are the cost of taxes and insurance. The program will analyze the costs of
both houses and give the difference.

By selecting 2 on the mainmenu, the program willbegin asking for information.
The information printed in bold type is what you type on the keyboard. Here is the
information input on house A:
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Ifi&^ffljff^g^f^^^li

fy- "*

BUY HOUSE A OR B

ENTER FOR HOUSE A

':''K PURCHASE PRICE $50000 •(

*&* DOWN PAYMENT $10000 fo.;;
"' •••'••
if"'-'.-'

'•".J"'"

CLOSING COSTS $1000

NUMBER OF MONTHLY PAYMENTS

240

ANNUAL °/o INTEREST RATE

pi!

ON MORTGAGE 11.8

•"•iili^^ ^

(&•,,;-,,,;,:?^^^

EXPECTED ANNUAL °/o INCREASE

IN MARKET VALUE 7

ANNUAL PROPERTY TAX

i:-••:"'.; PAYMENTS $675

'. -'i
ANNUAL INSURANCE PAYMENTS i^!

$612 %':"! £

ESTIMATED MONTHLY UTILITY
;:r^

'''':••'• COSTS $150 SS

Hi;

1
m

^V-Sf^ >f:m

Entering informationfor house A

Here is the information input on house B:

m IlSffiMS^^

ENTER FOR HOUSE B
(;:•;•:••.

PURCHASE PRICE $60000

DOWN PAYMENT $6000 • •

'1 "•' CLOSING COSTS $1200

•'•*•'."'•'. NUMBER OF MONTHLY PAYMENTS .;

£;?'•-; 360

•s.'-1-::;.- ANNUAL o/o INTEREST RATE
'• ••.. :

i';: ' .;.

ON MORTGAGE 12

JW^S^^MW •:':y-y •••••"""::'"--^ •'•..'•
Entering informationfor house B

2-18

£:;I;V);4;M
'0k

EXPECTED ANNUAL o/o INCREASE

" IN MARKET VALUE 8 "fSJ=" -*J

ANNUAL PROPERTY TAX

PAYMENTS $850
i ...•'.

ANNUAL INSURANCE PAYMENTS

'£•-./] $725 !'••*•

ESTIMATED MONTHLY UTILITY

COSTS $200

V. \': '.'•" .-...: :.-.'.":•' :•''...-. .'. :,•.:•./.•••. :L .-..'.^j. ••''.•'..
••: •• •'•••;••

->
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Easy-to-Use Software

After entering this information about the houses, the computer asks for some more
information.

\ f

r i

YOUR FEDERAL INCOME TAX

BRACKET IN °/o 30 •V

ANNUAL o/o INTEREST RATE

• ON YOUR SAVINGS ACCOUNT

6.25

NUMBER OF TIMES PER YEAR • '^:

•:' .. SAVINGS ACCOUNT INTEREST ".'.';-

•:/•
IS COMPOUNDED 12

J...-.••... ....'.— ..'.:..

NUMBER OF YEARS IN THIS

ANALYSIS 1

-mmm

Enteringfinancial information

The following information is then displayed on the screen by the computer:

. ••; •; M^PfKiffiliP^i^Sl?mmmsmi^jmm

THE COST OF HOUSE A:

DOWN PAYMENT $10000.00

CLOSING COSTS: + 1000.00

MORTGAGE PMTS + 5045.99

INSURANCE PMTS + 591.78

PROPERTY TAXES + 652.69

UTILITIES + 1740.52

TAX SAVINGS - 1512.83

EQUITY

PRESS ENTER

-13178.63

$ 4339.52

:-:-,;^ii^^^^^^ mm$i^

Resultsfor house A
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Whether you're learning to
type or just want to
practice to improve your
speed and accuracy, this
program can help you
while you play a game.

". THE COST OF HOUSE B:

; DOWN PAYMENT $10000.00

CLOSING COSTS: + 1200.00

MORTGAGE PMTS + 6445.13

INSURANCE PMTS + 701.08

PROPERTY TAXES + 821.87

UTILITIES + 2320.69

TAX SAVINGS - 2063.12

EQUITY

PRESS ENTER

-10331.41

$ 5094.24

': ^smBmtmfflfflB&amsaL. •" vV••:•'••••.. •:. :'•.••••'•••%'••"•

Resultsfor house B

On a final screen the computer displays "THE COST OF BUYING HOUSE A
IS $754.72 LESSTHAN THE COST OFBUYING HOUSE B". Asa result, the
difference of$754.72 in the first year is the savings ofpurchasing houseA over
house B.

As this example shows, the information that canbe quickly and easilyobtained
fromthis program canbe very helpful in determiningimportant financial decisions
about your residence.

Two other types offinancial analysis are possible with the program.The Car
sectioncanhelpyouevaluate a newcar loan, the cost ofyourpresent car versus
buyinga newone,andwhetheryou should leaseor buya car. TheSavings section
lets you evaluate and scheduleyour savings plans.

Thus,witha program such as this, you canhave helpforsolutions to a majority
ofthe financial decisions that face many families today. Thisuser-friendly program
prompts youfor any data youmust input in an easy-to-understand way.

Touch Typing Tutor™
Thisprogram will teachyou how to touch type; that is, to typeusingallfingers
without looking at the keys. Even ifyou already know how to type,Touch Typing
Tutor willhelp you developspeed and accuracy.

Whenyoufirst select the program,youhavethree program choices; lessons,
diagnostic or game.

If youchoose 'lessons', the computer will ask youwhatyouwant to try. Levels 1
through 4teachyou to typethe alphabetic characters bytouch, andlevels 5through 8
teach you to type numbers, symbols and punctuation. Youcan choose from two
lessons and a review. There are four exercises in each lesson.

When you choose 'diagnostic/ you have further choices ofeither wpm timing,
analysis, or practice.Thefirst choice will timeyouby howmanywordsper minute
you type. Then the computer willrecommenda wpm goal for you. (You can also
chooseyour owngoal.)The secondchoice, 'analysis',willtest your skillon certain
keysand recommend practiceifneeded. 'Practice', the third choice in diagnostic, will
display either letters, numbers, or symbols (as you choose)one at a time inside a box.
Youmust type that key as quickly as you can.
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By learning to program in
BASIC, you can get even
more benefit from your
home computer.

^b$M^W^^^^^^^^^MM

TouchTyping Tutoractivity

The finalselectionis 'game.' You canchoose from1through 8 levels. At the start
ofthe game, anairplane flies across the screen andplaces words which you must
type. This methodoffers a funwayto learn touchtyping.

Asyou cansee,withTouch Typing Tutor, you canlearnto touch typeand
improve your skills. Learning to touch type, like somany things, requires practice,
practice, practice. However, with aprogram such asTouch Typing Tutor, thedrill
and practice can be fun, challenging and motivating.

Tfeach Yourself BASIC
In the later chaptersofthis book, you will see whata home computeris forby
learning how to make the computer dowhatyou wantit to dobyprogramming it
yourself. You will beintroduced to the BASIC programming language. If after
readingthese chapters, you decide you wantto learnmore abouthow to writeyour
own programs, the Teach Yourself BASIC tutorialwill beveryhelpful. This program
offers a way to learn the BASIC programming language morethoroughly in ten easy
lessons. Learning BASIC thisway often canbeeasierthan from readingmanuals
that sometimesare difficult to follow. Combining the chapters in this bookwith Teach
YourselfBASIC willgiveyoua goodstart in BASIC programming.

The Teach YourselfBASIC program is designed to introduce you to constants,
variables and commands. Once youhavecompletedall ten lessons, youshouldhave
much more specificprogramming knowledgeto allowyouto program your own
detailedgames,maintain specific tailored financial records,obtainhelpforyour
math homework, or manyother tasks youmaywant the computer to do. Teach
YourselfBASICis for peoplewhoare seriouslyinterested in programming.
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Don't know where the

money's going? This
program is for you!

:W^^BMm^M^^M^B.

Household Budget Management
The Household Budget Managementprogram helps you set up the various monthly
expenses and incomethat youthink willoccurduring the year. Then each month, you
put in the actual expensesand income as they occur. The program compares the
predicted versus actual expenses and displays this information in your choiceof
either tabular or bar chart form. It is a valuable program for helpingyouset budget
guidelines, track income and expenses, spot financial problemareas and keep easily
accessible records.

wmmmmmmm^mM^^m

HOUSEHOLD BUDGET MANAGEMENT

PRESS TO

1 SEE DEMONSTRATION DATA

2 SET UP FOR FIRST TIME

3 LOAD YOUR DATA

4 START A NEW BUDGET YEAR

x^ms^mmmm^m.
Household BudgetManagement activity

m*
KY
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If you need help in
business planning,
consider this powerful
program.

Hello, word processor.
Goodbye, typewriter.

And there's lots more.

lilii^i^ill^^^i^^^^K

Microsoft™ Multiplan™
Microsoft™ Multiplan™ is a second-generation worksheet program with many
advanced features that at one time were found only on very expensive computer
systems used by large corporations. Thisis oneofthe most powerful modeling and
planning tools ever inventedfor the smallcomputer. It can be used for almost any
spreadsheet type application. It enhancesthe generation offinancial reports for
managing and planninga businessand simulates selected business conditionsby
analyzing "what if" situations.

TI Writer
TI Writer is a word processing program which you willgreatly enjoy if you write
many letters, reports, or documentation ofany kind. You willnot want to goback to
using a typewriter onceyouuse a wordprocessor. Rather than text that youtype
appearingonpaper, it appearsonthe screenandis stored in memoryat the same
time. Then revisions can be made to the material on the screen by typing over,
deleting, inserting, moving, respacing, etc. After allchangesare made,youcanprint
the text onpaper as manytimes as youwant and eachcopywillbe identical.

Other programs for information management
Other software offered for the TI-99/4A for information management include
Securities Analysis, Personal Record Keeping, Tax/Investment Record Keeping,
Personal Real Estate, Personal Report Generator, and on and on. Just as in the other
areas, there is a widevarietyofcurrently available and usefulsoftwarepackages.

Whenyoupurchasea home computer system, it should be easy to set up and you
should not haveto write programs to use it effectively. Whether it is to be used for
entertainment, educationor information management, muchpreprogrammed
softwarein plug-in solid-state cartidgesis currently available to makethe home
computer a useful product foryour household. What's even more encouraging is that
there will be an ever expanding amount ofsoftware availablein the future.
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Reading programs
introduce and reinforce

reading skills.

Easy-to-Use Software
w.uim^w^^mf,

Can you use a home computer?

Setting it up

Getting started

Available software

Educational software

Programs for reading

Programs for mathematics

Other programs

PLATO® programs

Program descriptions

A home computer is easy
—- to set-up, get started,

and use.

Math programs develop
skills such as counting,
sorting, addition,
subtraction.

These programs provide
education and fun

experiences at the
same time.

Reading Flight
Alligator Mix
Earling Learning Rm
TI LOGIII

Home entertainment

Game programs

Program descriptions

A cat and mouse game that
can challenge the best
game player.

A fast a«tion space game
that helps to recognize and
react to patterns and
develops eye-hand
coordination.

Parsec

*> A-MAZE-ING
Football

Programs to make wiser
financial decisions when

loaning or saving money.

Information management for household administration

Program descriptions

Don't know where the

money is going? This
program's for you!

Summary

Summary map
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Teach Yourself BASIC
Household Budget Management
Microsoft™ Multiplan™

/^TI Writer
I Other programs for information
[ management

Hello, word processor.
Goodbye, typewriter.
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More About Software and Hardware

Firmware

Documentation

Inside solid-state cartridges

Programs you write

BASIC interpreter

Central processing unit

Memory

CPU word size
CPU differences

Semiconductor memory
Memory capacity
Expansion memory
Magnetic tape and disk

Peripheral expansion system

Speech synthesizer

Input/output devices

^mmapif map

Printers

RS-232 Interface
Modems for telephone communication
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More About Software and Hardware

More About Software and Hardware

M@m ab@&§ft softwar®

Firmware is software

manufactured in a form that

is not changed easily.

Printed instructions for

people are called
documentation.

In the last chapter you learned about easy-to-use software; that is, the programs that
instruct the computer to perform specific tasks, preprogrammed for you and
packaged in a convenient plug-in cartridge that make it easy for you to use the
program and the computer.

Firmware

When you look at these cartridges, you see that they are made of plastic and are
"hard." However, they aren't called hardware because they contain the program that
the computer follows step-by-step. The program is stored electronically in ROM
which is manufactured using integrated circuit silicon chips. Therefore, the
cartridges, even though they are "hard," are called software because they contain
stored programs. Actually, a more proper name is "firmware" because they are
manufactured in a permanent form that is not changed easily.

Documentation

Some people also use the term software to refer to operating manuals, instruction
manuals and other types ofprinted information that tell people how to operate
hardware or to use software. However, to eliminate confusion, a better term for this
printed information is documentation.

Documentation
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A solid-state cartridge
contains a program stored
in machine language - the
language of the computer.

Machine language consists
of electrical signals that
have two possible values;
zero and one.

Humans can't work

efficiently with zeros and
ones so programs in the
computer convert our

keyboard input letters and
numbers to machine

language.

Humans write programs in
a high-level language such
as BASIC.

iMoiil^iiM^

Inside solid-state cartridges

In the Solid State Software™ cartridges, the program is stored electronically in the
ROM integrated circuits at the time that it is manufactured. The electronic signals
are in machine language, the language the computer can understand.

Although the computer can easily execute or follow the instructions in machine
language, it would be hard for you or anyone to understand. Machine language is the
lowest level computer language; it consists of electrical signals that are identified by
humans as zeros or ones. Zero and one are the two possible values of a binary digit
(bit). You probably have heard of bits and bytes. A bit is the smallest piece of
information that an electronic digital computer can handle. Bytes will be covered a
little later.

?MHi& ?:*•$•%$:

Example of machine language

The computer can work only with these zeros and ones. Since we humans work
with many other numbers as well as alphabetic characters and symbols, they must be
changed to an appropriate binary number made up of only zeros and ones. When bits
are used in combination to represent numbers, characters and symbols, these
combinations are called codes. Various codes are used to convert human inputs to
machine language.

For example, there is a program in ROM within the computer console that
converts the alphabetic characters, numbers, or symbols that you type on the
keyboard to the appropriate binary codes. By means of this built-in program, the
computer does the conversion forus. Therefore, you actually don't have to be
concerned about machine language and the binary numbers. If you did, you probably
would never buy the computer in the first place.

Programs you write

If you want to write a program with instructions for the computer to follow, you don't
have to write programs in machine language. You write the program in a high-level
language that you understand, then another programin the computer converts this
high-level language to the machinelanguageof the computer. One high-level
language which is used with many home computers is BASIC. A few lines of a
program written in BASIC are shownbelow. As you will see later in this book,
BASIC is easy to learn and use.
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The BASIC interpreter
translates the BASIC

language instructions to
machine language
instructions.

Wffiipti*-'- ••-•
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Example of BASIC instructions

BASIC interpreter

Just as the keyboard inputs by humans must be converted to machine language by an
internal program, so also must the BASIC language instructions be converted to
machine language. The BASIC interpreter is the program inside the computer which
interprets each BASIC instruction you write and generates the appropriate set of
machine language instructions. It is the program inside the computer that changes
the high-level input instructions that humans understand to machine language
instructions that the computer understands. After generating a set of machine
instructions for a given BASIC instruction, the computer is directed to execute this
set of instructions before interpreting the next BASIC instruction. Step-by-step, the
BASIC program is interpreted to complete the task.

3-4
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More About Software and Hardware

Hardware refers to the nuts

and bolts, the cabinet, the
cables and the electronic

circuits of a computer and
its peripherals.

Hardware is the general name given to the actual electronic, metal and plastic parts
ofa computer, its accessoriesand its peripheral equipment. It also includesthe
cables used to connect'all the parts together.

The main hardware componentsofa computer; the central processing unit, the
memory and the input/output devices, were definedand brieflydescribed in Chapter
1. Now let's examine these componentsin more detail. The diagram belowrelates the
physicalparts as youcansee them with a general block diagram. A blockdiagram is
a convenient way to showhowparts or functions ofa system are connected together.

Block diagram
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The CPU is the brain of the

computer.

The CPU functions like a

business manager to be
sure a task is completed by
following instructions.

A computer word may be
one, two, or more bytes. A
byte is a group of eight
bits.

•:iiiiB£i|!b^

Central Processing Unit

The Central ProcessingUnit (CPU)has been definedas the 'brain' ofthe computer.
It controls all the other hardware componentsas specifiedby the program. The CPU
contains a decoder to decodeprogram instructions, an arithmetic and logicunit
(ALU)whichperforms the computational functionsfor the computer, and registers
which are used mainly for temporary storage of instructions and results from
computations. Registers alsoare used to keep status informationand to- keep track of
where in memory the next instruction is.

When the computer is turned on, the CPU instructs the memory to obtain
(fetch)the first instructionofa standard program stored in memoryat a set place.
For the TI-99/4Athis program, calledan initializationprogram, is stored in ROM.
The first instruction is decoded and executedby the CPU. For example, it might be
an instruction that tells the computer to clear all ofthe user memory. The CPU then
continues to execute instructions in the initializationprogram until it is finished. At
that point, the computer is ready for youto do something.

The CPU is similar to a business manager. The manager obtains an instruction
fromhis/hermemory to beginthe accomplishment ofa specific task. Themanager
then directs the peoplethat report to him/her(the other computercomponents) to do
their functionsto carry out (execute) the task. Someofthe functionsmayhaveto be
doneby the manager, while others are doneby peoplein the manager'sgroup.
Similarly, the CPU directs the memory to fetch a number so that the ALU (in the
CPU),for example, canaddit to a numberalreadyin the CPU. Themanager (CPU)
is in control and is responsible for the successfulcompletionofthe task. At the next
step, a newtask is obtained(next instructionis fetched) and the processis repeated
continuallyuntil all ofthe plannedtasks in the program are completed.

CPU word size

The CPU usuallyhandlesmorethan onebit at a time. Mostoften, it operates ona
code which is a groupofbits called a byte or word. TheCPUinmosthome computers
operates on a byte. A byte is madeup ofeight bits; Usuallya computer word willbe
some whole multiple ofa byte;that is,8bits, 16 bits, 32bits, etc. Generally,the larger
the wordsize, the morecomplex the circuitryandthe morepowerful the CPU. The
TI-99/4A uses a 16-bit microprocessor, the TMS9900, for its CPU. For this reason, it
hasverygood computing capability. Most otherhome computers andmanypersonal
computers use only an 8-bit microprocessor for their CPU.

CPU differences

All CPUs aresimilar intheirmain function, which istocontrol theoperation ofthe
computerand performthe arithmeticand logic operations.CPUs primarilydiffer in
the amount ofinternal storage, the sizeofwordthey workwith in the ALU, and the
amount ofcontrolnecessary to managethe other components. The bigger or more
powerful the computer, the more complexis the CPU. The CPU in most home and
personalcomputers is contained ononeintegrated circuitor chip. Thelarge
computers used by banks, companies,and other such organizations have CPUs made
with manyintegrated circuits andother components. Ofcourse,they costa lot more!

Ofall the units that the CPU controls, the one that is used most often is the
memory. Let's next examine the functionsand types ofmemory.
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Both short-term and long-
term memory is needed in
a computer system.

Special types of integrated
circuits used for

semiconductor memory
will be able to store up to
256K bits.

|M&|e§^

?vjlemory

Computer memory isgenerally classified aseither short-term orlong-term. Short-
termmemory loses whatever isstored init when the power to thecomputer isturned
of£ Ifyou have used one ofthesmall hand-held calculators, you probably have noticed
that the stored numbers are lost when the power is turned off. (Some ofthe newer
calculators maintain power onthe memory even whenthe power switch is off.) We
humans alsohaveshort-term memoryand wetend to forget quicklythings that are
not considered important.

Long-term computer memory ismore permanent. Information stored hereis
always available unless something else isstored inits place orifthereisa failure in
the storage medium. Information inourown long-term memory would besomething
which weconsidered tooimportant to forget, likeourname. However, wecould
forget information inourlong-term memory ifwe likewise had a 'failure' as,for
example, inthecase of amnesia. The memory components commonly used with small
computers today aresemiconductor memory, magnetic tape cassette and magnetic
disk. Semiconductor read/writememory usually is usedforshort-term memory and
semiconductor read-only memory is usedforlong-term memory insidethe computer.
Both magnetic tapecassette and magnetic disk memory areused for external long-
term memory. Magnetic tape andmagnetic disks, ofcourse, donot requireanypower
tokeep their contents; however, they must be kept away from strong magnetic fields
which can destroy their contents.

Semiconductor memory
Semiconductor memory isusually a setofintegrated circuits especially designed
with storage capability. Solid-state semiconductor technology hasadvanced tothe
point where over 64,000 bits are commonly stored on one silicon chip asshown inthe
figure. This technology continues toadvance so thatvery soon, over 256,000 bits will
be delivered in a similar.package.

Semiconductor memory chip
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Read/write semiconductor

memory often is referred
to as RAM.

K stands for 1,024 in
computer jargon.

'Wiii^^$^i^^MMBW^^^^^^^MW.

Semiconductor memory isoftwo types, read-only memory andread/write memory.
Read-only memory often is referred to as permanent or non-volatilesemiconductor
memorybecausethe stored information is not changedreadilyand it doesnot loseits
storedinformation ifpower isremoved. This is the reason it isusedforlong-term
storage.Read/write memory canhave its information changed readily bywritingin
newinformation. Asstated before, it is usedforshort-termstorage because it is
volatilememory;that is, it losesits contents when poweris removed.

As its name suggests, information can be written into as well as read from read/
write memory. After data is written into memoryand used, newdata can be written
into the same locations. Thus, thedatastored inread/write memory may change
very often.Suchmemory is alsocalled data memory and,*more often,randomaccess
memory (RAM). Random access means that the contents ofanymemory location can
beobtained by the CPUinthe same amount oftimeas that in anyother location.

Memory capacity
Memorycapacityusuallyis givenin bytes where eachbyte is 8 bits. The maximum
internal memory capacity is limited bythemicroprocessor typeandthe memory
addressing scheme.

TheTI-99/4A is designed to workwith72K bytes ofstorage. Thecharacter K
signifies a multiplier of1,024, thus 72K bytesis 72 x1,024 or 73,728 bytes.Thebasic
systemincludes 16K bytesofRAM foruser programs anddata, 26Kbytes ofROM
which contains the system monitor andthe BASIC interpreter, and30K bytesforthe
plug-in solid-state cartridges. The system monitor is not the same as the video
monitor. The system monitor is software in the console which contains the
initialization programandother programs that tell the computer what to dowhen
input comesfrom the keyboardor output is required to the TV or videomonitor
screen.

i^̂

i
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Memory can be added with
the memory expansion
unit.

Magnetic tape and disk
provide almost unlimited
long-term storage.

Cassette tape provides an
inexpensive form of long-
term storage.

More About Software and Hardware

Expansion Memory
When you writea BASIC program, it isplaced inthe16K userRAM inside the
TI-99/4A console. Mostprogramsyouwrite willfit in this memory, but if any
programs takemore than16K bytes, theoptional Memory Expansion Card with
another 32Kbytes ofsemiconductor RAM willhaveto be addedto the system.

Also, some ofthe solid-state cartridges such asTI LOGO II need the additional
32KofRAM.

Magnetic tape and disk
The twocommon non-volatile memory devices, magnetictape and magneticdisk (this
is the floppy disk referred toinChapter 1), do notusea random access technique for
addressing dataasisused for theinternal solid-state semiconductor memory. Asa
result, the timeit takesto readone dataword orbytewill bedifferent thanfor
another. However, theyare veryuseful because the storageis long-term andthe
information doesnot take up valuable memory spacein the computer until it is
needed and loaded.Also,cassette tapes and diskettes provideessentially an
unlimited amount ofstorage. Ofcourse, each diskor tape canstoreonly a specific
amount ofinformation, but whenmorestorage is needed, just use another tape or
disk.

Themagnetic tapecassette isused bymany home computer usersforlong-term
storage, especially atfirst. Ablank cassette tape isless expensive than ablank disk,
and thetaperecorder/player ismuch less expensive thana disk drive. Many ofthe
commonly available audio cassette tape recorder/players work satisfactorily, butTI
hasone made especially touse with theTI-99/4A. Many programs areavailable on
cassette tapeand these offer aninexpensive way toadd toyour collection of
programs. However, programs on cassette tape are a little harder toload and take
longer toload than programs insolid-state cartridges and programs on floppy disks.
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Floppy disk provides long
term storage with faster
access and better

reliability than cassette
tape. The disadvantage is
that it costs more.
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Computer programs anddatamustbeconverted to analog tonesbefore theycan
be recorded oncassettetape. One frequency or toneis usedfora binaryzeroanda
secondfor a binary one. A circuit in the computerperforms the conversion so the
analog tones are available at the cassette connector on the console. To use a cassette
recorder with the TI-99/4A, you needthe optional cable shown in the figureto
connect between the computer console and the cassette recorder.

The magneticdisksused in homeor personalcomputerscan either be a firm
fixed disk(often referred to asa "hard disk") ora removable flexible thinplastic disk.
The hard disk provides muchmore storage, but the disk and its drive are much more
expensive. Because oflower costs, thethinflexible plastic disk is the one commonly
used for homecomputer systems. It's calleda "floppy" disk becauseit can be flexed
or bent, however, you shouldnot intentionally flex it.

The floppydisk used with many home computers is 5-1/4 inches in diameter. The
thin plastic base disk is coated with a thin layer ofiron oxide and the disk is sealed in
an envelope. A slot in the envelope permits the read/write head of the disk drive to
contactthe surface ofthe disk. You should keepthis exposed part ofthe diskfrom
touching anything, especiallyyour fingers.

Floppy disk
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The Peripheral Expansion
System allows the TI
Home Computer to grow
to a system equivalent to a
personal computer.
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The disk must be inserted into a disk drive unit which rotates the disk and moves
the read/write head. A disk drive controller is required tocontrol the operation ofthe
disk drive. Information is read or written by the read/write head after it is physically
moved to one of the invisible concentric tracks as shown in the figure. As the disk
rotates at a constantspeed, information is written onthe diskwhenelectricsignalsin
the write headmagnetize verysmall areas in the ironoxide coating. Whenthe diskis
read, the small magnetized areasreproduce the original signals in the read head.

Tracks and sectors on a disk

The disksystemfor the TI-99/4A is optional. Whenyoubeginto write yourown
programsor use programs that requirepermanent storageofdata, youmaywantto
consider purchasing a disk system.

Thediskcapability offered with the TI-99/4A provides a systemthat competes
with mostpersonalcomputer systemsin diskcapability. In fact, ifyouwereto
purchase allofthe optional equipment forthe TI-99/4A, yoursystemwould
essentially be upgraded to a personal computer. To accommodate some ofthis
additional equipment, TI offers the Peripheral Expansion Systemas an option.

Peripheral Expansion System

ThePeripheralExpansion System is a metalcabinet that provides operating power
andplug-in connections forupto eightperipheral interface cardsanda diskdrive.
Thecards that maybe plugged inmaybe memory, interfaceforinput/outputdevices,
andspecial high-level language decoders. Thissystemis designed sothat you can
installthese expansion cardsyourself just as easilyas youconnect the basicsystem
together.
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Installing a peripheral expansion system card
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Each card plugsinto oneofthe connectors in the expansionunit. Each connector
is connected to a collection ofwires called a buswhich is connected to the computer
console by a large flat (ribbon) cable.

Peripheral expansion system connectedto console

A DiskMemory Drivecanbe installedinto the right-hand side ofthe unit and
the Disk Drive Controller Card fits into the slot next to the drive.

The Memory Expansion Card that adds 32K of RAM as discussed earlier also
fitsintoone ofthe slots intheexpansion unit. Using the Peripheral Expansion
System, asyourinterestgrows and your finances permit, you canbuild upfrom the
basic system to whatever levelsystem yourequire.
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Programs that have
computer-generated
speech are more
interesting and more
useful.

A printer provides hard
copy output from your
computer.
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Speech synthesizer

TheTI-99/4A hasthe capability ofactually speaking to youbymeans ofthe Solid
StateSpeech™ Synthesizer. Most previous systems with thiscapability used actual
recordings ofaperson's voice on tapes orrecords. However, thespeech synthesizer
builds words from basic sounds that are stored in code in a ROM. This ROMcontains
the special codes todirect sounds for upto373 words and phrases. Each code
converts digital information toanalog voltages which cause the speakerinthe
console to makehuman-sounding speech. Thevocabulary evenprovides for words
such as "read" which can be pronounced more than one way.

Thespeech synthesizer permits the computer to speak directions andcomments
asdirected byyour programs orprograms inthe Solid StateSoftware cartridges that
usethisfeature. Forexample, thegame Parsec andthe educational program Early
Reading aregreatly enhanced when the speech synthesizer isused.

Input/output devices

Printers
Aprinter provides ameans ofmaking acopy on paper ofyour program, textordata
sothat you canuseit away from your computer, or soyou cankeepit forone reason
or another.

Printers can be classified as either impact or nonimpact. Impact printers are
thosewhich usea print headwhich pressesaninked ribbon againstthe printer
paper. It works much like astandard typewriter, infact, theso called "letter quality"
printer forms characters thatlook like they were made on atypewriter. Another type
of impact printer, called the dot matrix printer, forms letters bystriking very small
pins. Often you can see the small dots thatform thecharacters on thepaper. The TI
Impact Printer shown below isadot matrix printer. It requires anRS-232 Interface
Card and the Peripheral Expansion System.

Most nonimpact printers arethermal printers. These usea printhead that forms
each character by heating chemically treated paper. The character appears as a
change incolor. The thermal printer operates quietly, buttheimpact printer isnoisy.
On the otherhand, special paperis required forthe thermalprinter, but standard
paper is used with the impactprinter.

TI impact printer
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The RS-232 standard

interface provides
compatibility and a means
of communication between

computer equipment.

A modem permits the use
of the telephone lines to
connect computers
together.
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RS-232 interface

Because peripheraldevices must have a methodofcommunication with computers,a
standard interface was set up by the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) and
assignedthe designation RS-232. Thisinterface helpsto ensurecompatability
betweenthe various manufacturers ofcomputers and computerperipheral
equipment. Essentially, the RS-232 standard definessignalconditions needed for
communication, electrical signalcharacteristics, the connector sizeand shape, and
the connector pin assignment for each signal. The TI RS-232Interface Card is
compatible with the current EIA RS-232 standard.

Modems for telephone communication
Your home computer canbeconnected bytelephone lines to anotherhome computer
or evena larger computersystemby usinga telephonecouplermodem. The modem
convertsthe binaryO's andTs usedbyyourcomputer to tonesoftwofrequencies, one
frequency fora 0andanother for a1. These tones arewithin the voice frequency
rangeoftelephones sothe tones will passthrough the telephone systemas easilyas
your voice. The computer at the other end must have a similar modem to convert
these tones backto the original binarysignalsso the computercanunderstand them.

Themodems are made intwo types; directconnect or acoustically coupled, and
both types are available for use with the TI-99/4A. The direct connect modem is
wired directly to thephone lines and ismore reliable. Tb usetheacoustically coupled
modem shown inthefigure, thehandset ofthetelephone isplaced intherubbercups
of the modem.

In addition to themodem, special software mustbeloaded intothe computers at
each end. This software for the TI-99/4A is available in the Terminal Emulator II
Solid StateSoftware cartridge. The program hasinstructions toguide you sothat
you caneasily communicate directly withothercomputers from yourkeyboard.

TI telephone coupler (modem)
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Thus far in the book, youhave discoveredthat a home computer can add new
dimensions to yourhousehold. You have seenthat the TI-99/4A Home Computerhas
beendesigned ona firm foundation, using the necessary hardware to keepit in date
foryears to come. You have beengiven reasons whyyou should wantto buya home
computer. You know whatit looks like, how to set it up,andhow to use it with
preprogrammed software. You have learned abouthardware, software, CPU,
memory, input/output, ROM, RAM, bit, byteandmany otherterms that canhelp
make you a knowledgeable shopper foryour home computer. Whatremains is foryou
to step into the computer era if youhaven't already done so.

It is entirelysatisfactory foryou to usepreprogrammed software to applya home
computer. You will get excellent results andbeable to usethe computer formany
applications. However, ifyou really wantto enhance the value ofa home computer
and, inaddition, feel some realexcitement because you have trulyaccomplished
something, try yourhand at telling the computer whatyou wantit to do.

In the remaining chapters ofthe book, wehope you will realize how really
versatileanduseful the home computer is whenyoulearn to programit yourself. The
chapters aredesigned tolead you, step-by-step, through alearning process, with
fully illustrated working examples, sothatyou will beable toget theideas from your
head into a formthat the computercanuse to performthe task youdesire. You may
think you can't do it, butwe think you will find it quite easy ifyou give it a fair try. So
if you are ready, let's proceed.

Farther
/
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Human inputs must be
converted to machine

language by programs in
the computer.
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More about software
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Documentation

Inside solid-state cartridges

Programs you write

>BASIC interpreter

Computer hardware

Central processing unit

Memory
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Firmware is software

manufactured in a form

that is not changed easily.

Programs stored in solid-
state cartridges are in
machine language.

•The brain of the computer.

Memory holds the
program and data for the
computer to use.

CPUword size <^f
CPU differences^ _. u. ^ , uy Eightbitsequal one byte.

MK is equivalent to 1,024 in
memory capacity.

Semiconductor memory
Memory capacity
Expansion memory
Magnetic tape and disk

Allows computer to
generate speech from
program instructions.

Peripheral expansion system

Speech synthesizer

Input/output devices
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Going further
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Provides hard copy output
' from computer.
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Beginning with BASIC

Beginning with BASIC

The first three chapters have described what a home computer is, how it works, and
how to use it with preprogrammed software. The remaining chapters describe hov*
you can program your home computer.

Tb program your home computer, you must learn to communicate with it in a
language called BASIC which your computer understands. This chapter teaches you
the essential BASIC instructions. Chapter 5 tells you how to combine BASIC
instructions to create programs. The remaining chapters describe programs for
specific applications and teach you more advanced BASIC instructions.

The computer has two modes of operation. In the first mode, called the immediate
mode, the computer responds immediately to each of your requests, but doesn't
remember the request. If you want it to do the same thing again, you have to request
it again. In this mode, you can get the computer to print requested information on
the screen or perform calculations and print the answers on the screen.

In the second mode, called the program mode, the computer stores each ofyour
requests in its memory. Youindicate the order in which the requests are to be carried
out by numbering each request or statement. A set of numbered statements is called
a program. A program tells the computer how to ask for data from you, how to
process the data, and in what form to output the data. Since the program is stored in
memory, the program can be recalled and used again and again.

Paths of information flow

Information entered at the keyboard in the BASIC language flows through the input
area before being interpreted. The BASIC interpreter translates instructions
written in BASIC into a code the computer can understand. If the information is a
program statement, it is sent to the program area for storage. Information coming
from the interpreter then flowsthrough the output area before being displayed on
the screen.

Hi
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The BASIC interpreter
translates BASIC
instructions into machine
language instructions.

Beginning with BASIC

The BASIC interpreter
The BASIC interpreter is a permanently stored program that reads the instructions
in the BASIC language and interprets or translates them to the language ofthe
computer. Withoutit, wewould haveto learn the complex machinelanguage that
the computer understands. Therefore, the interpreter savesus time and trouble and
allows us to communicate with the computer in a more natural, English-like
language.

The immediate mode

In the immediate mode, the instructions you enter are performed immediately after
youpress the ENTERkey. In computerjargon, we say "The computer executes these
instructions in the immediate mode."

Instructions that are given to the computer in this mode are called commands,
and the BASIC interpreter executes commands in the Immediate Mode.

Processing BASIC commands
Information is not sent into the program area in this mode. The commands are
processeddirectlyfromthe input area, and the results are sent directlyto the
screen. The command itself is also sent to the screen so that you can see what you are
typing on the keyboard. Becausethe commands are not stored in program memory,
they are simplyexecutedand then "forgotten,\ Tb execute a command more than
once, you must type the entire command each time.

The program mode

Instructions givento the computerin the program modemust havea number, called
the line number, before each instruction. These instructions are not performed
immediately, but are stored in a part ofthe computer's memorythat is set asidefor
this purpose.Thisallows youto build groupsofinstructions, called programs,that
cause the computer to performcertain tasks when they are "executed"or "run."
Whenyourun the program, the instructionsare executedoneinstructionafter the
other in the line number order.

Instructions that are givento the computer in the program mode are called
statements. The BASIC interpreter executes program statements in the program
mode.
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Typing in BASIC statements
When BASIC program statements are typed and the ENTER key is pressed, the
statements are stored in the program area for execution at a later time. The only
output to the screen is the statement itself so that you can see it as you are typing
and constructing your program.

mm
interpreter

I

Executing BASIC statements
As a BASIC program is executed, the interpreter follows these steps:
1. Reads one statement from the program area.
2. Performs the specified instruction, sending output to the screen or getting input

from the keyboard if necessary.
3. Reads the next statement from the program area and performs the required

functions.
4. Continues to execute one statement at a time until the end of the program is

reached or one of the statements tells the interpreter to stop.

4-6
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This type of screen is called
a "menu" screen because it

allows you to select a
choice much as you would
order from a restaurant

menu.

Beginning with BASIC

A good way to learn how to program the computer is to give it instructions and watch
how it responds to each of the instructions it receives. This is the method we will use
in this chapter. If you have a TI Home Computer, we encourage you to enter the
examples into your computer as you read through them. This not only makes the
function of each instruction clearer and easier to follow, but also it is exciting to see
the computer respond to the instructions you have given it.

Before you can give the computer instructions in the BASIC language, you must
follow three simple steps. These steps are much hke those you did in Chapter 2 when
you used preprogrammed cartridges.

1. Turn on the computer and television set.

TEX/VS INSTRUMENTS :

ti@ME; COMPUTER • ""

REA0Y- RRfIf 'JNY KEY TO^Bjg$jg£
IP*

2. Press any key to get the Master Selection Menu.

_ • - - 1

is3b TEXAS INSTRUMENTSv^p
HOME COMPUTER

PBESS;
1 FOR TI BASIC

2 FOR PARSEC
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The computer is now ready
to receive instructions in

the BASIC programming
language.

Note

Notice that the letters you
want printed on the screen
must be enclosed in

quotation marks.

Note

Throughout the remainder
of the book, actual screen
output is indicated by the
curved line representing
the upper left-hand corner
of the screen boundary.

Beginning with BASIC

Ifyou still have a cartridge plugged into the slot on the console, its title will be
included as the second, and possibly third or fourth, option on the hst, just as it was
before. If there is no cartridge in the slot, the only item on the list will be TI BASIC.

3. Press the 1 key to select TI BASIC.

l
•'-~fi 'gg^'g&i

Because each command entered in the immediate mode is executed as soon as the
ENTER key is pressed, you can see the results of the command instantly. This is an
excellent way to learn the functions of the individual BASIC instructions.

The PRINT instruction is a good place to start. PRINT is to the computer what
speaking, sign language, and writing are to us.

Using PRINT in a command

PRINT is the BASIC language instruction that tells the computer to print
information on the screen. Let's try this instruction as a command in the immediate
mode to see how it works.

Type PRINT "HELLO"
Press ENTER

| PRINT "HELLO"
| HELLO

The PRINT instruction can also be combined with an expression to perform a
mathematical computation. Certain computer keys perform mathematical
operations.
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Note

The use of the semicolon is

very important. It will be
explained later.

Key

+

*

/
A

Beginning with BASIC

Operation

Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division

Exponentiation (raising a
number to a power)

Try these examples to see how PRINT performs mathematical computations.

TypePRINT36 + 49
Press ENTER

| PRINT 36 +
| 85

49

Type PRINT 36/49
Press ENTER

f PRIN"
J .734

PRINT 36/49

.7346938776

In these examples, notice that the computer prints only the answer as output.
If you want the problem printed also, you must enclose in quotation marks what you
want printed.

Type PRINT "36 + 49 =";36 + 49
Press ENTER

[PRINT "36 + 49 =";36 + 49
J 36 + 49 = 85

The CALL CLEAR command

CALL CLEAR is actually a subprogram, but it can be used like a command in the
immediate mode or as a statement in the program mode. As you might have guessed,
it tells the computer to clear the screen.

Type CALL CLEAR
Press ENTER

Note All the information that you typed and the computer printed is erased off the screen.
CALL CLEAR doesn't If you had placed any instructions in the computer's memory, however, they would
erase program instructions not be erased. CALL CLEAR erases only the screen.
from memory.
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A set of instructions

arranged in a particular
order to direct the

computer to perform a task
is called a computer
program.

Just as a sentence in the English language must have its parts arranged in a
particular order, so it is with computer instructions. A computer program can be
organized to do computations, make a table of names, print a message on the screen,
and many other things. Without careful attention to the order of your program
statements, however, you will not get the result you want from your program.

Line numbers

A line number at the beginning of each program statement tells the computer the
order in which you want that instruction performed. It also tells the computer to
store the-instruction in the program area of its memory, rather than performing the
instruction immediately.

Line numbers can be any numbers from 1 through 32767. Each statement in a
program must have a different line number. If you use the same number twice in the
same program, the last statement will replace the first.

How to end program statements

You must also tell the computer where each statement ends. Pressing ENTER is your
signal to the computer that you have finished one statement and are ready to go to
another.

When you press ENTER at the end of a statement, the computer stores the line
number and statement in the program area of its memory. You are then ready to
enter another statement or to run the program if you have finished entering all your
statements for the program.

The RUN command

The RUN command instructs the computer to execute the program in its memory.
When you type RUN and press ENTER the computer executes each instruction in
sequence, beginning with the lowest numbered statement and proceeding on with
the next higher numbered statement until it reaches the last line of the program or
until it finds a statement that tells it to stop.
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Note

If you made an error when
you entered the program,
the computer will stop
executing the program at
the error and print an
error message on the
screen to help you find it.
When you find an error,
just retype the line
correctly using the same
line number (remember,
the new line replaces the
old one), and press
ENTER. Then run the

program again.

Beginning with BASIC

Stopping and restarting a program

There are two ways to stop a program while it is running. Turning the computer off
will stop it, but you also lose the program. A better way to stop a program is to enter
FCTN 4. To do this:

Hold down the FCTN key
Type 4

If you wish to restart the program:

Type CONTINUE
Press ENTER

An exercise in the program mode

The best way to learn how a program works is to enter some statements, run the
program, and watch the results. If you have turned the computer off, turn it on again
and select TI BASIC.

The CALL CLEAR statement

CALL CLEAR can be used as a statement in a program if you give it a line number.
It is good programming practice to include a CALL CLEAR statement as the first
line in a program. It then automatically clears the screen every time you run the
program. You can add a CALL CLEAR statement in a program anywhere you want
the screen to be erased and you can use as many CALL CLEAR statements as you
need. A CALL CLEAR statement will be used in the next program.

Using PRINT in a statement

PRINT can be used both as a command in the immediate mode and as a statement in
the program mode. You have seen how it performs in the immediate mode; now you
can see how it works in the program mode.

TYpe
10 CALL CLEAR
Press ENTER

20 PRINT "HELLO"
Press ENTER

When you press the ENTER key, the computer stores the statement in memory
and waits for you to type the next statement or run the program. So let's run the
program.

Type RUN
Press ENTER

[HELLO

' ** DONE
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Note

Don't mistake the 47 in

lines 40 and 60 for a line

number.

Note

Notice that the semicolon

at the end of line 60 told

the computer not to move
down to the next screen

line, but to print the result
(line 70) on the same

screen line. You'll see more

examples of this later.
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Now run the program again by typing RUN and pressing ENTER.The computer
does exactly the same thing without your having to retype the instructions.

Let's add some more statements to the program. Remember to press ENTER at
the end of each statement. Specialattention is required in line 40 and line 60. The
statement does not end at "PLUS", but continues on the next screen line.

Type
30 PRINT "LETS ADD"
40 PRINT "THE SUM OF 53 PLUS

47 IS"

50 PRINT 53+ 47

60 PRINT "THE SUM OF 53 PLUS
47 IS";

70 PRINT 53+ 47
80 END

This is a simplecomputer program. You told the computer what youwant it to
do by entering the instructions throughthe keyboard. When yourun the program,
the computer will read the statements and execute the programin the order of the
line numbers, from lowest to highest. Try it.

Type RUN
Press ENTER

HELLO
LET'S ADD

THE SUM OF 53 PLUS 47 IS
100

THE SUM OF 53 PLUS 47 IS 100

** DONE **

Adding a program line

Didyou notice in the previousexercisethat the programlines were numbered 10,20,
30, and soonrather than 1, 2,3, andsoon? Programmers dothis to allow a program
to be changed without having to retype and renumber all the lines. Line numbers
were purposely left out between the statements so that new lines can be added, lb
see how this works, add new line 31.

Type 31 PRINT "OK"
Press ENTER

Run the program again.

Type RUN
Press ENTER
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Note

From here on, we won't
tell you when to press
ENTER. Remember that

you have to do it after
typing each statement and
each command, such as
RUN, LIST and CALL
CLEAR.

Beginning with BASIC

(HELLO
LET'S ADD

1 OK
THE SUM OF 53 PLUS 47 IS

100

THE SUM OF 53 PLUS 47 IS 100

** DONE **

The LIST command

The LIST command without any numbers following it tells the computer to print on
the screenallthe program statements in its memory. If you only wantonelinelisted,
type after LIST a spaceand the linenumber; for example,

LIST 20

If you wantonly a particular group oflines, typeafter LISTa space, the first line
number, a hyphen, and the last linenumber; for example,

LIST 20-50

Clear the screen and let's list the entire program.

Type CALLCLEAR
Type LIST

LIST
10 CALL CLEAR
20 PRINT "HELLO"
30 PRINT "LET'S ADD"
31 PRINT "OK"
40 PRINT "THE SUM OF 53 PLUS
47 IS"

50 PRINT 53 + 47
60 PRINT "THE SUM OF 53 PLUS
47 IS;"
70 PRINT 53 + 47

80 END

Whenyouenter the LIST command, the computerlists all the statements in
sequence from smallest to largestlinenumber. Therefore, you see that hne31 has
beenput in the correctorder, right after hne30,even thoughyouentered it last.
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errors

Note

Tb input any of the FCTN
actions, hold down the
FCTN key and type the
letter or number.

Beginn ing with BASIC

Unfortunately, we all make errors, but fortunately, the computer checks for errors.
When it finds one, it will print an error message to help you find and correct it. You
probably will need to list all or part of the program to find the error.

The most common errors for beginners are:
1. Misspelling.
2. Leaving off quotation marks in PRINT statements.
3. Using the wrong punctuation.
4. Mixing up zero and the letter 0.

Retyping

One obvious way to correct an error is to retype the entire hne including the hne
number. Ofcourse, this can take quite a bit of time if the hne is very long. What's
worse, you may make a new error while retyping.

Editing

A faster way to correct errors is to use the edit mode. For example, let's assume that
you had made an error in hne 10of the previous program. Youcan edit the hne
without retyping the whole hne.

Type EDIT 10

EDIT 10

10 CALL CLEAR

If one character is incorrect in the hne

1. Use the right-arrow key (FCTN D)or the left-arrow key (FCTN S) to position the
cursor over the character to be changed.

2. Type the correct character. The incorrect character is replaced by what you type.
3. Press ENTER.

If one or more characters have been left out
1. Use the right-arrow key (FCTN D)or the left-arrow key (FCTN S) to position the

cursor over the character to the right of the missing character or characters.
2. Press INSert (FCTN 2).
3. Type the correct character or characters, including spaces.
4. Press ENTER.

If one or more characters need to be removed
1. Use the right-arrow key (FCTN D)or the left-arrow key (FCTN S) to position the

cursor over the character to be deleted.

2. Press DELete (FCTN 1). If you need to delete more characters, including spaces,
press DELete for each character you want to remove.

3. Press ENTER.
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lore c^mmaoixsSs asid perogirarfra&Bimg) exetrcises

Note

The CALL CLEAR

command clears only the
display screen. It does not
erase the program from
memory. The NEW
command does both.

The NEW command

This command erases the present program from the computer's memory and clears
the screen. If you want to erase the current program from the computer's memory:

Type NEW
Press ENTER

Another exercise in the program mode

The more youpractice, the easier it willbe for youto program. Try entering and
running this new program.

NEW
100 CALL CLEAR
120 PRINT "I AM PROGRAMMING THIS COMPUTER."
130 PRINT "IT DOES EVERYTHING ITELL IT TO DO,"
140 PRINT "INCLUDING MISSPELLING WORDS I MISSSSPELL!"
150 PRINT "ADDITIONAND SUBTRACTION ARE EASY. WATCHTHIS!"
160 PRINT "5 + 8 = ";5 + 8,"13 - 6 =";13-6
170 END

RUN

n I AM PROGRAMMING THIS COMPUT
ER.

IT DOES EVERYTHING I TELL IT
TO DO,

INCLUDING MISSPELLING WORDS
I MISSSSPELL!

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION ARE
EASY. WATCH THIS!

5 + 8 = 13 13 -6 = 7

** DONE **

fMamifflg variables

Variables can be either

numeric or string.

A variable in a program can have different values assigned to it at different times.
Each different variable must have a different name. Variable names must always
start with a letter. They may be only one character or up to 15characters long on the
TI Home Computer. Sinceeach character takes up memory space, it is goodpractice
to use short variable names to save memory.

There are two types ofvariables; numeric and string. Numeric variables are
numbers. For example, you can assign the numeric variable AZ to mean 18.Then,
when the computer performs an instruction using variable AZ, it knowsthat AZ
equals 18.

String variablesare different. Like numericvariables, they must be designated
by a letter, or a combination ofletters and numbers, but unlikenumericvariablesthe
string variable must be followed by a dollar sign ($). For example, you could
designate string variable AZ$to mean the name, Torn. When the computer performs
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an instruction using AZ$, it knowsthat AZ$is equal to Tom. Numbers can be
assigned to string variables, but string variables cannot be used in arithmetic
calculations; only numeric variables can be used in arithmetic calculations.

The LET statement

Note

When assigning a string of
alphanumeric characters to
a string variable, the
characters in the string
must be enclosed within

quotation marks.

Note

Notice the last statement.

TI BASIC allows you to
omit the word LET in any
LET statement. The

choice is yours.

The LETstatement assigns a value toa variable name. The LETstatement requires
a linenumber, the variable name, anequal signandfinally the value assigned to the
variable name.

Examples of assigning numeric values to variable names

Example statement

10LETA = 5
20 LET NUMBER = 25
30L£TR2 = 100

Numeric

variable name

A

NUMBER

R2

Numeric
value assigned

5

25

100

ThePRINTandLETstatements make a powerful combination. Trythe
following program to see howthey worktogether.

Instruction

NEW

10 CALL CLEAR

20LETA = 2

30 LET B = 3

40 LET ANSWER = A + B

50 PRINT A;"+ ";B"= ";ANSWER

60 END

RUN

F 3=5

DONE **

Explanation

Clears memory and gets ready for new
program

Clears screen before beginningoutput
Assigns A the value of 2
Assigns B the value of 3
Assigns ANSWER the sum of A and B
Prints the equation and the sum of A and
B

Stops the program
Tellsthe computer to run the program

Examples of assigning strings to variable names

Example statements

10LETA$ = "INNING"
20 LET A2$ = "TODAY IS MONDAY"
30 NAMES = "SUSAN"

4-16

String
variable name

A$
A2$
NAMES

String
assigned

INNING

TODAY IS MONDAY
SUSAN
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Now try a program that includes string variables.

Instruction Explanation

NEW

10 CALL CLEAR
20LETCITY$ = "PHOENIX,"
30 LET STATES = "ARIZONA"
40 PRINT CITY$;" ";STATE$
50 END

RUN

[PHOENIX, ARIZONA

' ** DONE **

Clears memory
Clears screen
Assigns CITY$ the value ofPHOENIX,
Assigns STATE$the value ofARIZONA
Prints the variables
Stops the program
Run the program

The REMark statement provides a means to insert comments into the program.
REM statements can appear anywhere in a program. REM statements are not
executed in the programor printed as program output, but they are shownin a
programLISTing. During program execution, the computer simply ignores a REM
statement and goesonto the next instruction. However, a REMstatement doestake
up space in the computer's memory, so that must be kept in mind.

Simplicity and clarityare the keyto good REMstatements. If they are usedto
help explainhowthe programworks, they canbe very usefulto someone trying to
modifya program at somelater time. Theformatfor a remark statement is a line
number followed by REM followed by the comment. This exampleshowshowREM
statements can be used to title a program:

10 REM THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES
20 REM COST OF A NEW CAR LOAN

The INPUT statement provides a method for entering information from the
keyboard as called for by a program that is running.

When the computer encounters an INPUT statement in a program, it prints a
question mark onthe screenand waits for the information to be entered fromthe
keyboard. You type the correct value, either string or numeric, and press ENTER to
instruct the computer to accept the value and continue program execution.

An INPUT statement consists of a line number followed by the word INPUT
and a variable name. The variables can be either numeric or string (alphanumeric).
You must enter a numeric value for a numeric variable when you run the program. If
you don't, the computer willgiveyouan error message and ask youto try again.

Example statements

10 INPUT A$
20 INPUT A2

30 INPUT NAMES

4-17

Variable name

A$
A2

NAMES
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Note

When the question mark
appears on the screen,
type 3 and press ENTER.
Input that you type is
indicated here and in the

remainder of the book by
the heavy bold type.

Beginning with BASIC

Example program using an INPUT statement

Instruction Explanation

NEW

10 CALL CLEAR

20 PRINT "GIVE ME A NUMBER"

30 INPUT K

40 PRINT "YOUR NUMBER IS";K

50 END

RUN

GIVE ME A NUMBER

? 3

YOUR NUMBER IS 3

DONE

Clears memory
Clears screen

Prints the sentence in quotation marks
Prints ?, waits for you to type a number
and press ENTER, assigns the value to
the variable name K, and continues the
program

Prints the sentence in quotation marks
and the number you entered
Stops the program
Run the program

INPUT with a promptosug message

Note

Notice that you had to
include a space at the end
of each sentence in the

quotation marks. This will
be explained later.

Note

Notice that the question
mark does not appear on
the screen when you
include a prompt message
in the INPUT statement.

If a question mark is
needed (as in this

example), you should
include it in the prompt
message.

In the previous example, line 20 printed a message on the screen to prompt you for
the kind of information to be entered. However, you can include a prompt message in
the INPUT statement so that a separate PRINT statement is not required for the
prompt.

Example program with an INPUT prompt

Instruction Explanation

NEW

10 CALL CLEAR

20 INPUT "WHAT IS YOUR NAME

":NAME$

30 PRINT "MY NAME IS ";NAME$

40 END

RUN

[WHAT IS YOUR NAME JILL
I MY NAME IS JILL

** DONE **

4-18

Clears memory
Clears screen

Prints the sentence in quotation marks,
waits for you to type a name and press
ENTER, assigns the value to the
variable name NAME$, and continues
the program
Prints the sentence in quotation marks
and the name you entered
Stops the program
Run the program
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The colon and the comma are two punctuation marks used with the INPUT
statement.

Colons in INPUT statements

In an INPUT statement that includes a prompt message, the colonmust be used and
it suppresses the question mark prompt. For example, if you enter:

10 INPUT K

the computer stops the program, displaysa question mark and waits for youto enter
a value. However, if you enter:

10 INPUT "WHAT IS THE NUMBER":K

the computerstops the program, displays the promptwithouta questionmark, and
waits for youto enter a value. If a question mark is desirablewith a prompt, include
it in the prompt; for example:

10 INPUT "WHAT IS THE NUMBER?":K

Commas in INPUT statements

Commas are used in an INPUT statement if more than one variable is to be assigned;
for example:

10 INPUT "VARIABLES A, B, AND C? ":A,B,C

When this hne is executed, the computer prints the prompt and waits as usual. But
now, after youtype a numberfor A, youmust type a comma, then a number for B, a
comma and a number for C before pressing ENTER. When you run a program
containingthis line, youwould see the prompt and type in the numbers as shown
below.

VARIABLES A, B, AND C? 5,12,35

If youpress ENTERbeforetyping in allvariables, an error message willbe printed.

The format ofyour computer output refers to howthe output is positioned on the
screen. Youcan format your computer output in many ways using different
punctuation in the PRINT statement and by using the TAB function.
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Semicolons in PRINT statements

As youmay havenoticedfromsomeofthe previousprogram examples, the variable
following the semicolon in a PRINT statement is placed next to the previous printed
information.With string variables, the string is printed immediatelyafter the prior
informationwith no space (unlessa spaceis includedin the string). With numeric
variables, however, a positive numeric valuehas onespacebetween it and the prior
information.

The space between the prior informationand the first positive number occurs
because TI BASIC allowsa leading space for the sign ofa number in front ofthe
number. The + signfora positive numberis not displayed; therefore, a blank space
appears. However, the - sign is displayed before a negative number so there is no
extra space. A trailing space is printed after all numeric variable values to guarantee
that different valuesalways willbe separated. If they weren't, the printed values of
two variables would look hke one value.

Example program using semicolons

Instruction

NEW

10 CALL CLEAR
20 LET A = 1

30 LET B = 2

40LETA$ = "ANN"
50 LET B$ = "BOB"
60 PRINT A;B;A$;B$

70 END

RUN
Note

Notice that two spaces
separate the two numbers •
because of the leading and f 1 2 ANNBOB
trailing space of the
numbers, but that ANN ** DONE **
and BOB are printed
together with no
separating space. Commas in PRINT statements

Explanation

Clears memory
Clears screen
Assigns value of 1 to A
Assigns value of 2 to B
Assigns ANN to A$
Assigns BOB to B$
Prints the values of A, B, A$, and B$ on
the same line
Stops the program
Run the program

Note

Notice the arrangement of
the output on the screen.
This happens because
there are only two print
zones on the screen, one
starting at column 1 and
the other starting at
column 15. When the

PRINT statement runs out

of print zones on one line,
but still has more variables

in print, the computer goes
to the next line to continue

printing.

A comma after the first variable in a PRINT STATEMENT causes the second
variablein the statement to beginprintingin column 15, which is at the approximate
center of the screen.

Change the semicolons in hne 60ofthe previous program to commasand run the
program to see the effect of commas in a PRINT statement.

rrI ANN BOB

DONE **
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Note

The program now prints
the value of each variable

on a different line. You

could have achieved the

same results by including a
separate PRINT
statement for each

variable, but think of all
the typing you saved by
using colons.

Beginning with BASIC

Colons in PRINT statements

A colonbetween variables in a print statement causes the printing ofeach variable to
beginona newlineofthe screen. Change the commas in line60ofthe previous
program to colons andrun the program to seethe effect ofcolons ina PRINT
statement.

IT
1 ANN

BOB

** DONE **

The TAB function

A function is a short subroutine made up ofa fewinstructions to accomplish a task
that is needed oftenin programs.Severalare built into the computerand most
computers allow theprogrammer todefine other functions. Afunction may becalled
in a program by just typing in one word.

The TAB function is used often in PRINT statements to format output. It does
the samejobas the mechanical tab key ona typewriter; that is, it determines the
starting position onthe print lineforthe nextprint item.Theformat is:

TAB(numeric expression)

wherethe numeric expression may bea constantinteger number, a numeric variable,
or a mathematical expression. A print separator (colon, comma, or semicolon) must
be used before a tab function unless it is the first item in the PRINT hst. A print
separator also must beused aftera TAB function except when it isthe lastitemin
the PRINT list. A semicolon usually is used in both places. More than one TABmay
be used in a PRINT list.

The PRINT TAB statement

The PRINT TAB statement permits moreflexibility in the formatting ofprinted
outputthanthe various punctuation marks used with the PRINTstatement. The
format for the PRINT TAB statement is:

PRINT TAB(n)

wheren specifies anycolumn position onthe screen. Forexample, PRINT TAB (12)
causesprintingto beginin the twelfthcolumn onthe screen.The(n)maybe an
integer from 1to 28since there are 28 columns (horizontal positions) onthe screen.
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Note

A semicolon must separate
the PRINT TAB(n)
statement from the

variable that is to be

printed.

W§Mv$M^WMMMM^f^

Example program using PRINT TAB

Instruction

NEW

5 CALL CLEAR

10A = 25
20 B = 15

30PRINTTAB(10);A

40PRINTTAB(B);"TAB"

50PRINTTAB(B-5);34

60 END

RUN

r 25

34

DONE **

TAB

Explanation

Clears memory
Clears screen
Assigns value of 25 to A
Assigns value of 15 to B
Begins printing the value of A in column
10 (sign space is in column 10)
Begins printing TAB in column 15
because B = 15
Begins printing the constant 34 in
column 10 because B = 15 and 15-5 = 10
(sign space is in column 10)
Stops the program
Runs the program

Note

GOTO also may be written
as GO TO (with a space).

Thestatements we've discussed sofarare important forinput, outputanddoing
computations. Nowlet's look at statements to makecomputerprograms more useful
and efficient.

TheGOTO statementtellsthe computer to quit following the normal sequence of
line numbered instructions and togoto the specified line number inthe program.
The format for the GOTO statement is:

GOTO (line number)

The line number may be loweror higher than the current one. This is called an
unconditional branch because thecomputer obeys the command without questioning
any conditions. Here's a simple program that illustrates a GOTO branch to a lower
number line to create a loop.

Example program using GOTO

Instruction

Note NEW
In line 40, the GOTO 5 CALL CLEAR
statement tells the 10LETK= 1
computer to execute line 20 20 PRINT K
next. 30 LET K = K + 1

40 GOTO 20
50 END

RUN

4-22

Explanation

Clears screen
Assigns 1 to K
Prints value of K
Adds 1 to K each time through this
statement

Unconditional branch to line 20
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Note

This program is in an
endless loop and will
continue counting by one
and printing the numbers
until you enter FCTN 4.

Beginning with BASIC

(T

BREAKPOINT AT 30

The IF-THEN statement

Note

The IF-THEN statement

can be used to avoid the
problem ofan endless
running program loop.

The IF-THEN statement permits conditions tobetestedand a decision made based
onthe results ofthe test. It is called a conditional branch statement. In other words,
IF a certain condition exists (istrue), the THEN part ofthe statement is followed. IF
the condition is not true, the THEN part is ignored andthe next lineofthe program
is executed. The format is:

IF (condition) THEN (line number)

The conditional partof thestatement (IF) can use therelational operator symbols
with either numeric or string expressions.

Relational operator symbols

= equal to
< less than
< = less than or equal to
> greater than
> = greater than or equal to
<> not equal to

Example program with relational operator in condition

Iftheprevious program isstill inmemory, justchange line 40 toobtain this program
which prints the numbers 1to10 and stops. The value of Kischecked each time in
line40to see if Kis less than 11. IF that condition is true, THEN the programloops
backto line20. IF the condition isnot true (Kis 11 or more), execution goes to the
next line, line 50.

Explanation

Clears screen
Assigns 1 to K
Prints value of K
Increases K by 1 each time through this
statement
Branches to line 20 IF K is less than 11,
otherwise the program continues at
line 50
Terminates execution of the program

Instruction

5 CALL CLEAR
10LETK= 1

20 PRINT K
30 LET K = K + 1

40 IF K< 11 THEN 20

50 END

RUN
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Try experimenting with
this program by changing
the value (11) in line 40 to
various other numbers and

watch how the output
changes.

Beginning with BASIC

(T
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

DONE

Example program with computation in condition

This program executes the loop in lines 30 to 50 until A = 5 since 3*3-4= 5. When
A=5, execution proceeds with line 60. Thus, this example shows branching to a
statementwitha higherstatement number thanthe currentone. Such branching is
referred to as forward transfer.

Instruction

NEW

5 CALL CLEAR
10A= 1

20B = 3

30IFA = 3*B-4THEN60
40A = A+ 1

50 GOTO 30

60PRINT"A=";A
70 END

RUN

A = 5

** DONE **

4-24

Explanation

Clears screen
Assigns 1 to A
Assigns 3 to B
Exit loop if A = 5
Increase A by 1 each time through
Unconditional branch to 30for loop
Print output
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Note

Lines 40, 50 and 60 swap
the order of the A$ and B$
expressions.

Note

The blank line in the
output is caused by the
first colon in line 70.

Beginning with BASIC

Example program with string variables

The next program example shows theuse ofrelational operators with string
variables totest thealphabetical order oftwo words. Ifthewords arealready in
alphabetical order, they are printed as entered. Ifnot, the order ischanged before
printing.

Instruction

NEW
5 CALL CLEAR
10 INPUT "EXPRESSION FOR
A$?": A$

20 INPUT "EXPRESSION FOR
B$?": B$

30IFA$<= B$ THEN 70

40T$ = A$
50 A$ = B$
60 B$ = T$
70 PRINT:A$: B$
80 END

RUN

Explanation

Clears screen
Prints the prompt, waits for you
to type a wordand press ENTER,
assigns the value to the variable A$and
continues the program
Prints the prompt, waits for you
to type a wordand press ENTER,
assigns the value to the variable B$and
continues the program
Check present alphabetical order. If in
order, go to line 70
Move A$string to temporary variable T$
MoveB$ string to A$
Move T$ (former A$)string to B$
Print strings in alphabeticalorder
End program

/expression for a$? smith
expression for b$? baker

BAKER
SMITH

DONE
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The TOU-NIXT stafteme^S

You can produce this
program by using the
EDIT mode to change line
10.

The FOR-NEXT statement is a loopinginstruction. It can be used to execute a
statement or group ofstatements a specified number oftimes. Thus, the FOR-NEXT
statement can be used in the placeofloopsprogrammed by the GOTO and IF-THEN
statements as used in the examples above.

The FOR-NEXT is a paired statement. This means that both the FOR and the
NEXT are required each time the statement is used. The format is:

FOR V = aTOb STEP c
NEXTV

where:

1. V is the control variable name. It can be any validvariable name.
2. "a" specifies the starting value for V.
3. "b" specifies the ending value for V.
4. STEPcspecifies the stepsize orhow much the loop counter ischanged foreach

passthrough the loop. If theSTEP size isnotindicated, it is automatically set to
one.

5. NEXT changes the controlvariableV by the STEP size and tests whether or not
theloop hasbeen performed thespecified number oftimes. Ifnot, the loop is
repeated. If so, the looping endsandthe program linefollowing the NEXT
statement is executed.

Example program to print out all numbers from 2 to 20

Instruction

NEW

10FORX = 2TO20

20 PRINT X

30 NEXT X

40 END

Explanation

AssignsX as controlvariable, specifies2
as starting value for X, and specifies20
as ending value of X
Prints value of X
Increases value of X by 1, checks if X is
greater than (>) 20; if not, loops to line
10, if so, goes to next line
Program ends

Example program to print out only the even numbers from 2 to 20

Instruction Explanation

Same as above except step size is set to 210FORX = 2TO20STEP2
20 PRINT X

30 NEXT X

40 END

4-26

Increases value ofX by 2, remainder as
above
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Note

The FOR X-NEXT X loop
is the outer loop and the
FORY-NEXTYisthe

nested loop.

Beginning with BASIC

Nesting FOR-NEXT loops

AFOR-NEXT loop can beplaced within another FOR-NEXT loop. The inner loop is
called a nested loop.

There are two important rules for nested loops. One is that a different control
variable mustbeused ineach loop. The second isthat nested loops cannot cross each
other.

>

->

Correct nesting Incorrect nesting Incorrect nesting

Example programwith nested FOR-NEXT loop
This program will print out the first value ofX(2), then all values of Y(2 through 20),
thenthe second value ofX(4), thenall values ofY(2 through 20), thenthethirdvalue
ofX (6), and so onuntil X is greater than 20.

Instruction

NEW
10FORX = 2TO20STEP2

20 PRINT X
30FORY = 2TO20

40 PRINT Y
50 NEXTY

60 NEXT X

70 END

Explanation

Assigns X as control variable, 2 as
starting value, 20 as ending value, 2 as
step size
Prints value of X
AssignsY as controlvariable for inner
loop, 2 as starting value,20as ending
value
Prints value of Y
Increases value ofY by 2, checks if Y >
20;if not, loops to line 30, if so, goes to
next line
Increases value of X by 2, checks if X >
20;if not, loops to line 10, if so, goes to
next line
Ends program

Using FOR-NEXTto create a time delay loop

The following program replaces the GOTO and IF-THEN statements inaprevious
example program with aFOR-NEXT statement. The STEP isomitted since aSTEP
size of1is desired. Anested FOR-NEXT loop provides a timedelay between the
printing ofnumbers.
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Example program with a time delay loop.

Instruction Explanation

Note

Note that K has nothing to
do with the loop control.

NEW

10 CALL CLEAR

20 K= 1

30 FOR A = 1TO10

40 PRINT K

Note

Observe that for this

program, the same output
can be obtained by
changing line 40 to PRINT
A and deleting lines 20 and
50.

50 K = K + 1

60 FOR B = 1 TO 500

70 NEXTB

80 NEXTA

90 PRINT "LOOPS COMPLETED"
100 PRINT A

110END

RUN

Note

Time delay loops are often
used to hold the computer
display for a few seconds to
allow time to read

information on the display.

IT1 3
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

LOOPS COMPLETED
11

** DONE **

Clears screen

Assign the value of 1 to K
Causes execution of lines 30 - 80 ten
times

Prints the valueofK each time through
loop
Increases the value of K by one each
time through loop
Causes execution of lines 60 and 70 to be
done 500times for time delay
End of loop B
Increases value ofA by 1, checks if A >
10;if not, loops to line 30, if so, goes to
next line

Prints message
Prints value of A
Ends program

Using a FOR-NEXT loop to accumulate a sum

Theneedto accumulate a sumis requiredin manyprograms. Forexample, to find
the average monthlyincome fora year, the sumofthe 12monthlyincomes is divided
by 12to get the average monthly income.
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Note

When a sum accumulator

variable is used, the
variable must be set to

zero at the beginning of the
program.

Beginning with BASIC

Example program to accumulate a sum

Instruction Explanation

NEW

20 CALL CLEAR
30 TOTAL = 0

40 FOR I = 1T012
50 INPUT "MONTHLY INCOME?
":MONTHLY

60 TOTAL = TOTAL + MONTHLY

70 PRINT TOTAL

80 NEXT I

490 PRINT:"AVERAGE MONTHLY
INCOME = "
100 PRINT TOTAL/12

110END

RUN

Clears screen
Set sum accumulator variable to zero
Begin FOR-NEXT loop

Prints prompt and assigns valuetyped to
variable MONTHLY
Adds value last input to sum
accumulator variable
Prints value of TOTAL which is sum
accumulated so far
End of FOR-NEXT loop; when I > 12,
goes to next line
Prints output heading

Prints average monthly incomeobtained
by dividingaccumulated sum by 12
Ends program

| MONTHLY INCOME? 1000
1000

1 MONTHLY INCOME? 2000
3000

MONTHLY INCOME? 8000
6000

MONTHLY INCOME? 1000
7000

MONTHLY INCOME? 2500
9500

MONTHLY INCOME? 500
10000

MONTHLY INCOME? 1500
11500

MONTHLY INCOME? 3000
14500

MONTHLY INCOME? 4100
18600

MONTHLY INCOME? 5200
23800

MONTHLY INCOME? 6100
29900

MONTHLY INCOME? 3300
33200

AVERAGE MONTHLY INCOME =
2766.666667

** DONE **
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Tii@ GOSUB apd RETURN statements

Note

GOSUB also may be
written as GO SUB (with a
space).

Note

RETURN is used alone,
without a line number

after it.

The GOSUB statement

causes the computer to
"remember" the line to

which it should return.

The GOSUB statement allows aprogram tobedivided into several small programs
calledsubroutines. Longcomplicated programscanbe written in severalsubroutines
and the subroutinesput together into oneprogram. Each subroutine is calledwhen
needed with the GOSUB statement. The format is:

GOSUB (line number)

A subroutine canbe located anywherebeforeor after the linefromwhichit is called.
The subroutine must alwaysend with a RETURN statement. This statement
returns programexecution to the mainprogramlinefollowing the GOSUB which
called the subroutine.

The GOSUB and RETURN statements permit asubroutine tobeused again
andagainwithoutrewritingit each time. This pair ofstatementscansave much
programming effort and should bepartofany serious programmer's approach to
programming. We'll discuss GOSUB and RETURN further inthenext chapter, but
the following simple example shows how the pair is used.

Example program using GOSUB

Instruction

NEW

90 CALL CLEAR
100 H = 24

110B = 50

120 GOSUB 200

130 PRINT "THE SUM EQUALS";SUM
140 PRINT:"THE PRODUCT EQUALS";
PRODUCT
150 END

200 SUM = H + B
210 PRODUCT = H*B
220 RETURN

RUN

| THE SUM EQUALS 74

THE PRODUCT EQUALS 1200

** DONE **

Explanation

Clears screen
Assigns 24 to H
Assigns 50 to B
Branches program to subroutine at line
200

Prints the output heading and the sum
Prints the output heading and the
product
Ends program
Computes sum of H and B
Computes product of H and B
Returns control to program line
followingGOSUB (line 130)
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Note

Background color and
screen color do not refer to

the same thing.

Beginning with BASIC

The TI Home Computer can beprogrammed todisplay patterns invarious colors.
This is referredto ascolor graphics. Specific subprograms are used to control the
graphics display colors. These subprograms are called by atwo-word statement in
your program.

Thestandard display colors arecyan (greenish blue) forthe screen andblack tor
theletterswhen a program isbeing typed into thecomputer. When aprogram is
running, the screen color islight green unless statements inthe program change the
color. Whenthe programstopsrunning,the screencolorreturns to cyan.

Onthe TI Home Computer, anyletter, number, or symbol in the character sets
can beprinted inany of the available colors on any color background with any
available screen color.

The CALL SCREEN statement

TheCALL SCREENstatementcanbeusedina program to change the screencolor.
The format is:

CALL SCREEN (n)

where (n) isa code number which specifies thedesired color. The 16 available colors
in TI BASIC are identified in Chapter 9.

The CALL COLOR statement

TheCALLCOLOR statementcanbeusedina program to change the color of
characters and the character background. The format is:

CALL COLOR (a, b, c)

where:

1. a refers to the character set number
2. b refers to the character color or foreground color
3. crefersto the background color orcolor oftheblock upon which the characters are

printed

The following is an exampleinstruction:

Instruction

10CALLCOLOR(2,7,12)

Explanation

The 2 is for the character set that
contains the asterisk, 7 is for the dark
red color of the asterisk, and 12 is for a
light yellowbackground

Characters for the TI Home Computer are identified by character codes.
Character codes aregrouped into setsof eight characters each. The character codes
andsets are identified intheAppendix. The CALL COLOR statement requires only
that the set numberfor the characterbe specified. Theactualcharactercode within
the setisspecified inthe statement that controls the location of the character on the
screen (CALL HCHARor CALLVCHARdiscussed below).
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If the foreground and background colorsare the same number, then the
character is indistinguishable fromthe background. Also,if the foreground,
background, and screencolors are allthe samenumber, the display willappear to be
a blank screen ofall onecoloreventhough characters and backgroundcolorsare
being printed.

The CALL HCHAR and CALL VCHAR statements

The CALL COLOR statement is useless without statements like CALL HCHAR
and CALL VCHAR that control the location of the character(s) on the screen. CALL
HCHAR prints characters horizontally (across) the screen while CALL VCHAR
prints characters vertically (up and down) the screen. These statements will be
discussed in more detail in a later chapter, but for nowwe'lljust use them in order to
illustratethe color operation. Thefollowing program illustrates whathappens when
these statements are used.

Example color program one
Thisprogramdisplays 28dark red asterisksona lightyellow background with the
standard green screen until the FOR-NEXTdelayloop reaches a count of2000.

Instruction

NEW

10 CALL CLEAR

20 CALL COLOR (2,7,12)

30 CALL HCHAR (12,3,42,28)

40 FOR DELAY = 1 TO 2000

50 NEXT DELAY

60 END

4-32

Explanation

Clears screen
Sets color of asterisk to dark red with a '
light yellow background
Starts printing in row 12, column 3 of the
screen; 42 is the code value for the
asterisk, and 28 is for how many
asterisks are printed
Delay loop to hold display for several
seconds

Program ends
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Example color program two
Thisprogramallows youto input color selections at the keyboard. It goesthrough
ten cycles before ending.

Instruction

NEW

51 = 1

10 REM CHANGE COLORS

15 CALL CLEAR

17 REM S = SCREEN COLOR
20 REM F = FOREGROUND COLOR

30 REM B = BACKGROUND COLOR

35 INPUT "SCREEN COLOR? ":S

40 INPUT "FOREGROUND COLOR? ":F

Trychanging thisprogram 50 INPUT "BACKGROUND COLOR? ":B
to use a FOR-NEXT loop
instead of the IF-THEN 60 CALL CLEAR
loop. 65 CALLSCREEN (S)

70 CALL COLOR (2,F,B)
80 CALL HCHAR (12,3,42,28)

90 FOR DELAY = 1 TO 2000
100 NEXT DELAY

1301 = I + 1
140IFK11THEN15

150 END

RUN

SCREEN COLOR? 10

FOREGROUND COLOR? 6
BACKGROUND COLOR? 11

4-33

Explanation

Assign I the value 1
Remark to tell what this part of program
does

Clears screen
Reminder that S sets the screen color
Reminder that F sets the foreground
color
Reminder that B sets the background
color
Has user type in desired screen color
number

Has user type in desired foreground
color number
Has user type in desired background
color number

Clears screen
Assigns screen color on basis of S input
Assigns colors on basis of F and B inputs
Row 12 column 3 is the beginning point
to print 28 asterisks
Holds display on screen

Increments I by one
As long as I is less than 11, the program
branches to line 15 to loop
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Note

Random numbers are often

used in computer games.

Note

Your numbers probably
will be different.

Beginning with BASIC

The RND function is a built-in function as was described for the TAB function. The
RND function produces a random number between 0 and 1. It can be used with
PRINT as a command inthe immediate mode or asa statementin the program
mode.

For example, ifyousimply type PRINT RND, the result mightbe .4211325812.
The second time might produce .3332842123.

Example program using the RND function

Instruction

NEW

10 CALL CLEAR
20 FOR COUNTER = 1T0 3
30 PRINT: RND

40 NEXT COUNTER

50 END

RUN

f .120.1209835232

0125325301

1235329098

DONE **

Explanation

Clears screen
Repeat loop 3 times
Prints random number
Returns to line 20 if COUNTER is less
than 4

Program ends
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Tin® R&NMIffllE statement

Note

Again, your numbers
probably will be different.

The INT fyiraetioro

Runthe programagain andnotice that it produces the sameseriesofrandom
numbers. This can be useful for some applications; however, it's often necessary to
have unpredictable numbers. This canbeaccomplished witha RANDOMIZE
statement which reseeds the RND function generator so that different numbers are
produced. Just add line 15 totheprogram above. Run theprogram several times and
observethat it now produces a different series ofrandomnumberseachtime.

Example program using the RANDOMIZE statement

Instruction Explanation

10 CALL CLEAR
15 RANDOMIZE

20 FOR COUNTER = 1 TO 3
30 PRINT: RND
40 NEXT COUNTER

50 END

RUN

[77037035323537

.0932343212

.1235323353

* DONE **

Clears the screen
Tellscomputer to generate a new series
of random numbers
Repeats loop 3 times
Prints the random number
Returns to line 20 if COUNTER is less
than 4

Program ends

The INT function is still another built-in function. This one truncates a positive
number to its integer value; that is, the whole part ofthe numberis kept, but the
decimal fractional part is dropped without rounding. TheINT function canbeusedin
combination with the RND function to generate a random series of integers.

lb generatea random seriesofintegers,the programmustdotwothings. First,
the generatecfrandom number mustbemultiplied by some numberto increase the
value soit is greater than1.Forexample, 10 *RNDproduces a numberrange of0
through 9.9999... Second, to get ridofthe fractional value (thepart after the decimal
point), the INTeger statement canbe used.
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Here are the results of various program instructions using RND and INT.

Instruction Range of numbers generated

RND

10*RND

INT (10* RND)
100* RND

INT (100* RND)

0 through .9999...
0 through 9.999...
0 through 9 (integers only)
0 through 99.999...
0 through 99 (integers only)

Example program using the INT function

The following program produces random integer numbers from 0 through 5. Just
change line 30 in the present program.

Explanation

Clears screen

Tells computer to generate a new series
of random numbers

Repeat loop 3 times
Prints random integer from 0 through 5
Return to line 20 if COUNTER is less
than 4

Program ends

Instruction

10 CALL CLEAR

15 RANDOMIZE

20 FOR COUNTER = 1T03
Note 30 PRINT: INT (6 * RND)
lb simulate the roll of a 40 NEXT COUNTER

single die where the
outcome is 1 to 6, change 50 END

line 30 to: PRINT:INT RUN
(6*RND) + 1

(T
** DONE **

Ewaluati@m ®f equali@ois

The following arithmetic operators are used for expressing mathematical equations
or formulas.

Key Operation

+ Addition

- Subtraction

* Multiplication
/ Division

A Exponentiation
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Note

When typing in a complex
equation with several sets
of parentheses, be sure you
close every opening
parenthesis. A quick check
is to simply count all the
opening parentheses and
all the closing parentheses.
The quantity of each must
be the same.

Beginning with BASIC

The computer follows a specific order, called the operator hierarchy, when
evaluating equations. The operator hierarchy must be observed when programming
equations to ensure that you get the correct answer.

Here's how the computer works:
1. The computer reads the statement from left to right just as you do, but it reads the

whole equation before doing any operations.
2. It computes all operations within parentheses according to the operator rules. If

there are nested parentheses, the computations within the innermost parentheses
are completed first, then the next innermost and so on.

3. Next, it performs exponentiation from left to right.
4. Then multiplications and divisions are completed from left to right
5. Finally, additions and subtractions are completed from left to right.

Example program for evaluating an equation

To convert temperature in degrees Fahrenheit to degrees Celsius, the following
equation is used:

C = 5/9*(F-32)

The computer first performs the subtraction F - 32 because it is enclosed in
parentheses. If F = 40, then F - 32 = 8. The computer next divides 5 by 9 which
equals .555... Finally the computer multiplies 0.555... by 8 with a final answer of
4.444..; therefore, 4.4 degrees Celsius is about the same as 40 degrees Fahrenheit.

Instruction

NEW

10 REM FAHRENHEIT TO CELSIUS
20 REM CONVERSION PROGRAM

100 CALL CLEAR
110 INPUT "FAHRENHEIT

TEMPERATURE": F

120 PRINT: 5/9*(F-32);"DEGREES
CELSIUS =";F;"DEGREES FAHRENHEIT" results
130 END Program ends
RUN

Explanation

Remarks

Clears screen

Asks you to type in Fahrenheit
temperature
Performs calculations and prints

FAHRENHEIT TEMPERATURE 40[ FAHF

4.4444444

DEGREES CELSIUS = 40
DEGREES FAHRENHEIT

DONE
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Introduction

Modes-1

The two modes of

operation are the
immediate mode and the

program mode.

Paths of information flow

The BASICinterpreter

The immediate mode

Commands are used in this

mode.
Translates BASIC

instructions into machine

instructions.

Processing BASIC commands
Statements are used in this

mode. The program mode

Typing in BASIC statements
Executing BASIC statements

Getting started

Instructions in the immediate mode

Using PRINT in a command

The CALL CLEAR command

Instructions in the program mode

Line numbers <s^^"

How to end program statements

The RUN command

Stopping and restarting a program

An exercise in the program mode

The CALL CLEAR statement

Using PRINT in a statement

Adding a program line^~

The LIST command

Correcting errors ^ The hard way.

Clears the screen.

Prints information on the

screen.

lT

Tells the computer to
execute the program.

Prints program lines.

The easy way.

4-38

Retyping

Editing

1^

Each must be different.

By pressing ENTER.

FCTN 4 and CONTINUE

It's automatically put in
the right order.

If one character is incorrect in the line
If one or more characters have been
left out

If one or more characters need to be
removed
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Assigns values to
variables.

Use this when the program
needs input from the
keyboard.

Supresses line feed for
same line printing.

Beginning with BASIC

More commands and programming exercises
^ ___ •Clears memory.

The NEW command

Another exercise in the program mode

Naming variables

The LET statement

Examples of assigning numeric values to variable names

Examples of assigning strings to variable names

The REM statement <^aE3SSB=__ ^
^^ - For program comments.

The INPUT statement

Example program using an INPUT statement

INPUT with a prompting message

Example program with an INPUT prompt

Punctuation in INPUT statements

Colons in INPUT statements

Commas in INPUT statements

Formatting computer output

Semicolons in PRINT statements

Example program using semicolons

Commas in PRINT statements

Colons in PRINT statements

The TAB function

The PRINT TAB statement

Example program using PRINT TAB

The two types are numeric
and string.

Supresses the question
mark.

Use for multiple variable
inputs.

Fixed automatic tabbing

Works like the typewriter
tab.

For conditional branching.

The GOTO statement

Example program using GOTO

The IF-THEN statement

Relational operator symbols

Example program with relational operator in condition

Forces separate lines.

For unconditional

branching.
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For looping to perform the
same or similar operation
several times.

Beginning with BASie

Example program with computation in condition

Example program with string variables

The FOR-NEXT statement

Example program to print out all numbers from 2 to 20

Example program to print out only the even numbers from
2to20

Nesting FOR-NEXT loops

Example program with nested FOR-
NEXT loop

Using FOR-NEXT to create a time delay loop

Example program with a time delay loop

Using a FOR-NEXT loop to accumulate a sum

Example program to accumulate a sum

The GOSUB and RETURN statements

Example program using GOSUB

Color graphics

The CALL SCREEN statement

The CALL COLOR statement

The CALL HCHAR and CALL VCHAR statements

For structured

programming or when the
same subroutine is used

several times.

All of these are required to
S11* produce color graphics.

1/
Generates random

numbers.

Reseeds the random

number generator to
produce a different
sequence of numbers,

The operator heirarchy
of the computer must be ,
kept in mind when
programming equations.

Example color program one
Example color program two

The RND function

Example program using the RND function

The RANDOMIZE statement

Example program using the RANDOMIZE statement

The INT function ^ = — =

Example program using the INT function

Evaluation of equations

Example program for evaluating an equation

Summary map

4-40

Obtains the integer from a
decimal number.
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Steps to SuccessfuI Programs

What kind of problems can the computer solve?

19

5-1

Identify the problem

Outline the solution

Prepare a flowchart

Start and end
Input and output
Direction

Process

Decisions
Connectors

Write the code

Run the program and debug it

Example one: Make a cup of hot tea

Example two: Print names and addresses

Example three:

Example four:

16 Structured programming

Compute total car cost if bought on time
payments

Expanding the auto cost program

Change in presentaton of flowcharts

Example five: Structured programming of the auto cost
program

Name and subscripts

DIM statement

Example six: Calculate grade averages

Example seven: Procedure for diagnosing automobile
failure
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Steps to Successful Programs

Steps to Successful Programs

A computer can solve
many kinds of problems,
but first you must decide
what you want it to do for
you.

The computer is good at
drilling children in math
and grammar.

You can program the
computer!

You must determine the

inputs the computer needs,
what processing it is to do,
and what outputs it is to
provide.

The first question to ask is:What doyouwant the computerto do?It maybe that you
require the solution to a problemthat uses a simplemathematical equation over and
over. Calculating the take home payfor50employees is a good example ofa repeated
calculation that is an idealapplication fora computer. Anothertest mayrequire the
solution ofa complicated equation that the computer cansolve easilyandquickly, but
would be very difficult if doneby hand. Calculatingand printing an amortization
(payback) schedule fora home mortgageis an example ofthe use ofa complicated
equation.

Drill and practice is a techniquefor helping people learn basic educational
concepts. The technique requires repeated use of the same or similar material. The
computer is wellsuited for this task soit maybe used as a teachingaid to help
childrenmaster a newsubject. Drilling a third grader in beginninggrammar or math
is such a teaching example.

There are manyother tasks that a homecomputercan perform if it has the
proper program. You can develop a computer program to solvea problem.

To develop a computer program that solves a problem, you should follow these steps:
1. Identify the problem
2. Outline the solution
3. Prepare a flowchart
4. Write the code

5. Run the program and debug it
Thismaysound verytechnical anddifficult, but before you throwupyourhands

andsay, "I can'tdoit.", try it. It'sreally simple and easyifyou just follow the steps.

Stepl
Identify the problem

The first step consists ofanswering the question: What do youwant the computer
to do?

Step 2
Outline the solution

Outlining the solution to theproblem includes determining theprogram inputs,
processes andoutputsas well as determining the sequence ofsteps the programis to
follow. The program inputs arethose items orpieces ofinformation that mustbeput
intothe computer soit candothe requested task. Theprogram outputsare the
desired answers, actions or otherresults. Theprocesses that take place between the
inputs andthe outputs arethework (such ascalculating orsorting) done bythe
computer.
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Variable names must be

assigned.

A flowchart is like a

roadmap. It shows logical
direction. It has forks

(branch points) that
require a decision. It uses
special symbols.

iiliii^

The outline for the solution to the problem consists of ordinary English
sentences that describe the inputs, processes, and outputs. A very general flowchart
(described below) also can help you organize your thoughts and determine the
sequence of steps.

Once this is done, the second part consists of assigning names for the variables
needed in the program instructions. Some variables are used for all three functions
(input, process, and output) and others are used only for one function. Variables are
quantities in the program that can assume different values as the program executes.

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

Flowcharting is the act of "writing" the program in a symbolic form. Flowcharting
helps to develop the step-by-step actions of the program as well as to determine
decision points and branching. The problem solution flow follows a logical path;
therefore, errors in logic often are found in this step of program development because
they are more apparent in the flowchart than in the outline. The flowchart symbols
and their meanings are shown below.

D

N/
5-3

Start and end

The oval symbol is used at the beginning
and end of the program. The beginning
symbol shows the starting point of the
flowchart and is labeled START. At the
end of the program, the oval is labeled
END.

Input and output
The parallelogram is used to indicate the
INPUT and OUTPUT in a flowchart.

Examples are:

General Applications: what, write, say,
etc.

What is your name?
Write today's date
Say "good work"
Write the answer to the problem

BASIC Language Applications: INPUT
and PRINT

INPUT your name
INPUT today's date
PRINT "good work"
PRINT the answer

Direction

Flow lines with arrowheads are used in
the flowchart to indicate the direction of
the logic flow.
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Process

The process symbol has the shape of a
rectangle.

General Applications: Find, add,
subtract, look up, etc.

Find the square of a number
Add the result
Look up the dictionary definition

BASIC Language Applications: LET

LETX = 5
LET AMOUNT = AMOUNT +
MONTHLY

LET LOOP = LOOP + 1

Decisions

The diamond shape is the decision
symbol. This symbol is used when
conditions are tested for a conditional
branch in the program. Only two
branches are possible; they are usually
labeled YES and NO, but may be labeled
TRUE and FALSE.

General Applications: Is, what if, will,
etc.

Is it raining?
(Yes) Take umbrella
(No) Leave umbrella

BASIC Language Applications:
IF-THEN.

IFA = 1

(Yes) THEN PRINT A
(No) ELSE PRINT B

Connectors

The circle is used as a flow line connector
to connect the flow on the same page
when drawing a line between the two
points would create clutter and
confusion. The same number, letter, or
combination is placed in the mating
circles. The broad "arrow" symbol is
used to connect the flow from one page
to another. The same number, letter, or
combination is placed in the mating
connectors.
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Writing the code is the fun
part of programming. It is
easier if the first three

steps are done properly.

Running the program is
the reaUest. Watch out for

the bugs.

Example one:
Make a cup of hot tea

Steps to Successful Programs

Step 4
Write the code

It is not uncommon for the first three steps of program development to overlap one
another. It is important, however, that all three steps be completed before beginning
to write the code. This will save time in the long run. The amount of work that needs
to be done in the first three steps depends on the complexity of the program and the
experience of the programmer. Even programmers with a lot of experience need to
do some work before writing the code, especially in longer and/or more complicated
programs. Once the first three steps have been completed, the program instructions
can be written in the code of the BASIC computer language.

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

The final step in developing a computer program involves running and testing the
program to be sure it is correct. It is a rare occasion when a program runs
successfully the first time because a few errors usually get in. Finding errors is
called debugging the program. Errors in programs are called bugs because they can
be hard to find. Remember that to run the program:

Type RUN
Press ENTER

Stepl
Identify the problem
Make a cup of tea

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. Get a teapot.
2. Get a teabag.
3. Get a cup.
4. Get water.

Process

1. Pour water into teapot.
2. Put teapot on stove.
3. Turn stove on high heat.
4. Check water temperature.
5. When water boils, pour water into

cup.

6. Turn off stove.
7. Put teabag in cup with water for 2

minutes.

8. Remove teabag.

Outputs
1. Drink tea.
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Assign variable names

Inputs
CUP

TEABAG

TEAPOT

WATER

Process

CUP

WATER

TEAPOT

STOVE

HIGH HEAT

BOILING

TEABAG

TIME

Outputs
YOU

•J>liil£^

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

/ Get teapot /

/ Get teabag /

s. NoIswater̂ \Nr>>*
boiling? ^

0&.
W>•\V\t
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To save time, you might
get the cup and teabag
while you are waiting for
the water to boil.

If you should discover
that the teabag must be
left in the water 3 minutes

instead of 2, line 220 would
change accordingly.

This program has a bug
because you would burn
your tongue if you drank
the tea immediately. To
correct this problem, you
could add a delay loop
between lines 240 and 250

to allow time for cooling.

Steps to SuccessfuI Programs

Step 4
Write the code

It would be very difficult to write the code for a home computer to actually make a
cup of tea because of the extensive amount of control equipment that would be
required.

However, in order to illustrate what some typical BASIC statements might look
like to write such a program, the following program is used as an example:

Instruction

100 INPUT CUP
110 INPUT TEABAG

120 INPUT TEAPOT

130 INPUT WATER

140 TEAPOT = TEAPOT + WATER
150 TEAPOT = TEAPOT + STOVE

160 STOVE = HIGH HEAT
170 IF WATER = BOILING THEN 190

180 GO TO 170

190 CUP = CUP + WATER

200 STOVE = OFF

210CUP = CUP + TEABAG
220IFTIME = 2THEN240

230 GO TO 220

240 CUP = CUP - TEABAG

250 YOU = YOU + CUP

260 END

Explanation

Get a cup
Get 1 teabag
Get a teapot
Get a cup of water
Pour water into teapot
Put teapot on stove
Turn stove on high heat
Check teapot for boiling water
If not boiling, wait
Pour boiling water into cup
Turn off stove
Put teabag in cup with water
Leave teabag in cup for 2 min.
Ifnot2min., wait
Remove teabag
Drink tea

Step 5
Run the program and debug it
This first example is only to show you what's involved in going through the five steps.
All following examples are valid BASIC programs that will run on the computer.
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Steps to Successful Programs

Example two:
Print names and addresses

Stepl
Identify the problem
Input and print the name and address of
a friend.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. Get name.
2. Get street address.

3. Get city.
4. Get state.

Process

None

Outputs
1. Print name.

2. Print street address.

3. Print city.
4. Print state.

5-8
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Assign variable names

Inputs
N$ = Name
S$ = Street
C$ = City
T$ = State

Process

None

Outputs
N$ = Name
S$ = Street
C$ = City
T$ = State

With TI BASIC™, the
program will end and the
screen will change color as
soon as printing is finished.

To prevent the program
from ending, you could
add: 95 INPUT E$. This
will hold the display until
you press ENTER.

A way to delay the
program ending is to use a
FOR-NEXT delay loop
between lines 90 and 100.

Remember that the words

in dark type are what you
type.

The computer prints the
name and address exactly
as you typed it. Try
experimenting with others
including your own.

|St<£psfd|Sii£oe:£sfu I Programs

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

10 CALL CLEAR
20 INPUT "NAME": N$

30 INPUT "STREET ":S$

40 INPUT "CITY ":C$

50 INPUT "STATE": T$

60 CALL CLEAR
70 PRINT N$
80 PRINT S$
90 PRINT C$;", ";T$
100 END

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

(NAME BASIC PROGRAMMER
STREET GOTO STREET

1 CITY BASIC
STATE TEXAS

BASIC PROGRAMMER
GOTO STREET

BASIC, TEXAS

DONE

5-9
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Explanation

Clears the screen
Prints NAME and waits for name to be
entered
Prints STREET and waits for street
address to be entered
Prints CITY and waits for the city to be
entered
Prints STATE arid waits for state to be
entered

Clears the screen
Prints name of person
Prints street address of person
Prints city and state of person
Ends the program
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Steps ta Successful Programs

Example three:
Compute total car cost if bought on time payments.

Stepl
Identify the problem
Compute the total cost of a car when
purchased on a time payment basis.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. Input down payment.
2. Input loan amount.
3. Input interest rate.
4. Input loan period.

Process

1. Compute interest.
2. Compute total cost.

Outputs
1. Print total cost of automobile

including interest.

do

5-10
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Assign variable names

Inputs
DPAYMENT = Down

payment
LOAN = Loan amount

RATE = Interest rate
TIME = Loan period

Process

TOTCOST = Total cost

Outputs
TOTCOST = Total cost

fs$|^^^

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

r
c Start 3

Clear screen

Z Input
down payment7

/ input 7
/ loan amount /

/ input 7
/ interest rate /

/ input 7
/ loan period /

Compute
total cost

/ Print 7
/ total cost /

c End J

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

5 REM AUTO COST PROGRAM
6 REM VERSION 1

10 CALL CLEAR

20 INPUT "DOWN PAYMENT":

DPAYMENT

30 INPUT "AMOUNT OF LOAN": LOAN

40 INPUT "RATE IN DECIMAL FORM ":

RATE

50 INPUT "LOAN LENGTH IN YEARS":
TIME

60 TOTCOST = DPAYMENT + LOAN
+ (LOAN* RATE*TIME)
70 PRINT "TOTAL COST OF AUTO";
TOTCOST

90 END

5-11
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Explanation

Clears screen
The computer waits for the down
payment amount to be entered
Computer waits for the loan amount to
be entered
Computer waits for interest rate to
be entered
Computer waits for loan period in years
to be entered
Compute the total cost of the car

Computer prints out the cost
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Step 5
Run the program and debug it

[DOWN PAYMENT 5000
AMOUNT OF LOAN 1000
RATE IN DECIMAL FORM .10
LOAN LENGTH IN YEARS 5
TOTAL COST OF AUTO 6500

** DONE **

Example four:
Expanding the auto cost program

Stepl
Identify the problem
Tb make the auto cost program more
useful, let's make the program give the
buyer the amount of the monthly
payment as well as the total cost of the
automobile. Also, we'll input the
purchase price as cost, but not input the
down payment. The program will
compute the required down payment.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. Input cost (purchase price).
2. Input loan amount.
3. Input interest rate.
4. Input loan period.

Process

1. Compute down payment.
2. Compute total cost.
3. Compute monthly payment.

Outputs
1. Print cost and down payment
2. Print loan amount and loan period
3. Print total cost.

4. Print monthly payment.

5-12
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Assign variable names

Inputs
CST = Cost

RTE = Rate

LOAN = Loan amount

TIME = Loan period
A$ = User's response

Process

DPAYMENT = Down

payment
TCST = Total cost

MOPAYMENT = Monthly
payment
NPAYMENT = No. of

payments

Outputs
CST = Cost

DPAYMENT = Down

payment
TCST = Total cost

MOPAYMENT = Amount

of monthly payment
LOAN = Loan amount

TIME = Loan period
NPAYMENT = No. of

payments

Note

The use of connectors

eliminates several lines

that would clutter the

flowchart.

Steps to Successful Programs

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

<$>»

00^

5-13
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Total cost =
cost + (loan *

rate * time)

Mo. payment =
(loan + (loan
* rate * time))
/no. payments

Print number
of payments and

mo. payment
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The logic is similar to the
original problem; however,
the program is now
designed so that more than
one set of computations can
be made without typing
RUN. This makes it

necessary to initialize
all values to zero at the

beginning of the program.

Different INPUT

statements are used

because different

information is needed.

After all data has been

entered, you are asked if
the entered data is correct.

If not, the variables are
reset to zero, and the input
questions are asked again.

The number of monthly
payments is calculated by
multiplying 12 times the
number of years input for
the loan period.

Dollar amounts are

rounded to two decimal

places as we normally see
them.

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

10 REM AUTO COST PROGRAM
20 REM VERSION 2

30 TCST = 0
40 RTE = 0

50 LOAN = 0
60 CST = 0

70 DPAYMENT = 0
80 TIME = 0
90 NPAYMENT = 0

100 MOPAYMENT = 0
110 CALL CLEAR

120 PRINT "COST";
130 INPUT CST

140 PRINT "LOAN AMOUNT";
150 INPUT LOAN

160 PRINT "TIME IN YEARS";
170 INPUT TIME

180 PRINT "INT. RATE IN %";
190 INPUT RTE

200 PRINT "IS DATACORRECT";
210 INPUT A$
220IFA$ = "NO"THEN30

230 DPAYMENT = CST - LOAN

240 NPAYMENT = 12 * TIME

250 RTE = RTE/100

260 TCST = CST + (LOAN*RTE*TIME)

270 MOPAYMENT = (LOAN + (LOAN *
RTE * TIME))/ NPAYMENT
280 MOPAYMENT = INT (100 *
MOPAYMENT + .5)/100

290 CALL CLEAR

300 PRINT "COST", "DOWN PAYMENT"
310 PRINT CST, DPAYMENT

320 PRINT "LOAN", "TIME"
330 PRtTsiT LOAN, TIME; "YRS"

340 PRINT "TOTAL COST"; TCST
350 PRINT: "NO. PAYMENTS", "MO.
PAYMENTS"

5-14

Explanation

Program identification

Initialize variables to zero

Clear screen

Print prompts and get input values

If user types NO and presses ENTER,
program will start over
Compute down payment =
cost of car - amount of loan
The number of months = 12 times the
number of years
Converts percentage to a decimal
fraction

Compute the total cost by adding
interest amount to purchase price
Computes the monthly payments

Round the monthly payment to the
nearest cent by using the INTeger
function. Adding .5 ensures correct
rounding
Clears screen
Prints headings
Print variables for cost and down
payment
Print second set ofheadings
Print the variables for loan amount and
time. Also prints YRS after the time
Prints header and total cost amount
Prints the headers for the next group
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Here you are asked if
another set of calculations

is wanted for comparison.
For example, you might
compare the data for the
same car with different

loan amounts, interest
rates, and/or a different
number of time payments.
By using this program, you
can determine the best

method of financing the

Sltjpst^^

Instruction

360 PRINT NPAYMENT, MOPAYMENT

370 PRINT
380 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO DO
ANOTHER? ":A$
390IFA$ = "YES" THEN 30

400 END

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

(COST? 5000
LOAN AMOUNT? 4000

1 TIME IN YEARS? 5
INT. RATE IN %? 10
IS DATA CORRECT? YES

Explanation

Prints values for variables; No. of
payments and amount ofmonthly
payment
Prints a blank line
Also serves to hold the values on the
screen

If user types YES and presses ENTER,
program starts over at line 30
If any response other than "YES" is
encountered in line 390, the program
terminates

COST

5000

LOAN

4000

TOTAL COST 7000

NO. PAYMENTS
60

DOWN PAYMENT

1000

TIME

5 YRS

MO. PAYMENTS
100

DO YOU WANT TO DO ANOTHER? NO

** DONE **
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A subroutine is a

subprogram that
accomplishes a specific
task that fits into a main

program.

GOSUB and RETURN are

the statements that are

used with structured

programming.

A subroutine can be called

from within another

subroutine.

Flowcharts always show
logic flow which is not
necessarily in the order of
inputs, process and
outputs.

iJifii^

Anotherway to writethe autocostprogram is to use the techniquecalled structured
programming. Structured programming isbased onthe principle that only a few
step-by-step structures shouldbe used to solvea problem and these few structures
should be organized instair-step relationships. Amain program, sometimes called
thedriver routine, serves asa "backbone" for thestructure. The main program
doesn'tdomuch exceptcall the subroutines which actually dothe work,

To call a subroutine, the programmer usesthe instruction pair GOSUB and
RETURN, which wasintroduced in the previous chapter. TheGOSUB statement
allows branching toa particular subroutine from anywhere inthe program to
performthe subroutine andthen RETURNto the mainprogram. TheRETURN
statement always must be used at the end of the subroutine. The same subroutine
may becalled bythe GOSUB again and again which can save a lotofwriting effort
and computer memory.

A GOSUB maybe usedwithin a subroutine called by a GOSUB to callanother
subroutine, thus,you can seehow thestair-step relation can bedeveloped. This
relation can continue for several levels ofsteps (the number depends on theparticular
computer), but the programmer mustbeverycareful indeveloping the structureso
the computer doesn't get confused.

Change in presentation of flowcharts

Until now, the example programs have been neatly separated into inputs, process,
and outputs ina straight-line flow. With theintroduction ofstructured programming
and asprograms become more complex, this straight-line flow does notalways exist.
The main routine inastructured program does not fitinto any ofthese categories
since it does not do any of these functions.

Even ifthestructured programming technique isnotused, alloftheinputs toa
program aren't necessarily inputat the verybeginning. Some may beinputafter
someprocessinghas occurred, or maybe evenafter someoutput has occurred.
Therefore, from this point onin the book, the flowcharts will showthe actual flowof
theprogram, buttheoutline and variables listwill remain grouped byinputs,
process and outputs regardless oftheir order in the program.

Example five:
Structured programming ofthe auto cost program

Stepl
Identify the problem
Same as for example 4 except use
structured programming.

Step 2
Outline the solution
Same as for example 4
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The subroutines appear as
modules that stand alone,

but are dependent upon
the main program from
which they are entered and
to which they return.

erfiSJ

Steps to SuccgfsfuliPlograirfs

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

5-17
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The advantages of the
structured program
technique are more
apparent for longer
complicated programs, but
this example illustrates the
principle.

Note

Remember,
experimentation is one
of the best teachers for

programming, but don't
be afraid to ask help from
others. Sharing ideas
helps you and others learn
programming techniques
more quickly.

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

5 REM AUTO COST PROGRAM
6 REM VERSION 3
10 CALL CLEAR
20 GOSUB 200

30 GOSUB 300
40 GOSUB 400
50 PRINT

60 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO DO
ANOTHER? ":A$
70IFA$ = "YES" THEN 10

80 END

200 REM INPUT VALUES
210 INPUT "COST?": CST
220 INPUT "LOAN AMOUNT?": LOAN
230 INPUT "TIME IN YEARS?": TIME
240 INPUT "INT. RATE IN %?": RTE
250 INPUT "IS DATA CORRECT? ":A$

260IFA$ = "NO" THEN 210

270 RETURN

300 REM COMPUTE TOTAL COST
310 DPAYMENT = CST-LOAN
320 NPAYMENT = 12*TIME
330 RTE = RTE/100

340 TCST = CST + (LOAN*RTE*TIME)
350 MOPAYMENT = (LOAN +
(LOAN*RTE*TIME))/NPAYMENT
360 MOPAYMENT =

INT(100*MOPAYMENT + .5)/100
370 RETURN

400 REM PRINT TOTAL COST
410 CALL CLEAR

420 PRINT "COST", "DOWN PAYMENT"
430 PRINT CST, DPAYMENT
440 PRINT "LOAN", "TIME"
450 PRINT LOAN, TIME;"YRS"

460 PRINT "TOTAL COST";TCST

470 PRINT:"NO. PAYMENTS",
"MO. PAYMENTS"

480 PRINT NPAYMENT, MOPAYMENT
490 RETURN

5-18

Explanation

Identifies the program

Clears the screen
Goes to subroutine starting at line 200
Goesto subroutine starting at line 300
Goes to subroutine starting at line 400
Prints one line space
Waits for user to respond to question

Returns to beginning ofprogram if user
wants to perform another calculation
Ends program
Name of subroutine
Waits for cost to be input
Waits for loan amount to be input
Waits for length ofloan to be input
Waitsfor interest rate to be input
Waits for user to check that all inputs are
correct

If inputs not correct, program returns to
beginning
Ends subroutine and returns to main
program for next instruction
Name of subroutine
Computes amount ofdown payment
Computes number of payments
Converts interest rate to decimal
Computes total cost of car
Computes amount ofmonthly payment

Rounds monthly payment amount to
nearest whole dollar

Ends subroutine and returns to main
program for next instruction
Name of subroutine
Clears the screen
Prints variable names on screen
Prints variables
Prints variable names on screen
Prints variables and word YRS on
screen

Prints variable name and variable on
screen

Prints variable names on screen

Prints variables on screen
Ends subroutine and returns to main
program for next instruction
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Arrays store grouped
information.

Arrays can have one, two
or three dimensions.

Arrays are named like
other variables.

Subscripts locate a
particular element in an
array.

Steps to Successful Prbgrairis

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

(COST? 5000
LOAN AMOUNT? 4000

1 TIME IN YEARS? 5
INT. RATE IN %? 10
IS DATA CORRECT? YES

COST DOWN PAYMENT
5000 1000

LOAN TIME
4000 5 YRS

TOTAL COST 7000

NO. PAYMENTS
60

MO. PAYMENTS
100

DO YOU WANT TO DO ANOTHER? NO

** DONE **

Sometimes it is desirable to have a collection ofinformation pertaining to the same
topic identified and stored as one group. For computer programs, this can be done
with an array. .

A one-dimension array is likea list ofitems.Theitemsmaybe either numeric or
alphanumeric in nature. Examples of lists are: the supermarket shopping hst; the Hst
ofthings you need todo; the list ofaperson's grades for one subject inasemester;
and the months of the year.

Arrays also can be two-dimensional with rows and columns like amathematics
multiplication table; afreight cost chart for packages of different weights and
different zones; and ateacher's gradebook showing all students and grades by
subject. .

Computer arrays also can have threedimensions like theheight, weight and sex
of people. Three-dimensional arrays are used by experienced programmers, but we
won't coverthem becausetheir use is beyond the scopeofthis book.

Name and subscripts

Arrays have an array name. With TIBASIC, the array can be named by the same
rules as other variables. Theelements storedin an array are referred to by
subscripts which are enclosed in parentheses. One-dimension arrays require one
subscript toidentify an array element. The subscript may be aspecific integer; for
example A(5) refers to the fifth element of the array named A. The subscript may be
avariable; for example AX(T) refers tothe fifth element of AX ifTequals 5, while
AX(T) refers to the twentiethelementofAXifT equals20.

Two-dimension arraysare thoughtofas rows andcolumns, as shown onpage
5-20, and require two subscripts. For A(R,C), Risthe row subscript which isalways
first. The column subscript Cfollows the row subscriptand isseparated from itbya
comma. The rows and columns each have theirown subscript values. Aparticular set
of subscripts refer tothe element where the horizontal (row) and vertical (column)
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The DIM statement

reserves memory for an
array.

paths meet. For example, the shadedelementin the illustrationis identifiedby row
5, column 8.

COLUMNS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

1

2

3

4

5 •
6

7

8

9

R 10
O 11

W 12

S 13
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Twodimensional array structure

In summary, arrays can be referenced as follows:
A(5) — A specific subscript for a one-dimension array A whichrefers to

element 5 of array A.
A(T) —A variablesubscript for a one-dimension array A whichrefers to

element T of array A.
A(2,3) —Specific subscripts for two-dimension array A, whichrefer to the.

element located in row 2 and column 3.
A(R,C)— Variable subscripts for a two-dimension array A whichrefer to the

element located in row R and column C.

DIM statement

When an array is used in a program, spacemust be allocated(reserved) in the
computer memoryfor the sizeofthe array. This is donewith a DIM (dimension)
statement and it must appear in the programbeforethe array is referenced. The size
ofthe arrayis limited only bytheavailable computer memory. If that memory is
exceeded, the program will notrunand you will get a MEMORY FULLmessage.

TI BASIC automatically dimensions a 10-element, one-dimension array ifan
array variable is usedin the program andit hasnot beendimensioned. However, if
the array needs to be dimensioned for less than ten elements, the automatic
dimension wastes memory space. Therefore, it isgood programming practice to
dimension all arrays at the beginning ofthe programregardless oftheir size.The
format is:

10DIM A(6) — One-dimensionarray with six elements
20 DIM B(5,3)— Two-dimension array with five rows and three columns
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Example six:
Calculate grade averages

StepsrMiMM^S^M^M^M^^^

Stepl
Identify the problem
Calculate the average of five scores
provided as input. Print the five scores
and the average. Use structured
programming techniques.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. Input each score.
2. Answer "Do another?"

Process

1. Dimension the score array.
2. Set the variables to zero.
3. Calculate the average.

Output
1. Print the average.
2. Ask "Do another?"

5-21
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Assign variable names

Inputs
S(G) = Scores
A$ = User's response

Process

TOTAL = Sum of scores

AVE = Average score
G = Grade counter

Outputs
S(G) = Scores
AVE = Average

§§^$11^

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

r
c Start j

Setup
score array

Initialize
score values

to zero

Get the scores

c

Calculate the
average

Print the
scores and

. average

End D

Flowchartcontinuedon next page
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Steps to Successful Programs

Step 4
Write the code

5-23
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Steps to Successfu! Programs

Instruction

10 REM GRADE AVE PROGRAM
15 REM DRIVER ROUTINE
20 DIM S(5)
30 GOSUB 200
40 GOSUB 300
50 GOSUB 400
60 GOSUB 500

70 PRINT: "CALCULATE ANOTHER
AVERAGE";
75 INPUT A$
80IFA$ = "Y" THEN 30
90 END

200 REM SET VARIABLES TO 0
210 FOR G = 1T0 5

220 S(G) = 0
230 NEXTG
240 AVE = 0

250 TOTAL = 0
260 RETURN

300 REM INPUT THE DATA
310 FOR G = 1T05

320 CALL CLEAR

325 PRINT TAB(8); "GRADE";G

330 PRINT: TAB (8); "SCORE";

335 INPUT S(G)

340 PRINT "IS DATACORRECT";
345 INPUT A$
350IFA$ = "N" THEN 320
355 NEXTG

360 RETURN

400 REM CALCULATE AVERAGE
410 FOR G = 1T0 5

415 TOTAL = TOTAL + S(G)
420 NEXTG

430 AVE = TOTAL/5
450 RETURN

500 REM PRINTOUT ROUTINE
510 CALL CLEAR

520 PRINT "SCORES";
530 FOR G = 1T05

540 PRINT S(G);
545 NEXTG
547 PRINT::

550 PRINT TAB (2); "AVERAGE ="; AVE
560 RETURN

5-24

Explanation

Dimension 5 elements for scores
Initialize all values to zero (subroutine)
Input the data (subroutine)
Compute the average (subroutine)
Print the scores and average
(subroutine)
Determines if more averages are to be
computed
Requests Y or N answer
If yes, go to line 30
Terminate program
Subroutine comment
BeginningofFOR-NEXT loopto
initialize score array
Sets score in S(G) to zero
End FOR-NEXT loop
Set value to zero
Set value to zero
Exit subroutine, return to line 40
Subroutine heading
BeginFOR-NEXTloop for entering
scores

Clears screen
Tab sets literal eight positions in from
left margin. Then the particular element
to be entered is listed.
Tab sets literal eight positions in from
left margin
Requests the score to be entered for that
particular element.
Requests confirmation ofdata accuracy

If data is not correct, reinput
End FOR-NEXT loop
Exit subroutine, return to line 50
Header comment

Begin FOR-NEXT loopfor calculationof
total score

Add the element to the total score
End loop
Compute average of scores
Exit subroutine, return to line 60
Header comment
Clears the screen
Print heading on screen
Begin FOR-NEXT loop forprinting
output
Print score
End FOR-NEXT loop
Print a blank line
Prints average score
Exit subroutine, return to line 70
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Steps to Successful Programs

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

r

r

r

r

r

r

GRADE 1

SCORE? 10

IS DATA CORRECT? Y

GRADE 2

SCORE? 20

IS DATA CORRECT? Y

GRADE 3

SCORE? 15

IS DATA CORRECT? N

GRADE 3

SCORE? 30

IS DATA CORRECT? Y

GRADE 4

SCORE? 40

IS DATA CORRECT? Y

GRADE 5

SCORE? 50

IS DATA CORRECT? Y

[SCORES 10 20 30 40 50

' AVERAGE = 30

CALCULATE ANOTHER AVERAGE? N

** DONE **
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Steps to Successful Programs

Example seven:
Procedure for diagnosing automobile failure

The program is a series
of instructions with

branching based on the
answer to each question.

Stepl
Identify the problem
Develop a procedure to determine why a
car won't start.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. Answer questions yes or no.

Process

I. Compare answer to determine
branching to next test.

Outputs

1. Print statements of problem and
check fuel.

2. If fuel empty, go to add fuel routine.
3. Have someone try to start car while

you watch for spark to jump from
wire to block.

4. If spark jumps go to check points
routine.

5. Check other cylinders.
6. If cylinders don't have spark go to

inspect rotor routine.
7. Problem may be in spark plugs.
8. End program.
9. Check points routine.

10. Remove distributor cap and check
points.

II. End program.
12. Inspect rotor routine.
13. Remove distributor cap and inspect

rotor and metal tabs on distributor
cap.

14. End program.
15. Add fuel routine.
16. Add fuel.

17. End program.
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Assign variable names

Inputs
A$ = User's YES or NO
answer.

Process

B$ = "YES"

Outputs
C$ = Motor won't start.
T$ = Is fuel in tank?
D$ = Check ignition
system.
E$ = Remove one spark
plug wire at plug.
F$ = Hold wire about one-
quarter inch from motor.
G$ = Have another person
try starting the car.
H$ = Did spark jump from
wire to motor, Yes or No?
1$ = Check all other
cylinders for spark in same
way.

J$ = Did all cylinders have
spark, Yes or No?
K$ = Problem may be in
spark plugs.
L$ = Remove and check
spark plugs.
0$ = Remove distributor
cap. Check to see if points
are opening and closing as
motor is turned.

R$ = If opening and
closing, replace points. If
not, adjust point gap.
X$ = Remove distributor
cap.

Y$ = Inspect rotor and
metal tabs on distributor

cap.

U$ = Add fuel.

iiiSp^MMWii^PMfiiiaE^iSM

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

Start j

Print
"Motor won't

start"

Is
fuel in
tank?

Print
"Check Spark"

Did
Spark jui

Print
"Check other

cylinders"

L

Do
they have

spark?

Yes

Print "Check
spark plugs"

No

End D
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/ Print /
/ "Add fuel" /

w

C End )

Z
Print

"Check points"

c End

7

j

/ Print 7
/ "Inspect rotor" /

C End j>
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The coding is an
alternating sequence of
LET statements and print
statements. Each LET has

a matching PRINT.

The input variable is
always A$ and is compared
to the value "YES"

assigned to B$. IfA$
precedes B$; that is, if
A$ = NO, the program
branches to a different

routine. If the answer

(A$) does not precede
"YES", then the program
continues at the next line.

The program continues
dependent upon your
answers at each point. As
you can see, a computer
program can guide you in
a step-by-step procedure
that includes decision

points.

Note

This program has four
terminating points with
the END statement.

Steps to Successful Programs

Step 4
Write the program

Instruction

5 LET B$ = "YES"
10 LET C$ = "MOTOR WONT START"
20 PRINT C$
22 LET T$ = "IS FUEL IN TANK?"
23 PRINT T$
24 INPUT A$
25IFA$<B$THEN340
30 LET D$ = "CHECK IGNITION
SYSTEM"

40 PRINT D$
50 LET E$ = "REMOVE ONE SPARK
PLUG WIRE AT PLUG"
60 PRINT E$
70 LET F$ = "HOLD WIRE ABOUT
ONE-QUARTER INCH FROM MOTOR"
80 PRINT F$
90 LET G$ = "HAVE ANOTHER
PERSON TRY STARTING THE CAR"
100 PRINT G$
110 LET H$ = "DID SPARK JUMP
FROM WIRE TO MOTOR, YES OR
NO?"

115 PRINT H$
120 INPUT A$
130IFA$<B$THEN250
140 LET l$ = "CHECK ALL OTHER
CYLINDERS FOR SPARK IN SAME
WAY"

150 PRINT l$
160 LET J$ = "DID ALL CYLINDERS
HAVE SPARK, YES OR NO?"
165 PRINT J$
170 INPUT A$
180IFA$<B$THEN300
190 LET K$ = "PROBLEM MAY BE IN
SPARK PLUGS"

200 PRINT K$
210 LET L$ = "REMOVE AND CHECK
SPARK PLUGS"

215 PRINT L$
220 END

250 LET 0$ = "REMOVE
DISTRIBUTOR CAP CHECK TO SEE IF
POINTS ARE OPENING AND CLOSING
AS MOTOR IS TURNED."

260 PRINT 0$
270 LET R$ = "IF OPENING AND
CLOSING, REPLACE POINTS. IF NOT,
ADJUST POINT GAP"
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And so on.

Steps to Successful Programs

Instruction

275 PRINT R$
280 END

300LETX$ = "REMOVE
DISTRIBUTOR CAP"
310 PRINT X$
320 LET Y$ = "INSPECT ROTOR AND
METAL TABS ON DISTRIBUTOR CAP."
325 PRINT Y$
330 END
340 LET U$ = "ADD FUEL"
350 PRINT U$
360 END

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

f MOTOR WONT START
IS FUEL IN TANK?

? YES
CHECK IGNITION SYSTEM
REMOVE ONE SPARK PLUG WIRE A
T PLUG
HOLD WIRE ABOUT ONE-QUARTER
INCH FROM MOTOR
HAVE ANOTHER PERSON TRY STAR

TING THE CAR
DID SPARK JUMP FROM WIRE TO

MOTOR, YES OR NO?

** DONE **
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Steps to Successful Programs

^^^ What kind ofproblems canthe computer solve?
How do you develop a computer program?

Identify the problem

Outline the solution

Prepare a flowchart

The computer can solve
any task that can be
programmed.

A flowchart is similar to a

road map.

The real test of a program
— will it run? If not, you
have to get the "bugs" out.

Write the code

Run the program and debug it

Example oner-

Example two:

Example three:

Example four:

Structured programming

Change in presentaton of flowchartsA more efficient and

orderly way to program.
Makes use of the GOSUB

and RETURN statements.

Permit similar information

to be identified and stored

as a group, yet each item is
individually accessible.

Arrays

Example five:

Name and subscripts

DIM statement

Example six:

Example seven:

Summary map

5-30

Start and end
Input and output
Direction

Process

Decisions

Connectors

By diligently following five
basic steps, a computer
program can be developed.

This is "the program."

Make a cup of hot tea

Print names and addresses

Compute total car cost if bought on time
payments

Expanding the auto cost program

Structured programming of the auto cost
program

Reserves memory to store
array information.

Calculate grade averages

Procedure for diagnosing automobile
failure
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Creating Educational Programs

Introduction

Computer assisted instruction

Drill

Concepts

Eye-hand coordination

Simulation

Grade records

Special education applications

Word processing

Attendance records

Educational program examples

Example one:

RES command

Example one:

Example two:

Example three:

Example four:

Example five:

ABS function

Example six:

Syimmar^ map

Math drill of addition facts.

Renumbered

Math drill of addition, subtraction and
multiplication facts

Multiple choice tests

Compute the chronological age of a
person

A gradebook program

Solving an equation
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Creating Educational Programs

The use of the small

computer is increasing
rapidly for both classroom
use and administrative use.

Microcomputers are showing up everywhere in the educational community. They can
be seen in the elementary classroom as well as in graduate school. They are being
used in administrative offices in increasing numbers. Large numbers of children and
adults are learning about computers, how to program them, and how to use them
effectively.

The value of computers in the educational community is increasing daily. During
the 60's, the microcomputer had not yet arrived and the computer had limited
impact. Money from the federal government made it possible for some high schools to
teach programming to their students, but only a few administrative offices could
afford the luxury of a computer. In the early 70's, even less money was available for
computers and the future looked bleak for the use of computers in the educational
community. The minicomputer had reached the marketplace, but the schools didn't
have the money to buy them.

With the introduction of the microcomputer in the late 70's, and their acceptance
by a large percentage of the general public, it became imperative that schools once
again become involved with the use of computers. Schools have begun to use
microcomputers to teach their students about what computers are and what they can
do, as well as using them for assistance in instruction of other subjects. Also,
microcomputers are being linked to a large main computer (called the host computer)
so educational programs written on a microcomputer can be stored on the host
computer. In return, all the programs on the host computer can be accessed by the
microcomputers at the individual schools. This method of sharing results in increased
efficiency.

The three primary uses for computers in education are:
a. Computer assisted instruction
b. Computer literacy
c. Administrative
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Compyter assisted ioisfcrwctd©bi

Drill

The computer can be a
valuable helper to the busy
teacher. It doesn't replace
the teacher, but rather
reinforces what the

teacher has already
taught. Drill programs can
help a student master the
basics. The computer is
effective with drill because

it is patient and consistent.

The better programs have
color, sound and animation
to help hold the student's
attention.

Computer games can
improve a person's eye-
hand coordination and self-

confidence

Teachers have busy schedules and large classes; therefore, they have few
opportunities to work with the children on a one to one or one to two basis. The
microcomputer can help fill this need because a major emphasis of computer assisted
instruction (CAI) is to provide drill work to reinforce basic skills already introduced
and taught by the teacher. If a student has not mastered the material and is forced to
go on to the next lesson, large and sometimes crucial gaps can develop in the
student's knowledge. For example, it is difficult to multiply two-digit numbers that
involve carrying when one hasn't even mastered the basic addition facts. If a
properly programmed microcomputer is available, the teacher need not wait until it's
time for correction of these fundamental weaknesses, but can let the student use
CAI drill programs to practice addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division as
needed.

The computer is a very patient teacher and is consistent in whatever it teaches.
Good CAI programs not only aid children (and adults for that matter) in the learning
process, but also are structured to motivate the students and to hold their interest.
Programs written for preschool and early elementary grade children usually include
color and sound for stimulation, motivation, and emphasis. Older children and adults
also like color and may stay with a program longer when color graphics are used. The
TI Home Computer has both color and sound capabilities which will be discussed in
Chapter 9.

Computers can be very useful for developing vocabulary, spelling, and
mathematical drills. They aid in memory drills that call for facts such as state
capitals, United States presidents, countries of the world, and oceans of the world.
Reading skills are tested to determine comprehension by a variable set of questions
randomly selected by the computer. Testing also may be done with multiple choice
questions or with essay questions if the library of questions is large enough so that
random selection can occur.

Concepts

Computers also can be used to teach new concepts. The advantage is that the
material can be'presented and advanced at the pace of the student. TI has several
educational packages to teach basic concepts that are colorful, fun and motivating.

Eye-hand coordination

Although not mentioned often, the use of CAI can have benefits other than
education. The child that has poor eye-hand coordination usually can gain increased
coordination through the use of appropriate computer games. The children may play
a game which includes trying to hit moving targets on the screen, or they may guide
a plane through a group of missiles to avoid being hit. In addition to the eye-hand
coordination benefit, the attention span of a hyperactive child is increased because
the child becomes involved in the fast-paced action of the game. A child also can gain
self-confidence as he/she masters the game without the embarrassment of the other
children watching and criticizing their mistakes.
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Simulation of real events

on the computer allows
students to observe and

participate in situations
that otherwise are not

possible.

Computer simulation
provides a quick and easy
means to change variables
to answer "what if

questions.

Introduction of computers
to children at an early age
prevents the development
of fear of computers
experienced by some
adults.

Computer-type equipment
is used in many home
appliances and in the
family car.

The children of today are
learning about computers
and programming so they
will be able to function in

the computerized world of
tomorrow.

Creating Educational Programs

Simulation

Computers can be used for simulations. Computer simulation is the attempt to
duplicate on a computer the events that occur in the real world so the student can
learn about them without direct experience. The simulation may be of events that
cannot be observed in the normal operating environment. An example is the
simulation of the activity within an internal combustion engine. Motion picture films
have been used for this for many years, but films are difficult to rerun quickly so the
student can review a scene several times. By using a computer, the simulation can be
done over and over at the press of a button until the student has mastered the
concept.

Another purpose of simulation is to use it as a predictive tool for "what if
situations. What if farmers had severe crop failures for two consecutive years? What
if an automobile body were designed and shaped in a different way? By using a
computer with the proper simulation programs, the student can do a "what if
analysis again and again with a slight modification of the variables each time. For
example, if the birth rate increased by two percent per year with the food supply
remaining at the current level, how many people would starve over the next ten
years? What if the birth rate remained at the same level? What if the birth rate were
to decline by 2%? By 5%? By 10%? This kind of data can be obtained by computer
simulation. In the real world, you could only obtain it by actual events, and then it's
too late to do anything about it.

Another major development in the educational community is the teaching of
computer literacy, particularly in the fourth through twelfth grades. These students
are learning what computers are, what they can and cannot do, and their impact on
society. Even preschool and first grade students are being introduced to computers.
As a result, the present generation is growing up with computers and does not fear
them as many adults do. Adults developed this fear because they thought computers
would take their jobs or take control oftheir lives. Some have felt a loss of personal
identity because of the computer. But now,computers are gradually becoming a part
of all schools and classrooms and many parents have already bought computers for
their family to use at home.

People are also learning that electronic microprocessors similar to those which
control computers are in their games, toys, color tv, food processor, microwave oven,
and even the family car. The youngsters of today are expected to understand and use
the technology in today's world; therefore, computer literacy is a necessary part of
their education.

Another part of computer literacy is learning computer programming. BASIC is
the computer language used by most microcomputers and many large high school
districts have classes in programming in the BASIC language. Since it is a relatively
easy computer language to learn, children, teachers and parents are learning to
program computers to do some intricate things. Even children as young as six years
old are learning howto program. Some youngsters are assisting adults in teaching
programming and some are being employed as part-time programmers for major
businesses.

Once people learn to program, they can apply the capabilities of the computer to
solve problems. Recall that the steps for developing a program to solve problems
were presented in Chapter 5.
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The computer can help the
teacher and administrators

with grade recording,
averaging and reporting.

Creating Educational Programs

The third major area of computer use in the educational community is that of record
keeping. Both teachers and administrators have to keep many kinds of records on
students and the school system. Some examples of records kept by teachers are:

1. Assignments completed and grades given
2. Schedules

3. Individualized education plans
4. Diagnostic report analyses of test results
5. Student information files

Some administrative recordkeeping uses are:
1. Attendance records

2. Discipline reports
3. Teacher and class schedules

4. Monitoring costs
5. Up-to-date audio/visual library usage
6. Budget forecasting
7. Maintenance reports

Grade records

To illustrate the use of record keeping, let's consider grade records. As assignments
are returned to the teacher, the grades are logged into the grade book. The teacher
keeps grades for each student and must post them periodically. Most teachers today
are still doing this task by hand, but it can be done with a home computer (if the
school district permits it). Programs can be written so that all classroom information
can be recorded. Whenever requested, even between grading periods, the grade
averages can be obtained quickly and easily by running the grade average program.
(Refer to Chapter 5 for a simplified grade averaging program.) Many options can be
programmed to fit the needs of the particular teacher using the program. A job that
has taken hours can take only minutes.

With the cooperation of the local school and/or school district, the report cards
also can be computer generated, thus eliminating the need to write the reports by
hand. (Of course, the teacher still must provide the inputs for the computer
generated reports.) If properly designed, programs that utilize student files also can
generate on request the required administrative reports on pupil progress for the
district. Thus, by allowing the computer to do some of the routine chores, a teacher's
productivity can be increased.

Special education applications

In many cases, public law requires that every child enrolled in a special education
program have an individualized education plan (IEP). This document requires:

1. Personal data such as name, age, sex and birthdate
2. Test scores for reading, math, spelling, writing, perceptual/motor skills,

psychological scores
3. Data about any physical impairments
4. Goals and objectives to be achieved in both the long and short term in all areas of

the child's education in the academic and non-academic areas
5. The personnel responsible for carrying out the goals and objectives
6. A list of other services needed such as psychological and physical therapy, glasses

and hearing aids
7. Review date of progress
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Education plans and
similar reports that use the
same resources again and
again can be done easier
with the aid of a computer.

The use of the computer as
a word processor is a
valuable asset to anyone
who ordinarily would use a
typewriter to prepare
letters, reports,
announcements, and so on.
Text can be quickly
corrected, changed and
rearranged without ever
printing it on paper. By
merging the text with a
computer file of names and
addresses, individualized
originals can be sent to
many people with only one
"typing".

Attendance records are

very important to school
administrators. This

routine task can be

handled easily by a
computer.

Creating Educational Programs

8. Signatures ofparents as well as the professionals in the child's educational plan
9. Type of placement, whether resource room or self-contained classroom

10. Any other documentation.
Asyoucansee, writingthe IEP requiresa lot ofdata andtime. Thecrucial part

is writing the goals and objectives. By having computerized files that contain the
goals, objectives, andresources available, these itemswill not have to be typed in
repeatedly for eachstudent. Many sequences are the samefor variousstudents, but
not all the sameresourcesare appropriate fordifferentstudents. Byhavingthe
names ofall ofthe availableresources stored in the computer file, the teacher can
selectthe appropriate ones andhave the IEP computer program write the lengthy
reports. The processoftendoesnot end here, as revisionsare required before
everyoneagrees on the plan. Anychangeswould require that the report be redone
manually if it were not computerized. By using the computer, revisions can be made
quickly and with little human effort.

Word processing

The use of the microcomputer as a word processor can be valuable to a school
administrator as well as to teachers. Aword processor is a computer program that
allows oneto typeintext much as one would typea report or letter ona typewriter.
The differences are:

1.Thetext is storedin the computer memory or onan externalstoragedevice.
2. The text can be corrected without retyping the entire letter which saves valuable

time and the possibilityofnewerrors in the retype.
3. Commonlyused passages and paragraphs can be stored in a file and used in

differentreports, letters, etc. withoutthe needforretypingeachone.
4. Multiple "originals" ofentire reports canbe madewithouttypingeachone.
5. Personalized letters canbe generatedwithoutdoing any typingother than the

initial list of names, addresses, and other variable information.
Forexample, a word processor canbe usedto write a letter to allparents of

children ina class to inform themofa planned field tripandto obtain their permission
for their child to participate. Insteadofhaving the secretary type the sameletter 20
times with the appropriatenames, addresses, salutations, etc., the letter is entered
into the computer, edited, and correctedby usingthe wordprocessor. The individual
information, such as name, address and salutation, that varies with each letter is
contained in a data base (acomputer file). Thisdata is automatically accessed when
eachletter is printed andthe word processor programplacesthe correct name,
address, and salutationoneachletter. If the data basehas not alreadybeencreated
through registration procedures, the secretary canuse the wordprocessorto create
the data base and save it for future use. The data base can also be used to address the
envelopes. Byusingthis method, eachparent receives an original personalized letter
with minimum human effort.

Attendance records

Programs canbe written that calculate the attendancefigures, the absentee rates,
and all other information required for school records. Much of this information is
required to receive the funding that is basedonattendancerecords. Thistype of
workis timeconsuming andprone to human error when done manually. However, by
just entering the requested information, the computer does all the calculations and
prints the reports quickly andeasily. If errors in the input data are found, they can
be easily corrected and the report program rerun.
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EeSycaf:ional program examples

Sixprograms will bewritten to demonstrate the educational usesofmicrocomputers
and to help you learn to program.

Example one:
Math drill of addition facts

Stepl
Identify the problem
Generate ten addition problems using
random numbers between - 50 and
+ 50. Allow time for the student to think
of the answer, then print the answer.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
None

Process

1. Clear the screen.
2. Generate two random numbers.
3. Compute the answer.
4. Repeat for 10problems

Outputs
1. Print the two random numbers with

addition indicated.
2. Print the answer after a time delay

which allows the student to think of
the answer (student does not type in
the answer).

6-7

Print
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Assign variable names

Inputs
None

Process

A = Random number

B = Random number

S = Answer

DELAY = Delay loop
index for timing
I = Main loop index

Outputs
A + B = S

Creating Educational Programs

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart
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The FOR-NEXT loop
causes 10 different

problems to be presented.

This program can be
expanded to allow the
student to choose between

addition, subtraction and
multiplication.

Note

And so on for 8 more

problems

Creating Educational Programs

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

10 REM MATH DRILL 1

20 RANDOMIZE
100FORI = 1TO10
110 CALL CLEAR
120A=INT(101*RND)-50

130B = INT(101*RND)-50

135S = 0

140S = A + B

150PRINTA;" + ";B;" = ";

170 FOR DELAY = 1 TO 2500

172 NEXT DELAY
175 PRINTS

180 FOR DELAY = 1 TO 2500
190 NEXT DELAY

200 NEXT I

210 END

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

| 20 +•

C 20 +

| 42

r

5 =

-5 = 15

+ 37 =

+ 37 = 79

DONE **

6-9

Explanation

Sets random generator for new series
Begin loop to present 10 problems
Clears the screen
Produces first random number between
- 50 and + 50 for variable A
Produces second random number
between - 50 and + 50 for variable B
Sets answer variables to zero as a safety
measure

Computer calculates the answer
Prints the addition problem on the
screen

Begin delay loop to allow student time to
think of answer before printing answer
End delay loop
The correct answer is printed on the
screen for the student to compare his/
her answer
Delay loop to hold printed answer on
screen for a few seconds before next
problem is presented
End of control loop to present the 10
problems where control is returned to
line 100. After the last problem, line 210
is executed
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RES command

Example one:
Renumbered

Creating Educational Programs

i
The above program appears as originally constructed with some of the intial
statements removed and new statements added as needed between initial
statements. This results in irregularly spaced line numbers. While this causes no
problem for the computer, a program with line numbers spaced in equal increments
is easier to type and read. The RESequence command on the TI HomeComputer
willresequence (renumber) all the linenumbersin equalincrementsand changethe
line number references in statements. If onlyRES is typed, the program willbe
renumbered in increments of10beginning with line number 100. Let's renumber the
example one program now.

Type RES
Press ENTER

List the program and it should be numbered as follows:

Instruction Explanation

100 REM MATH DRILL 1

110 RANDOMIZE

120 FOR 1= 1 TO 10
130 CALL CLEAR

140 A= INT(101*RND)-50

150B=INT(101*RND)-50

160S = 0

170 S = A + B

180PRINTA;" + ";B;" = ";

190 FOR DELAY = 1 TO 2500

200 NEXT DELAY

210 PRINTS

220 FOR DELAY = 1 TO 2500
230 NEXT DELAY

240 NEXT I

250 END

6-10

Sets random generator for new series
Begin loop to present 10 problems
Clears the screen
Produces first random number between
- 50 and + 50 for variable A
Produces second random number
between - 50 and + 50 for variable B
Sets answer variable to zero as a safety
measure

Computer calculates the answer
Prints the addition problem on the
screen

Begin delay loop to allow student time to
think ofanswer before printing answer
End delay loop
The correct answer is printed on the
screen for the student to compare his/
her answer

Delay loop to hold printed answer on
screen for a few seconds before next
problem is presented
End of control loop to present the 10
problems where control is returned to
line 120. After the last problem, line 250
is executed
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Example two:
Math drill of addition, subtraction and multiplication facts

Stepl
Identify the problem
Expand on example 1to allowstudent to
choose addition, subtraction, or
multiplication. Generate ten problems
using random numbers.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. User selects either addition,

subtraction or multiplication from
menu.

Process

1. Clear the screen.
2. Generate two random numbers.
3. Compute the answer.
4. Repeat for 10problems.

Outputs
1. Print the two random numbers with

the chosen mathematical operation
indicated.

2. Print the answer after a time delay
which allows the student to think of
the answer (student does not type in
the answer).

V

ckoice

Prtkt.
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Assign variable names

Inputs
ACTIVITY = Type of
mathematical operation
desired

Process

A = Random number

B = Random number

C = Random number

S = Answer

DELAY = Delay loop
index for timing
I = Main loop index

Outputs
A + B = S

A-B = S

(A + B) * C = S

Creating Educational Programs

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart d*rfl

G*fe

&>"

?l>

Flowchart continued on next page
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This program is slightly
more complicated since the
selection routine and

subroutines for the three

operations have been
added.

Creating Educational Programs

S = A + B

/ Print 7

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

10 REM MATH DRILL EXERCISE
20 RANDOMIZE

30 CALL CLEAR
40 PRINTTAB(8);"MATH DRILL":::

50 PRINTTAB(8);"1 ADDITION-

BO PRINT TAB(8);"2SUBTRACTION"
70 PRINTTAB(8);"3 MULTIPLICATION"
80 PRINT::
90 PRINTTAB(8);"TYPE 1,2, OR 3";
100 INPUT ACTIVITY

110 IF ACTIVITY < 1 THEN 30

6-13

/ Print A+B; 7

print equa^o*

Explanation

Set random generator
Clears screen
Prints heading followed by 2 blank lines.
Indentation is 8 spaces from left margin
Lines 50 through 70 print choices
indented 8 spaces from left margin

Prints two blank lines
Prints instruction for selecting choice
Requests the user to select one of the
three operations
Line 110 is an error monitor to prevent
numbers lower than 1 from being
accepted
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Be sure to keep the loops
straight.

You will probably think of
other ways to code the
program, and you are
encouraged to modify the
program to fit your own
needs.

Creating Educational Programs

Instruction

120 FOR I = 1TO10

130 CALL CLEAR

140A= INT(101*RND)-50

150B = INT(101*RND)-50

160 S = 0

170 IF ACTIVITY = 1 THEN 280

180 IF ACTIVITY = 2 THEN 320

190 IF ACTIVITY = 3 THEN 360

200 GO TO 30

210 FOR DELAY = 1 TO 2500

220 NEXT DELAY

230 PRINT S

240 FOR DELAY = 1 TO 2500

250 NEXT DELAY

260 NEXT I

270 END

280 REM ADDITION SUBROUTINE
290 S = A + B

300 PRINTTAB(5);A;" + "; B;"= ";

310 GOTO 210
320 REM SUBTRACTION
SUBROUTINE

330 S = A — B

340 PRINT TAB(5);A;"-"; B;"= ";

350 GOTO 210

360 REM MULTIPLICATION
SUBROUTINE

370 C = INT(19*RND)-9

380 S = (A+ B)*C

6-14

Explanation

Begin loop that generates the 10
problems
Clears the screen
Generates a random number from - 50
to + 50 and assigns it to A
Generates a random number from - 50
to + 50 and assigns it to B
Sets the answer variable to zero as a
safety precaution
If operation chosen is addition,
execution is transferred to line 280
If operation chosen is a subtraction,
execution is transferred to line 320
If operation chosen is multiplication,
execution is transferred to line 360
If the choice is not 1, 2 or 3, then the
program is returned to line 30 to again
display the options and allow another
chance at selection

Begin delay loop to allow student time to
think of answer
End delay loop
The correct answer is printed on the
screen

Delay loop holds the printed answer on
the screen for a few seconds before the
screen is cleared for the next problem

Program execution returns to line 120
until the last problem has been
presented, then line 270 is executed

The solution is calculated by the
computer
Prints the values for the variables A and
B and the literals " + " and " = "
Goes to the delay routine in line 210

Subtraction calculated by computer
Prints the values for the variables A and
B and the literals " - " and " = "
Goes to the delay routine before printing
the answer

Obtains random value of -10 and +10
for multiplication variable C
Computes A + B and multiplies that
result times C. The answer is stored in
variable S
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Note

And so on for 8 more

problems.

Creating Educational Programs

Instruction

390 PRINT TAB(5);A+ B; "*";C;" = '

400 GOTO 210

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

r

r
r
r
r

r

MATH DRILL

1 ADDITION
2 SUBTRACTION
3 MULTIPLICATION

TYPE 1, 2, or 3? 3

20 *-5 =

20 *-5 =-100

42 * 3 =

42 * 3 = 126

DONE

6-15

Explanation

Prints sum of variables (A + B) as one
number, variable C, and literals "*" and
« __ n

Returns execution to line 210 for the
time delay before printing the answer
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Example three:
Multiple choice test

Creating Educational Programs

Stepl
Identify the problem
Give three questions one at a time with
each question having multiple choice
answers. The student selects an answer
from the multiple choicelist by typing
the corresponding number. The
computer evaluates the student's choice
and keeps score. If the answer is correct,
1 point is added to the correct answer
counter; if wrong, 1point is added to the
wrong answer counter. Print the number
of right answers, the number ofwrong
answers, and the score in percent.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. Student selects answer by typing the

choice number.

2. End program by pressing ENTER.

Process

1. Dimension the array for correct
answers.

2. Clear screen for each question.
3. Computer presents the question.
4. Computer evaluates the answer choice

and keeps track of response by adding
to appropriate score counter.

5. Repeat for three questions.

Outputs
1. Print scores.

fortfrliie

queer/on

Check
efudm^

<&tudeht$
zco/e

zr
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Assign variable names

Inputs
C = User answer to

question
A$ = Response to
terminate program

Process

T = Correct answer for

comparison to C
QUE() = array for
answers to questions
RIGHT = Right answer
counter

WRONG = Wrong answer
counter

C = User answer

Q = Loop index

Outputs
RIGHT = number of

answers correct

WRONG = number of

answers wrong

SCORE = Score in

percent

Creating Educational Programs

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

c Start j

Set up correct
answers

Set answer
counters to 0

For question
= 1to3

Wm\

Clear screen

Flowchart continued on next page

6-17

.&£ * Vul<fr°*
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Creating Edu c ationa I Programs

/ Input answer /

Add 1 to
number wrong

c

Print no.
right

Print no.
wrong

Print
score in %

End

Yes

Add 1 to
number right

\ %>
uJl"#\*>

j a

6lfirt

Print question

T = correct
answer

Same as
Q1

Same as
Q1

^i>
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If external storage files for
the questions and answers
were used, a much larger
library could be
established. Another

advantage of an external
file is that a student

couldn't LIST the program
to find the correct

Each question and its
corresponding answers
were put into separate
subroutines so that the

questions and answers are
contained within the

program.

Creating Educational Programs

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

10 REM GEOGRAPHY TEST
20 DJMQUE(3)

30 REM SET VARIABLES TO ZERO
40 C = 0
50 T = 0

60 RIGHT = 0
70 WRONG = 0
80 REM SET THE CORRECT ANSWER
VALUES
90QUE(1) = 3
100QUE(2) = 2
110QUE(3) = 4
120 REM MAIN PROGRAM
130 FOR Q = 1T0 3
140 CALL CLEAR
150 IF Q = 1 THEN 330
160 IF Q = 2 THEN 410
170IFQ = 3THEN500
180 INPUT "TYPE 1, 2,3 OR 4?":C

190IFT = CTHEN220

200 WRONG = WRONG 4- 1
210 GOTO 230
220 RIGHT = RIGHT + 1
230T = 0

240 C = 0
250 NEXTQ

260 CALL CLEAR
270 PRINT "NO. RIGHT";RIGHT

280 PRINT:"NO. WRONG";WRONG

290 PRINT ::"SCORE";INT((
RIGHT/3)*100)
300 PRINT :::
310 INPUT "PRESS ENTER KEY TO
END":A$
320 END
330 REM QUESTION 1
340 PRINT "THE CAPITAL OF
ARIZONA IS"
350 PRINT:"1 TUCSON"
360 PRINT:"2 LOS ANGELES"
370 PRINT:"3 PHOENIX"
380 PRINT:"4 PRESCOTT":::
390T = QUE(1)

400 GOTO 180

6-19

Explanation

This array stores the correct answer for
each question
Initialize variables

Correct choices for the three questions
are stored

Loop control for program
Clears screen
If this is first question, go to line 330
If this is second question, go to line 410
If this is third question, go to line 500
Answer the question with one of4
choices
If the correct answer in T is equal to the
student's answer in C, then go to line 220
Add 1 to number wrong counter
Unconditional branch to line 230
Add 1 to number right counter
Set correct answer variable to zero
Set student answer variable to zero
Repeats main loopuntil 3 questions have
been presented
Clears screen
Prints the heading and value for the
number answered correctly
Prints the heading and value for the
number answered incorrectly
Prints two blank lines and computes and
prints score on percentage basis
Print 3 blank lines
Press ENTER key to terminate
program

Prints question 1 and answer choices

Set answer variable to value for correct
answer

Unconditional branch
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You probably have some
ideas to improve this
program. Try them.
Learning by doing and
experimenting is the best
teacher.

Creating Educational Programs

Instruction

410 REM QUESTION 2
420 PRINT "WHAT DIRECTION IS THE
TOP"

430 PRINT "OF A MAP?"
440 PRINT:"1 SOUTH"
450 PRINT:"2 NORTH"
460 PRINT:"3 EAST"
470 PRINT:"4 WEST":::
480 T = QUE(2)

490 GOTO 180
500 REM QUESTION 3
510 PRINT "ARID CLIMATE IS
USUALLY"

520 PRINT:"1 WET"
530 PRINT:"2 MOIST"
540 PRINT:"3 WINDY"
550 PRINT:"4 DRY":::
560T = QUE(3)

570 GOTO 180

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

| THE CAPITAL OF ARIZONA IS
' 1 TUCSON

2 LOS ANGELES

3 PHOENIX

4 PRESCOTT

TYPE 1, 2, 3 or 4? 3

WHAT DIRECTION IS THE TOP
OF A MAP?

1 SOUTH

2 NORTH

3 EAST

4 WEST

TYPE 1, 2, 3 or 4? 1

6-20

Explanation

Question 2 and choices

Set answer variable to value for correct
answer

Unconditional branch

Question 3 and choices

Set answer variable to value for correct
answer

Unconditional branch
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(arid climate is usually
' 1 WET

2 MOIST

3 WINDY

4 DRY

TYPE 1, 2, 3 or 4? 4

| NO. RIGHT 2

' NO. WRONG 1

SCORE 66

PRESS ENTER KEY TO END

** DONE **
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Creating Educational Programs

Example four:
Compute the chronological age ofa person

Stepl
Identify the problem
Determine a person's ageto thenearestyearandmonth when given the person's
birth date and the current date.

Step 2
Outline the solution
The basic equation to determine age is

CURRENT DATE

- BIRTH DATE

= AGE

YEAR MONTH DAY
YEAR MONTH DAY

YEARS MONTHS DAYS

The following rules will be used:
1. 30 days to every month.
2. Whenborrowingfrommonths,add 30to the days and subtract 1frommonths.
3. When borrowing from years, add12 to months andsubtract1from years.
4.When determining ageinyears and months, ifthe number ofdays isgreater

than 15, add 1 to number of months.
5. If the number ofdaysis 15or less, no changein months.
Withthese rules established, let'swork some examples by handto determine

what a computer program will have to do.

Yr. Mo. Da.

Current date: 83 09 19
Birthdate : 75 05 12
Age : 8 4 7
or 8yr. 4 mo.

That was easy and straightforward since no borrowing orconversions were required.
The next one requires borrowing from the months.

Yr. Mo. Da. Yr. Mo. Da.

Current date: 83 09 19 = 83 08 49
Birthdate : 75 07 30 = 75 07 30
Age : 8 01 19
or 8yr. 2 mo.

Thesecond example requiresborrowing because the dayofthe current date is
lessthan the dayofthe birthdate. Following rule2, borrow 1from the months (which
changesmonthsfrom 9to 8)andadd30to the days(19 + 30 = 49). Subtract dates.
Then using rule4,add 1tomonths because days aregreaterthan15. Therefore, the
age is 8 years and 2 months.

In the nextexample, borrowing isrequired from boththe yearsandmonths.
Follow rule2first, thenrule3. Userule4forrounding.

6-22

Yr. Mo. Da. Yr. Mo. Da.

Current date: 83 09 19 = 82 20 49
Birthdate : 75 09 30 = 75 09 30
Age : 7 11 19
or 8yr. 0 mo.
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Now we can develop the outline.

Inputs
1. Input the current date.
2. Input the birthdate.
3. Answer response.

Process

1. Provide the rules for adjusting dates.
2. Compute the age.

Outputs
1. Print the age.
2. Ask if another calculation is desired.

6-23

Found
OffcMd

\ p/tht age
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Assign variable names

Inputs
Yl = Current year
Ml = Current month

Dl = Current day
Y2 = Birth year
M2 = Birth month

D2 = Birth day
A$ = Answer input

Process

Y1,M1,D1 = Current date
Y2,M2,D2 = Birth date
Y3 = Calculated years
M3 = Calculated months

D3 = Calculated days

Output
Y3 = Calculated years of
age

M3 = Calculated months

of age

Creating Educational Programs

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

^ Start ^

[fipp!
^p i i

'

Initialize date
variables

\ f

Clear screen

/

/

No

\ '

/ Print
"Todays date" / /

} i

/ Input /
Y1.M1.D1 /

S^ Is date ^\
^\corr<

Yes

i '

Initialize
birthdate
variables

\ r

Clear screen

/

/

No

i r

// Print ,
"Birthdate" /

\ f

/ Input /
Y2.M2.D2 /

^v^orrc

Yes

Flowchart continued on next page

6-24

Get**"
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:•«!;:•

^ Is \. Yes

|No

Borrow 30 days
from M1

ir

D3 = D1-D2

6-25

Borrow 12
months from Y1

M3 = M1-M2

Y3 = Y1-Y2

Yes

ulrf

9$l
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Note

The variables for

computations are set to
zero initially to avoid
possible errors.

Current and birth dates

are entered month, day
and year. This order can be
changed, if required.

Creating Ed u c a t io naI Program s

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

10 REM CALCULATE AGE IN MONTHS
AND YEARS
20Y3 = 0

30M3 = 0

40D3 = 0

50Y1=0

60M1=0

70D1=0

80 REM GET TODAY'S DATE
90 CALL CLEAR

100 PRINT "TODAY'S DATE":::
110 INPUT "MONTH ":M1
120 INPUT "DAY ":D1

130 INPUT "YEAR ":Y1
140 INPUT "IS DATE CORRECT?"
:A$
150IFA$<>"Y"THEN50
160 REM GET BIRTH DATE
170Y2 = 0

180M2 = 0

190D2 = 0

200 CALL CLEAR
210 PRINT "BIRTHDATE":::
220 INPUT "MONTH ":M2
230 INPUT "DAY ":D2

240 INPUT "YEAR ":Y2

250 INPUT "IS DATE CORRECT?"
:A$
260IFA$o"Y"THEN170

270 REM CALCULATE THE AGE
280IFD2< = D1THEN310

290M1=M1-1

300D1=D1+30

310D3 = D1-D2

320IFM2< = M1THEN350

330Y1=Y1-1

340M1=M1+12

350M3 = M1-M2

360Y3 = Y1-Y2

370 IF D3< = 15 THEN 420

6-26

Explanation

Set variables to zero

Clears the screen
Print heading literal
Enter the current month
Enter the current day
Enter the current year
Answer Y or N

If not correct, re-enter

Set birth date variables to zero
Clears the screen

Print heading
Enter birth month
Enter birth day
Enter birth year
Check to see if birth date is correct;
answer Y or N

If not correct, return to line 170 and
re-enter date

If birth day is less than or equal to
current day, go to line 310
Otherwise, subtract one from current
month

Add 30 to current day
Compute calculated days = current day
- birth day
If birth month is less than or equal to
current month, go to line 350
Otherwise, subtract one from current
year

Add 12 to current month
Compute calculated months = current
month - birth month
Compute calculated years = current
year - birth year
If calculateddays is less than or equal
to 15, go to line 420
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Using this program as a
subroutine in placement
reports and tests that
require age interpretation
can save time.

Creating Educational Programs

Instruction

380M3 = M3+<I
390 IF M3< = 11 THEN 420

400Y3 = Y3 + 1

410M3 = 0

420 REM PRINT THE AGE
430 CALL CLEAR
440 PRINT "AGE =";Y3;"YRS";
M3;"MOS"
450 PRINT::
460 INPUT "CALCULATE ANOTHER
AGE? ":A$
470IFA$ = "Y"THEN20

480 END

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

TODAY'S DATE| TOD/

MONTH 7

DAY 19

YEAR 83
IS DATE CORRECT? Y

BIRTHDATEM3IRT

MONTH 9
DAY 30

YEAR 75
IS DATE CORRECT? Y

Explanation

Otherwise add 1 to calculated months
If calculated months are less than or
equal to 11, go to line 420
Otherwise, add 1 to calculated year
Set calculated months to zero

Clears the screen
Print headings and values for age in
years and months
Print two blank lines
Question to do another calculation

If so, go to line 20;otherwise terminate
at line 480

fAGE = 7 YRS 10 MOS

CALCULATE ANOTHER AGE? N

** DONE **
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Example five:
A gradebook program

Creating Educational Programs

Stepl
Identify the problem
Permit input of five grades in letter
form. Input student's name and five
grades. Check that an input grade is
either an A, B, C, D, or F. If not, reject
the entry and allowre-entry. Print
student's name, the five input letter
grades, and the grade point average
based on A = 4.0.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. Get student name.
2. Get letter grades.

Process

1. Dimension the array.
2. Clear the screen.

3. Convert letter grades to points and
compute the average.

Outputs
1. Print the student's name, letter

grades and grade point average.
2. Print "stop" message.

_3ZZ_
Jdfffel/ze

5E

Ztid grade* J

Pnkt
grade,

at/er-agz
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Assign variable names

Inputs
A$ = Answer
NAME$ = Student name
GRADE$() = Array for
grades

Process

L = Loop index
T = Tbtal score

accumulator

Outputs
NAME$
GRADE$(L)

T/5 = Average grade

Creating Educational Programs

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

Flowchart continued on next page

jgb/Mri/3

fat nm>
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Clear screen

/ Print name 7

For L = 1 to 5

/ Print grade / I

/~ Print 7
/ gradeaverage /

r^~) |

Is grade^s. Yes Add 4 to grade
points= A? .

s^ Yes

jNo

Is grade ^ Add 3 to grade
points= B? .

s^ Yes

|No

Is grade ^ Add 2 to grade
points=C? ^

^ Yes

Tno

Is grade ^ Add 1 to grade
points= D? .

^ Yes

Tno

Is grade ^
F ^

No
i r

\ r

lite.
CM

I
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The input section, the
calculation section, and
report section could be
done with separate
subroutines. This would

allow the input subroutine
to be written so that errors

in data entry could be
corrected without affecting

Grades could be entered

one at a time by
assignment for different
students rather than

several grades for one
student.

Because each letter grade
has a different point value,
execution must go to the
appropriate line to add the
assigned number of points
to the grade point
accumulator.

Line 260 can be deleted

without consequence;
however, it was left in for
clarity.

The input data and the
output results could be
stored in a data base. The

report routine then could
retrieve the data upon
request to print the data.

Creating Educational Programs

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

10 REM GRADE BOOK PROGRAM

20 DIM GRADE$(5)

30 CALL CLEAR

40 INPUT "NAME ":NAME$

50 INPUT "IS NAME CORRECT?" :A$
60IFA$<"Y"THEN30

70 CALL CLEAR

80FORL=1TO5
90 PRINT: "GRADE";L;

100 INPUT GRADE$(L)
110 IF GRADE$(L) = "A"THEN 170

120 IF GRADE$(L) = "B" THEN 170
130 IFGRADE$(L) = "C"THEN 170
140 IFGRADE$(L) = MD"THEN 170
150 IF GRADE$(L) = "F" THEN 170
160 GOTO 90

170 NEXTL

180 CALL CLEAR

190 PRINT NAMES
200 FOR L=1 TO 5

210 PRINT:"GRADE";L;GRADE$ (L)
220 IF GRADE$(L) = "A"THEN 320
230 IF GRADE$(L) = "B"THEN 340
240 IF GRADE$(L) = "C" THEN 360
250 IF GRADE$(L) = "D"THEN 380
260 IF GRADE$(L) = "F" THEN 270

270 NEXT L

280 PRINT ::"GRADE AVERAGE ="

;T/5
290 PRINT: "PRESS ENTER TO STOP"

300 INPUT A$

310 END

320T = T + 4

330 GOTO 270

340T=T + 3

350 GOTO 270
360T = T+2

370 GOTO 270
380T = T+1

390 GOTO 270

6-31

Explanation

Dimension 5 element array for
alphabetic grades
Clears the screen
Print header for NAME and input
student's name for variable NAME$
Print question and enter Y or N
If name is not correct, go to line 30 and
re-enter

Clears the screen

Begin grade input loop
Print GRADE header and number of

grade being entered (from 1 to 5)
Enter letter grade
Check for legal grade; if legal, go to line
170

For illegal grade, go to line 90 and
re-enter

End grade input loop
Clears the screen

Print student's name

Print letter grade of each element
If grade is A go to line 320
If grade is B go to line 340
If grade is C go to line 360
Ifgrade is D go to line 380
If grade is an F go to line 270 (no points
added)
End grade print loop
Print the grade average in grade points
on a 4.0 scale

Print ending message
Press ENTER key to terminate
program

Add 4 points for an A
Go to end of loop
Add 3 points for a B
Go to end of loop
Add 2 points for a C
Go to end of loop
Add 1 point for a D
Go to end of loop
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Step 5
Run the program and debug it

NAME JOHN DOE

IS NAME CORRECT? Y

[GRADE 1 ? A

' GRADE 2 ? B

GRADE 3 ? B

GRADE 4 ? C

GRADE 5 ? C

| JOHN DOE

GRADE 1 A

GRADE 2 B

GRADE 3 B

GRADE 4 C

GRADE 5 C

GRADE AVERAGE = 2.8

PRESS ENTER TO STOP?

** DONE **
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Example six:
Solving an equation

Creating Educational Programs

The format for this function is ABS(numeric expression). The ABSolute value
function gives the absolute value ofthe value obtained when the numeric expression
is evaluated. The effect of the ABS function is to remove the sign of a number; thus,
ABS( + 3) = 3 and ABS( - 3) = 3.

Stepl
Identify the problem
Write a program to print solutions to the
equation Y = ABS(X) for different
values of X.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
None

Process

Compute ABS(X) for different values of
X and store absolute value in Y.

Outputs
Print X and Y.

6-33
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Assign variable names

Inputs
None

Process

Y = ABS(X)

Outputs
X

ABS(X)

Creating Educational Programs

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

r

^ Start J

u

ForX = -2to2
step .125

—

ir

/ Print X,ABS(X) /

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

10 REM Y IS THE FUNCTION OF X
20 PRINT "X","Y"::
30FORX= -2 TO 2 STEP .125

40 PRINT X, ABS (X)

50 NEXTX

60 END

6-34

2&^
fffX

Explanation

Prints column headers and skips a line
Begin FOR-NEXT loop from - 2 to 2
with a step increment of 0.125
Print the value of X and Y (the absolute
ofX)
Loop to line 30 until value exceeds 2,
then go to line 60
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The graph was prepared
by hand, bat the computer
can be programmed to
present the graph on the
screen, or output the
values to a printer/plotter
which will plot the graph
on paper.

Creating Educational Programs

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

r-2 2

-1.875 1.875

-1.75 1.75

-1.625 1.625

-1.5 1.5

-1.375 1.375

-1.25 1.25

-1.125 1.125

-1 1

-.875 .875

-.75 .75

-.625 .625

-.5 .5

-.375 .375

-.25 .25

-.125 .125

0 0

.125 .125

.25 .25

.375 .375

.5 .5

.625 .625

.75 .75

.875 .875

1 1

1.125 1.125

1.25 1.25

1.375 1.375

1.5 1.5

1.625 1.625

1.75 1.75

1.875 1.875

2 2

** DONE **
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Drill programs are an
effective use of the

computer. The computer is
patient and consistent.

Math drill programs can
help a student master the
basics.

Give the computer the
current date and a

birthdate and it will print
the person's age in years
and months.

Creating EducationaI Programs

Introduction

Computer assisted instruction

Drill

Concepts

Eye-hand coordination

Simulation

Computerliteracy <^~

Administrative applications

Grade records
The computer can help the

busy classroom teacher g jaleducation applications
and administrative staff

with records and reports. \\t*„a ™.^«,*„„:«„.^ Word processing

Attendance records

Educational program examples

Computer games can
improve eye-hand
coordination and self-

confidence.

Children are learning
about computers and
•programming today so
they can function in the
computerized world of
tomorrow.

Example one:

RES command

Example one:

^> Example two:

Example three:

Example four:

Example five:

ABS function

Example six:

Summary map

Math drill of addition facts.

6-36

Renumbered

Shows how to renumber a

program with the RES
command.

Math drill of addition, subtraction and
multiplication facts

Multiple choice tests

Compute the chronological age of a
person

A gradebook program

Solving an equation ^C~
The ABS function is

demonstrated in an

equation.
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ExwpU -five

7-1

Creating Information Management Programs

for information arod resource management

Checkbook records

Time management

Calendar records

Personal record keeping

Equation computation

Financial Planning

Health record keeping

Example one:

Example two:

Example three:

Example four:

Example five:

Calculate calories

Checkbook accounting

Compute amount of paint to cover walls
of a room

Version two of paint coverage program

Recipe program
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Creating Information
Management Programs

AppHieati®B!i$ tor i&utf©r0iraati@0ti and resoyB'ee management

The computer can keep
your checkbook balanced.

Good management of time
involves scheduling and
setting priorities. The
computer can be a valuable
asset for these purposes.

Computers are useful to help manage family information and resources to
save time and/or money. Some management applications in the home for the
home computer are:

1. Keeping checkbook records
2. Managing time
3. Remembering important dates
4. Keeping personal records
5. Using formulas
6. Planning finances
7. Keeping health care records

Checkbook records

Most households use one or more checkbooks. Eachmonth the bank's computers
generate a report of the account and send it to the account holder. It is the
responsibility ofthe account holder to be sure all figures are correct. This task
is dreaded by manypeople, andis even frightening to some. Havinga personal
checkbook computer program caneasethe painofdealing with this important
function in household management.

Time management

Scheduling eventssuchas Little League games, BoyScouts, GirlScouts, music
lessons, swimming lessons,birthdays, outings, religiousactivities, etc. can be
tedious. In addition, appointmentsfor hair styling, car repairs, doctors, and
dentists and schedules ofmeetings, socialengagements, and charitable activities
require keepinga good calendar ofevents. Evensimple dailychoresrequire time
management. Some individuals needremindersto take books backto the library,
meet a friend for a luncheonappointment, or simplyto put the trash out for
collection.

Most households maintain busyschedules anda timemanagement computer
programmayhelpavoid some ofthe problems inscheduling. Fewerscheduling
problems will result if all ofthe people involvedhave access to the information. That
way it should be easier to make plans that won't conflict with one another. For
example, someone cancheckto see if a roundofgolfonSaturday willconflict with
a planned family event.

Another important function oftimemanagement is assigning an order of
priorityto each function that needs to beaccomplished. This is importantindaily life
as well as the business world forgettingthe maximum benefit from yourtime. By
reviewing the time management schedule periodically, the family canmanagetheir
time more effectively.
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Don't forget that special
person's birthday!

The computer is good
at sorting records.

Number crunching is the
computer's specialty.

Creating Information Management Programs

Calendar records

Remembering importantdates is another application for a homecomputer. Some
common dates are birthdates, anniversaries, Mother's day, and Father's day. Other
importantdates to include are graduations, weddings, etc. Your computer calendar
programcanremind youto get a gift or cardforthese events.Theprogramcanbe
run dailyor weekly sothat the importantdates for the selectedtime periodwill be
shown. Past events can be deleted and new ones added.

Personal record keeping

Recordkeepingis an importantinformation management function forallofus.
Recordscanbe kept oneverything from taxes to Christmascard mailing lists.
Sometimespeoplehavesomuchinformation in their collection and it is so
disorganized that theydon'tknow allthat is inthe collection. Examples ofpersonal
records include:

1. Expenditures for items that are tax deductible
2. Phonograph record and/or audio tape collection
3. Books in personal library
4. Recipes
5. Automobile expenses
6. Utility consumption
7. Stamp collection or other hobby inventory
8. Photo album data
9. List ofhousehold appliances with serial numbers

10. List ofjewelry and other valuable items
11. Insurance policies

The list is limitedonlyby your imaginationand your particular needs. Even
though it takes time to initially enterthese records into a computer storage file such
as a cassette or diskette, the time willbe more than recoveredin the longrun. You
may even save some money orbeable tocollect some money that you couldn't have
otherwise.

Equation computation

There are times when certain tasks require the use ofmathematical equations. Since
theseequations areinfrequently used orcomplicated, some ofusmay have to spend
a lot oftimefinding the right equation or working out the solution. Forexample, you
may wish to calculate how many yards ofmaterial areneeded to make drapes. This,
in turn, mayrequirethe calculation ofthe number ofpleatsthat will bein the drapes.
Foranotherexample, you may wantto build a stairway andneedto calculate the
dimensions ofthe riser and tread. If youhave a computer program that contains
the necessaryequations, allyou have to dois enter the data into the computeras
requested and thecomputer will make thecalculations and provide theanswers in
seconds. Minutesor hours ofdrudgery canbe avoided and accurate answers canbe
obtained quickly and easily.

Anotherexample ofusing equations is in the conversion ofnumbers from the
English systemofmeasurement to the metric systemor vice versa. These
conversions maybe requiredto selecta toolfor a job or to use cookbook recipes.
Most Americans have not become comfortable with doing these conversions and
a programto dothe conversions canmakelifeeasier.

Using equations can help save money byallowing you to purchase only the
material necessary to dothejob.Anexample is to determine how much paintis
required topaint a room. Aprogram todo this will bepresented laterinthis chapter.
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Loan calculations and

budgets are easier with
the computer.

You can keep your own
medical records up-to-
date.

Example one:
Calculate calories

Creating Information Management Programs

Financial planning

Another important area offamily information and resource management is financial
planning. This is especially needed with the high prices and inflation oftoday. The
average household needs to knowhowmuch money it has to spend and how to spend
it wisely. A good way to accomplish this is to set up a budget.

A budget can involvelongrange objectives as well as short range objectives.
Long range objectives could include a college education for a family member, a new
home, or retirement income. Short range objectives might include purchase of
appliances or furniture, a vacation, or a night out on the town. A budget is a good
application for a home computer. A good budget program can be a definite asset to
your financial health.

A loan interest and payment calculation program can also be of value in financial
planning. Many ofus purchase items on credit and a loan program can quickly
calculate interest cost, total cost, and payments to allowus to shop for the best
financing.

Health record keeping

Accurate health records are not only important for the doctor, but also should be
a part ofyour personal records. Each person shouldhavea completehealth history.
Items to include would be illnesses, allergies, checkup dates, etc. Children's records
alsocouldincludeheight, weight, and immunization records. It is easy to forget
about some event that later may help a doctor diagnose a current illness.

Stepl
Identify the problem
Calculate and print tne total number
of calories for three items.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. Get calories per ounce.
2. Get number of ounces.

Process

1. Calculate calories for each of three
items.

2. Calculate total calories for all items.

Outputs
1. Print total calories for all items.

7-4
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Assign variable names

Inputs
CALORIES = No. of

calories per ounce
OUNCES = No. of ounces

of an item

Process

TCAL = No. of calories in

an item

TAMT = Total calories for

all items

ITEM = Loop counter for
three items

Outputs
TAMT = Total calories for

all items

Creating Information Management Programs

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

7-5
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The number of items to

be allowed could be made

variable and dependent
upon an INPUT
statement.

^0W^^i^^^^^i^B^^^^^^^^^^^^^M

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

100 REM CALORIE COUNTER
110 CALL CLEAR

120TAMT = 0

130 FOR ITEM = 1 TO 3
140 INPUT "CALORIES PER OUNCE?

""CALORIES
150 INPUT "NO. OUNCES?":
OUNCES
160 TCAL = CALORIES'OUNCES
170 TAMT=TAMT + TCAL
180 NEXT ITEM

190 PRINT :'TOTAL CALORIES ="
;TAMT
200 END

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

(CALORIES PER OUNCE? 100
NO. OUNCES? 3

1 CALORIES PER OUNCE? 200
NO. OUNCES? 2

CALORIES PER OUNCE? 100
NO. OUNCES? 4

TOTAL CALORIES = 1100

** DONE **

7-6

Explanation

Set initial total to zero
Begin loop to calculate total calories
Get number of calories for this item

Get number of ounces of this item

Calculate total calories for this item
Add this item's calories to total

Loop until 3 items have been entered
Print total calories
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Creating Information Management Programs

Example two:
Checkbook accounting

This program is a simple version ofa checkbookbalancingprogram
which can be used to check the bank statement against one's
personal checking record. Onlythe essentials are includedin the
sample program.

Stepl
Identify the problem
"Writea computer program that will
accept inputs of beginning balance,
checks and deposits, then calculate the
ending balance. Print out totals and
ending balance.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. Get previous balance.
2. Get amount for checks.

(A zero entry indicates end of entries.)
3. Get amount for deposits.

(A zero entry indicates end of entries.)
4. Get responses to questions.

Process

1. Count number of checks.
2. Calculate total amount of checks.
3. Count number of deposits.
4. Calculate total amount of deposits.
5. Calculate new balance.

Outputs
1. Print previous balance, checks,

deposits and new balance.

7-7
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Assign variable names

Inputs
PRVBAL = Previous

balance

CAMT = Amount of a

check

DAMT = Amount of a

deposit
A$ = Response to
questions

Process

TCHK = Total of all

checks

CHCOUNT = Number of
checks

TDEP = Total of all

deposits
DCOUNT = Number of

deposits
NEWBAL = New balance

Outputs
PRVBAL = Previous

balance

CHCOUNT = Number of
checks

TCHK = Tbtalofall

checks

DCOUNT = Number of

deposits
TDEP = Ibtalofall

deposits
NEWBAL = New balance

f^M^Mi^fiMi^^^^^^M^^^^^^B^^^^^^^^M

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

c Start 3

r
z

Set variables
to zero

Clear screen

Input
previous balance

Clear screen

Add amount
to check total

Add 1 to
check count

7

Flowchart continued on next page
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Creating Information Management Programs

IT Clear screen

Input 7
deposit amount /

Add amount to
deposit total

Add 1 to
deposit count

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

100 REM CHECKBOOK BALANCER
110 REM ZERO THE VARIABLES
120TCHK = 0

130TDEP = 0
140CHCOUNT = 0
150DCOUNT = 0
160 REM CHECKS ROUTINE
170 CALL CLEAR
180 INPUT "PREVIOUS BALANCE"
PRVBAL

190 CALL CLEAR

Yes

sss^
^ Clear screen

Calculate
new balance =

prevbal +
deposits - checks

/ Print 7
/ previous balance/

Print number
of checks
and total

Print number
of deposits

and total

/ Print 7
/ new balance /

c End

Explanation

Set variables to zero

Print prompt and enter beginning
balance
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A dimensioned array could
be set up so you could enter
check number, date, payee,
and amount for each check.

These could be saved on

cassette or diskette as

a permanent record.

Creating Information Management Programs

Instruction

200 INPUT "CHECK AMOUNT ":CAMT
210 INPUT "IS CHECK AMOUNT
CORRECT? ":A$
220IFA$ = "N"THEN200
230IFCAMT = 0THEN300

240 TCHK = TCHK + CAMT

250 CHCOUNT = CHCOUNT +1

260 GOTO 190
300 REM DEPOSITS ROUTINE
310 CALL CLEAR

320 INPUT "DEPOSIT AMOUNT"
:DAMT

330 INPUT "IS DEPOSIT
CORRECT? ":A$
340IFA$ = "N"THEN320
350IFDAMT=0THEN400

360 TDEP = TDEP + DAMT

370 DCOUNT= DCOUNT+1

380 GOTO 310

400 REM TOTALS ROUTINE
410 CALL CLEAR

420 NEWBAL = PRVBAL + TDEP
—TCHK

430 PRINT "PREVIOUS BALANCE ";
PRVBAL

440 PRINT:"NO. CHECKS", "TOTAL
AMOUNT"

450 PRINT CHCOUNT, TCHK

460 PRINT:"NO. DEPOSITS",
"TOTAL AMOUNT"

470 PRINT DCOUNT, TDEP

480 PRINT:"NEW BALANCE ="
;NEWBAL
490 PRINT

500 INPUTTRESS ENTER TO
QUIT":A$
510 END

7-10

Explanation

Print prompt and enter amount of check
Print prompt and enter answer, Y or N

If amount is not correct, re-enter
If amount of check = 0, it indicates
all checks have been entered so go to
line 300

Add amount of check to total amount
of checks
Add 1 to number of checks written
Go to line 190 for next check

Print prompt and enter deposit amount

Print prompt and answer Y or N

If deposit is not correct, re-enter
If deposit = 0, it indicates all deposits
have been entered so go to line 400
Add deposit amount to total deposit
amount

Add 1 to number of deposits
Goto line 310 for next deposit

Compute total balance

Print beginning balance

Print total number of checks and total
amount of checks

Print number of deposits and total
deposit amount
Print new balance

Wait for user to press ENTER key to
end program
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Creating Information Management Programs

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

PREVIOUS BALANCE 800|PRE\

| CHECK AMOUNT 100
| IS CHECK AMOUNT CORRECT? Y

(CHECK AMOUNT 50
IS CHECK AMOUNT CORRECT? N

1 CHECK AMOUNT 100
IS CHECK AMOUNT CORRECT? Y

(CHECK AMOUNT 0
| IS CHECK AMOUNT CORRECT? Y

(DEPOSIT AMOUNT 400
| IS DEPOSIT CORRECT? Y

(DEPOSIT AMOUNT 0
J IS DEPOSIT CORRECT? Y

PREVIOUS BALANCE 800CPRE>
I MANO. CHECKS TOTAL AMOUNT

2 200

NO. DEPOSITS TOTAL AMOUNT
1 400

NEW BALANCE = 1000

PRESS ENTER TO QUIT

** DONE **
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Creating Information Management Programs

Example three:
Compute amount of paint needed to cover walls of a room

The third program is an example of using an equation. In this case, a
program is written to calculate how much paint is needed to cover
the walls of a room.

Stepl
Identify the problem
Write a program that will calculate the
amount and cost of paint required to
cover the walls of a room. Print the total

square feet to be painted, total gallons
required, and total cost of paint.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. Get the length of each wall.
2. Get the height of all walls.
3. Get the number of square feet each

gallon of paint will cover.
4. Get the cost per gallon of paint.
5. Get responses to questions.

Process

1. Calculate total square feet of all walls.
2. Calculate number of gallons required

to paint all walls.
3. Calculate total cost of paint.

Outputs
1. Print total square footage of walls
2. Print number of gallons required.
3. Print total cost of paint.

7-12
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Assign variable names

Inputs
WALL() = Length of each
wall to be painted
HEIGHT = Height of all
walls

SQFT = Square feet of
coverage for a gallon of
paint
CST = Cost of a gallon
of paint
A$ = Response to
questions

Process

TOTSQFT = Tbtal square
feet of all walls

GALLONS = Number of

gallons required
TCST = Total cost of paint
W = Loop counter for
number of walls

Outputs
TOTSQFT = Total square
feet of all walls

GALLONS = Number of
gallons required
TCST = Tbtal cost of paint

Creating Info^

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

c Start j

Dimension
wail array

Set total
square feet

to zero

ForW = 1to6

Flowchart continued on next page

7-13
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The program could also
be used to determine how

much glue is needed to
hang wallpaper.

^)?£?ifi^

I—p=
I CleaClear screen

Clear screen

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

100 REM PAINT PROGRAM
(VERSION 1)
110 REM CALCULATES AMOUNT OF
PAINT

120 REM REQUIRED FOR UP TO SIX
WALLS

130 REM AND THE APPROXIMATE
COST

140 REM FOR THE PAINT SELECTED
150 REM DIM WALL & SET

VARIABLES TO ZERO

7-14

esT

For W = 1 to 6

I

Add sq. ft.
of wall
to total

Calculate
gallons required

Explanation

&*
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The number of walls could

be made a variable and

input at the beginning.

The height of each
wall could be entered

individually for irregular
ceiling heights.

jiilatingf^orm

Instruction

160DIMWALL(6)
170TOTSQFT = 0
180 REM INPUT WALL LENGTHS
190 FOR W=1 TO 6

200 CALL CLEAR
210 PRINT "LENGTH OF WALL";W;
220 INPUT WALL(W)
230 INPUT "IS LENGTH CORRECT
? "* A$
240IFA$ = "N" THEN 210
250 NEXT W
260 REM INPUT HEIGHT OF WALLS
270 CALL CLEAR
280 PRINT "HEIGHT OF WALLS";
290 INPUT HEIGHT
300 INPUT "IS HEIGHT CORRECT? "
:A$
310IFA$ = "N"THEN280
320 REM INPUT PAINT COVERAGE
AND COST PER GALLON
330 CALL CLEAR
340 PRINT "NO. SQ. FEET PER
GALLON";
350 INPUT SOFT

360 INPUT "IS SQ. FT. FIGURE
CORRECT? ":A$
370IFA$ = "N" THEN 340
380 CALL CLEAR
390 INPUT "COST PER GALLON?"
'CST
400 INPUT "IS COST CORRECT? ":A$
410IFA$ = "N" THEN 390
420 REM CALCULATE AND PRINT

VALUES
430 FOR W= 1T06

440 TOTSQFT = TOTSQFT +
WALL(W) *HEIGHT
450 NEXTW
460 GALLONS = TOTSQFT/SQFT
470 GALLONS = INT(GALLONS + .9)
480 TCST=GALLONS*CST
490 CALL CLEAR
500 PRINT "TOTAL SQUARE
FOOTAGE" ;TOTSQFT
510 PRINT::"GALLONS", "COST"
520 PRINT GALLONS.TCST

530 PRINT::
540 INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO
END":A$
550 END

7-15

Explanation

Dimension array for 6 walls

Begin FOR-NEXT loop to enter length
for each wall

Print prompt for each wall in turn
Enter length ofwall for each wall in turn
Verify accuracy of length

If not correct, re-enter length of wall
Loop until all 6 lengths are entered

Enter height of wall
Verify accuracy of height

If height not correct, re-enter

Enter number of square feet per gallon
that paint covers
Verify accuracy of square feet

If square feet not correct, re-enter

Enter cost per gallon

Verify accuracy of cost
If cost not correct, re-enter

Begin loop to calculate total square
footage of all walls

Calculate the number of gallons required
Round up the gallons
Compute the total cost of the paint

Print total square footage to be painted

Print amount ofpaint required and total
cost of the paint

Wait for user to press ENTER to quit
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Creating Information Management Programs

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

(LENGTH OF WALL 1 ? 10
| IS LENGTH CORRECT? Y

[LENGTH OF WALL 2 ? 10
| IS LENGTH CORRECT? Y

[LENGTH OF WALL 3 ? 8
| IS LENGTH CORRECT? Y

[LENGTH OF WALL 4 ? 0
| IS LENGTH CORRECT? Y

[LENC
J IS L

[ LEN(
J IS L

LENGTH OF WALL 5 ? 0
IS LENGTH CORRECT? Y

LENGTH OF WALL 6 ? 0
IS LENGTH CORRECT? Y

\ HEIG
| IS H

HEIGHT OF WALLS? 8
IS HEIGHT CORRECT? Y

NO. SQ. FEET PER GALLON? 100
IS SQ. FT. FIGURE CORRECT? Y

COST PER GALLON? 10.00
IS COST CORRECT? Y

TOTAL SQUARE FOOTAGE 224CTOT/>

GALLONS
3

PRESS ENTER TO END

** DONE **
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Creating Information Management programs

Example four:
Version two of paint coverage program

The following codeis the same program rewritten to permit entry
ofthe height ofeachwalland to permit a variable numberofwalls.

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

In this program, the
number of walls is variable.

Length and height of each
wall are entered.

100 REM PAINT PROGRAM
(VERSION 2)
110 REM CALCULATES THE AMOUNT
OF PAINT
120 REM REQUIRED FOR THE
NUMBER OF
130 REM WALLS DESIRED AND THE
APPROXIMATE
140 REM COST FOR THE PAINT
SELECTED
150 REM ENTER NUMBER OF WALLS
TO BE PAINTED
160 INPUT "NO. OF WALLS (1-9) ?": N
170 IF N>9 THEN 160

180 REM INITIALIZE
190 DIM HEIGHT (9)

200 DIM WALL (9)
210TOTSQFT = 0
220 REM ENTER WALL HEIGHT AND
LENGTH
230 REM AND CALCULATE TOTAL
AREA
240 FOR W=1 TON

250 CALL CLEAR
260 PRINT "LENGTH OF WALL";W;
270 INPUT WALL (W)
280 PRINT "HEIGHT OF WALL";W;
290 INPUT HEIGHT(W)
300 INPUT "ARE LENGTH AND
HEIGHT CORRECT (Y/N)?": A$
310IFA$ = "N"THEN260
320 TOTSQFT = TOTSQFT + (HEIGHT
(W) * WALL (W))
330 NEXT W
340 REM ENTER PAINT COVERAGE
AND COST PER GALLON
350 CALL CLEAR
360 INPUT "NO. SQ. FEET PER
GALLON? ":SQFT
370 INPUT "COST PER GALLON?"
:CST

7-17

Explanation

Enter number of walls
Number of walls cannot exceed array
dimensions

Dimension arrays for maximum
anticipated number of walls

Begin loop;range determined by
number of walls (N)

Enter length ofwall number W

Enter height of wall number W
Check data entries
Answer Y or N
If not correct, re-enter
Calculate area of each wall and add to
total accumulator

Enter paint coverage per gallon

Enter paint cost per gallon
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Creating Information Management Programs

Instruction

380 INPUT "ARE SQ. FT. AND COST
CORRECT (Y/N)? ":A$
390IFA$ = "N" THEN 360
400 REM CALCULATE GALLONS
NEEDED

410 REM AND TOTAL COST
420 GALLONS = INT(TOTSQFT/SQFT
+ .9)

430 TCST = GALLONS * CST

440 REM PRINT RESULTS
450 CALL CLEAR

460 PRINT "TOTAL WALL AREA";
TOTSQFT;"SQ. FT."
470 PRINT::"GALLONS","COST"
480 PRINT GALLONS, TCST

490 PRINT::

500 INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO
END":A$
510 END

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

NO. OF WALLS (1-9)? 1[NO.

[LENGTH OF WALL 1 ? 10
HEIGHT OF WALL 1 ? 8

1 ARE LENGTH AND HEIGHT
CORRECT (Y/N)? Y

[NO. SQ. FEET PER
GALLON? 100
COST PER GALLON? 10.00
ARE SQ. FT. AND COST
CORRECT (Y/N)? Y

TOTAL WALL AREA 80 SQ. FT.CTOTA

GALLONS
1

COST

10

PRESS ENTER TO END

** DONE **

7-18

Explanation

Check data entries; answer Y or N

If not correct, re-enter

Divide total wall area by paint coverage;
add .9 to round up; use integer function
to obtain whole gallons
Tbtal cost equals gallons needed times
cost per gallon

Print total square footage

Print number ofgallons needed and total
cost of paint

Wait for user to press ENTER to end
program
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Creating Information Management Programs

Example five:
Recipe program

The next program is a simple recipe program using print statements
for the recipes.

Stepl
Identify the problem
Write a program that prints the choice
of two recipes from a selection menu.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. Get recipe choice.
2. Get response to continue.

Process

1. Decide which recipe was chosen.

Outputs
1. Print recipe according to user's choice.

7-19
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Assign variable names

Inputs
CHOICE = User's recipe
choice

A$ = User's response to
continue

Process

CHOICE = User's recipe
choice

DELAY = Loop counter
for delay loop

Outputs
None

':^iS|i|^

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

7-20
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It would be better to have

the actual recipes stored
as data in an external file

rather than contained

within the program.
Recipes could be added to
the file for updating and
they could be accessed
at any time quickly and
easily. Programming
schemes could be used to

classify the recipes by type
such as meats, salads, etc.

Creating Information Management Programs

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

100 REM RECIPE PROGRAM
110 REM MAIN DRIVER ROUTINE
120 CALL CLEAR
130 PRINT "BREAKFAST RECIPES"
140 PRINT :"1 EGGS (REGULAR)"
150 PRINT "2 SCRAMBLED EGGS"
160 PRINT :"TYPE YOUR CHOICE OR"
170 PRINT "99 TO QUIT"

180 PRINT::
190 INPUT "YOUR CHOICE? ":CHOICE
200 IF CHOICE = 99 THEN 999
210 IF CHOICE = 1 THEN 300
220 IF CHOICE = 2 THEN 500
230 REM INVALID RECIPE CHOICE
240 CALL CLEAR
250 PRINT "MAKE ANOTHER CHOICE"
260 FOR DELAY = 1 TO 1000
270 NEXT DELAY
280 GOTO 110
300 REM REGULAR EGGS ROUTINE
310 CALL CLEAR
320 PRINT "EGGS AS YOU LIKE
THEM"

330 PRINT :"CRACK EGG ON EDGE
OF PAN"
340 PRINT "OR DISH."
350 PRINT "PLACE CONTENTS OF
EGG"
360 PRINT "IN HOT GREASED PAN."
370 PRINT "COOK EGG UNTIL WHITE

IS"
380 PRINT "FIRM BUT NOT BURNING."
390 PRINT "REMOVE EGG FROM PAN
WITH"
400 PRINT "SPATULA AND PUT ON
PLATE."

410 PRINT :"FOR SUNNY SIDE DOWN
EGGS"
420 PRINT "FLIP EGG OVER WITH"
430 PRINT "SPATULA"
440 PRINT "AND COOK FOR ABOUT
30"
450 PRINT "SECONDS."
460 PRINT::
470 INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO
CONTINUE":A$
480 GOTO 110

7-21

Explanation

Print selection menu

Get user's choice
If CHOICE = 99, then go to end
Go to line 300 for recipe 1
Go to line 500 for recipe 2

Inform user of invalid choice
Delay while user reads message

Go back to start of program

Print recipe 1

Wait for user to press ENTER to
continue
Go back to start of program
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Creating Information Management Programs

Instruction

500 REM SCRAMBLED EGGS
ROUTINE

510 CALL CLEAR
520 PRINT "SCRAMBLED EGGS"
530 PRINT :"HEAT 1 TABLESPOON OIL
IN"
540 PRINT "PAN."

550 PRINT "BREAK EGGS INTO DISH."
560 PRINT "ADD 1 TABLESPOON MILK
TO EGGS."

570 PRINT "MIX MILK AND EGGS."
580 PRINT "POUR MIXTURE INTO
PAN."

590 PRINT :"STIR MIXTURE
TOGETHER"

600 PRINT "UNTIL EGGS BECOME
FIRM."

610 PRINT::

620 INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO
CONTINUE":A$
630 GOTO 110
999 END

7-22

Explanation

Print recipe 2

Wait for user to press ENTER to
continue

Goback to start ofprogram
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Creating Information Management Programs

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

BREAKFAST RECIPES| BRE>

1 EGGS (REGULAR)
2 SCRAMBLED EGGS

TYPE YOUR CHOICE OR
99 TO QUIT

YOUR CHOICE? 2

SCRAMBLED EGGS[ SCRi

HEAT 1 TABLESPOON OIL IN
PAN.

BREAK EGGS INTO DISH.
ADD 1 TABLESPOON MILK TO EGGS.
MIX MILK AND EGGS.
POUR MIXTURE INTO PAN.

STIR MIXTURE TOGETHER
UNTIL EGGS BECOME FIRM.

PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE

| BRE/BREAKFAST RECIPES

1 EGGS (REGULAR)
2 SCRAMBLED EGGS

TYPE YOUR CHOICE OR
99 TO QUIT

YOUR CHOICE? 99

** DONE **
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The home computer can
help you keep your records
at home well-organized and
up-to-date.

Creating Information Management Programs

Applications for information and resource management

Checkbook records

Time management

Calendar records

Personal record keeping

Equation computation

Financial Planning

Health record keeping

Application programs

Loan calculations and

budgets are easier with the
home computer.

The computer can be
programmed to help with
the commonordinary tasks
around the house.

Example one: Calculate calories

Example two: Checkbook accounting

Example three: Compute amount ofpaint to cover walls
of a room

Example four: Version two ofpaint coverage program

Example five: Recipe program
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Creating Entertainment Programs

2 VaB&oe of ereitertaiinmeeit programs

_i_i-—> Logical thinking

Spatial awareness

Quick decisions

Simulated conditions

Educational games

.^TO*
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Example one:
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^J'\ Example two:
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Example three:

Example four:

Example five:

30 Symrnar^ map

Making a pieture

Print a word using the sine function

Simulation of rolling a pair of dice

Card game

Quiz program
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Creating Entertainment Programs

Logical thinking and plan
ning skills are gained from
playing games

Games help children relate
to their surroundings.

Games improve a person's
ability to make quick deci-

Games provide oppor
tunities to explore
activities that may not be
experienced in real life.

A commonconclusion is that game programs are fine for fun and to pass the time,
but have no other value. As pointed out in Chapter 1, games can provide significant
benefits while being entertaining. Some of these benefits are discussed next.

Logical thinking

Games such as checkers or chess not only require that rules be followed, but also
require strategy because one must be able to plan for several moves ahead. What
makes it even more interesting is that the strategy might have to change after each
move. The abilities to do logical thinking and planningare significantadvantages that
can be applied to various occupationsand real life situations. Many adults sometimes
forget that play is the child's learning ground for the working world oftomorrow.
Adultscan alsobenefitwhenplaying suchstrategy gamesbecausethe games keep
the mind active. For all ages, games can be an escape from the problems and
pressures of the real world.

Spatial awareness

Eye-hand coordinationwas mentionedin Chapter 1, but coupledto this is the
recognitionofdifferent shapesat differentangles (spatial awareness). Suchactivity
can help children relate to their surroundings, give them three-dimensional
recognition, and help them identify shapes and directions.

Quick decisions

Manygames require that visual informationbe processed quicklyand a decision
made to make somesmallmovement quickly and accurately. The ability to assess
a situation and make quickdecisions willaid childrenas they enter into competitive
sports or problem situations in everyday life.

Simulated conditions

There are manycases in lifewheresomepreviousexperiencehelpsus copewith a
new situation. Somecomputer games allowthe player to gain experience in unusual
situations by usingsimulation. Withthe techniquesofsimulation, computers create
conditions on the screen that appear as real life.

For example, how many people inreal lifewould everpilota Boeing 747? Very
few. But a computer canbe made to simulate the pilotconditions forflying the plane,
so that the player, by manipulating computer controls suchas a joystickor paddle,
actuallyfeelsas ifhe or sheis flying the plane.Evenkidscanpilotthe plane. If the
planecrashes, nooneis hurt andnoproperty is damaged. Withthe pushofa button,
the player can try again.
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In educational games, vari
ous math, reading, spelling
and language skills are
being learned or reinforced
as the game is played.

Educational games make
learning fun.

Educational games are
especially good for children
that have experienced
failure.

Educational games also are
for adults.

Creating Entertainment Programs

Another example is a trip to the moon. Lunar lander games feature another
type of vehicle that even fewer of us will be able to experience in real life. Still other
examples place the player in the driver's seat of an Indianapolis racer, or behind
a laser gunsight, or inside a tank.

Other simulation games are used to play "what if type games. Some are just
for fun, others present serious type situations. These games are based upon the
occurrence of certain conditions. For instance, one game simulates nuclear conditions
and what would happen if a nuclear explosion occurred. The player tries different
options as solutions in order to find out the consequences of making particular
decisions. Other simulation games place the player(s) in adventure trip settings,
space voyages, on a pirate ship, trapped by monsters inside the earth, or hunting
treasure in the pyramids of the East.

All of these have the advantage of being fun, but they require decisions to be
made. They allow one to investigate critical decisions before they happen in real life.
The computer age might be accused of causing the kids to grow up too fast, and
maybe rightly so. However, if that is the way the world will be, perhaps it is best that
the children are prepared for it.

Educational games

Educational games have been developed so that understanding and learning specific
educational concepts are the main objectives of a game. As the game is played, skills
in math, reading, spelling and language are learned or reinforced. When learning
activities are written in game format, the kids (and adults too) think they're fun
while the teacher and parents can enjoy the fact that the child is learning new skills
and reinforcing skills already learned. In fact, some children may learn more through
the educational games than through traditional teaching methods.

Many of these programs interweave a game or gamelike motivational activity
within a computer assisted instruction program. For example, animals are fed or
space ships are shot down as questions are answered correctly. In more recent
games, speech is included so the player is verbally encouraged, reminded, or given
the correct answer after several incorrect tries.

The educational games are especially good for children that have experienced
failure in the usual learning environments because the computer game can give them
an added incentive to learn. The players compete with themselves and don't have an
adult passing judgement as the learning process continues. Errors are easily erased
and no one remembers; although scores are maintained and performance against
time is an ingredient in many games.

Not all of the learning games are for children. Typing, foreign language,
computer programming, chess, high-school science, and word processing skills
all can be learned or reinforced by adult oriented games.

Thus, we see that computer games are valuable not only for fun, but also have
many other benefits that may improve educational skills and help prepare people
to face a competitive fast-moving real world. Computer games can provide an
opportunity for people to explore activities by simulation that they may never
experience in real life. Computer games help to motivate, remind and reinforce
as new skills are being learned without being domineering and judgmental.

Enterfainmeent programs

Let's develop some entertainment programs in the BASIC language. The first one is
quite easy to understand and willdemonstrate a simple form ofcomputer art without
using graphics. As in previous chapters, we'll showhowto developthe program from
beginning to end.
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Example one:
Making a picture

Creating Entertainment Programs

Stepl
Identify the problem
Write a program to draw a robot figure
on the screen using only an alphabetic
character. The picture is to remain on
the screen until cleared by the user.

Step 2
Outline the solution

As shown on page 8-5, fill in the squares
on a piece of linear graph paper with an
alphabetic character to form the figure
as you want it to appear on the screen.
Each filled-in square will be represented
by an alphabetic character on the screen.
The maximum size is 28 columns by 24
rows (lines). There are no variables for
the program. The program merely prints
the chosen alphabetic character to fill in
the positions selected in each line. Once
the figure is mapped on the graph paper,
it will be easy to write the program
from it.

Inputs
None

Process

None

Outputs
1. Print the appropriate lines of data for

the picture.
2. Hold the picture on the screen until

the user terminates it.

robot

C"—V «

^S£
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Assign variable names

Inputs
None

Processing

None

Outputs
None

Step 3
Prepare a 1

1

lowchart

^ Start )
u

Clear screen

'

1
f

i /
/ Print lines
' ofpicture

on screen /
1

ry

Wait until
user presses

clear

i r

c • id )

^uo r°>v^

R
O
W

24

COLUMN

1 2 3 | 4 | 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

NOTE

9 X X X X X X X X

9 X X X X X X X X

9 X X X X X X

8 X X X X X X X X

8 X X X X X X X X X X

8 X X X X X X X X

9 X X X X X X X X

9 X X X X

9 X X X X X X X X

11 X X X X

12 X X

6 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

6 X X X X X X X X X X

6 X X X X X X X X X X

6 X X X X X X X X X X

5 X X X X X X X X X X X X

5 X X X X X X X X X X X X

9 X X X X X X X X

9 X X X X X X X X

9 X X X X

9 X X X X

9 X X X X

8 X X X X X X X X

NOTE: Number of leading blanks (spaces) are listed in column 4 for convenience.
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Step 4
Write the code

Use the information from the graph paper sketch that was made in outlining the
solution as a guide to write the PRINT statements. The character is positioned in
each line by writing the PRINT statement to contain the required number of blank
spaces between the opening quotation marks and the first X of each line.

Instruction Explanation

100 REM ROBOT PICTURE

110 CALL CLEAR Clears screen
Note 120 PRINT" XXXXXXXX" Lines 120-340are print statements
Errors will occur if you for the picture of the robot
leave out quotation marks. 130 PRINT"

140 PRINT"

150 PRINT"

160 PRINT"

170 PRINT"

XXXXXXXX"

XX XX XX"

XXX XX XXX"

XXXXXXXXXX"

XXXX XXXX"

You may want to try char 180 PRINT" XXXXXXXX"

acters other than X for 190 PRINT" XX XX"

different parts of the 200 PRINT" XXXXXXXX"

figure. 210 PRINT"

220 PRINT"
XXXX"

XX"

230 PRINT" XXXXXXXXXXXXXX"
240 PRINT" X XXXXXXXX X"
250 PRINT" X XXXXXXXX X"
260 PRINT" X XXXXXXXX X"

You may wish to change 270 PRINT" XX XXXXXXXX XX"

the program to move the 280 PRINT" XX XXXXXXXX XX"

figure to a different posi 290 PRINT" XXXXXXXX"

tion or change the shape. 300 PRINT"

310 PRINT"

320 PRINT"

330 PRINT"

340 PRINT"

XXXXXXXX"

XX XX"

XX XX"

XX XX"

XXXX XXXX"

Note 350 GOTO 350 This instruction simply keeps going
You can stop the program to itself to keep the program
by holding down the func running
tion key and pressing the
4 key
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SIN Function

Creating Entertainment Programs

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

r XXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXX

XX XX XX

XXX XX XXX

XXXXXXXXXX

XXXX XXXX

XXXXXXXX

XX XX

XXXXXXXX

XXXX

X X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

X XXXXXXXX X

X XXXXXXXX X

X XXXXXXXX X

X X XXXXXXXX X X

X X

X xxxxxxx xxxxxxx XXXX XXX XXX XXXX xxxxxxx xxxxxxx
X

X X

Most home computers can be used to calculate the solutions to equations in
mathematics, physics, chemistry and other sciences. Three important trigonometric
functions; the sine, cosine and tangent functions, are built into the computer. These
functions are used in calculations involving angles. Most of us are familiar with
angles and knowthat they are often measured in degrees. However, angles also can
be measured in another unit called radians. The home computer's built-in functions
require that radians be used; therefore, if an angle is given in degrees, it must be
converted to radians. This conversion is easy to do and can be done on the home
computer. The conversion factor is obtained by dividing it by 180.Since it is
approximately equal to 3.1416, the factor is 3.1416/180 which is 0.0174533. Toconvert
degrees to radians, simplymultiply degrees by this conversionfactor. Ofcourse, this
multiplication can be combinedwith the SIN fimction. For example, to find the sine
of an angle of 40 degrees:

Type SIN(40* .0174533)
Press ENTER

Of course, if radians are already known, no conversion is required. For example, to
find the sine of an angle of 0.8 radians:

Type SIN (.8)
Press ENTER

The next example program uses the SIN function of the computer.
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Example two:
Print a word using the sine function

This program uses the mathematical sine function to determine
the print position of a word. Some versions of the game have a
predetermined word or words to be printed; however, this program
has an INPUT statement to allow any selected word of seven
characters or less to be printed.

Stepl
Identify the problem
Write a program that will print a word
on the screen. The starting position of
the word on the screen is determined
by the mathematical sine function.

Step 2
Outline the solution

The logic is quite simple. The starting
position of a word printed on the screen
is to vary so that the pattern ofprinted
words is in the shape of a sine wave. The
computer uses the SIN function of the
BASIC language which automatically
calculates the sine of a number.

Inputs
1. Get the word to print on the screen.

Process

1.Calculate the starting position for the
word.

2. Repeat the cycle the specified number
of times.

Outputs
1. Print the word at the calculated

position.

8-8

6zf,
ouOrcfTp

pr/hf-

Pr/kf

s/ke u/jve

CV r**"s\.
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Assign variable names

Inputs
WORD$ = Word to be
printed by computer

Process

A = Calculated position
to begin printing
T = Control variable for

the number of times loop
will be executed

Outputs
WORD$ = Word to be
printed on the screen

Creating Entertainment Programs

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

8-9

faflAJO^
'yrt-to P"i
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This program is a favorite
among beginning computer
students. Other versions

can be written using differ
ent values depending on
the computer system.

Try changing the STEP
size of .25 in line 150.

Now try changing the val
ues in line 160; first the 11;
then the 12.

Computers are very good
at calculating mathemati
cal functions.

This program illustrates
how repetitious mathe
matical calculations are a

useful application of the
computer.

^^^^^p^^^^Hl^^ltt^^^iH^

Step 4
Write the code

As simple as the program is, it is powerfulin that the same word can be reproduced
any number of specified times in a specific pattern on the screen.

Instruction

100 REM SINE WAVE PROGRAM
110 PRINT "SINE WAVE GAME"
120 INPUT "WORD (7 OR LESS
CHARACTERS) ":WORD$
130 PRINT:::

140 REM START LOOP

150FORT = 0TO14STEP.25

160A=INT(12 + 11*SIN(T))

170 PRINT TAB(A);

180 PRINT WORD$
190 NEXTT

200 END

8-10

Explanation

Prints title

Prints prompt to request word

Prints 3 blank lines

Begin FOR-NEXT loop. Each time the
loop is executed, .25 is added to the
count so the loop is executed 57 times.
The loop starts at zero and counts to 14
(i.e.,0, .25, .50, .75,1.00,1.25,....)
Uses the sine function to calculate where
the beginning of the word will occur; if
the end of the word would go beyond
column 28, the whole word will be
printed on the next line, so don't use
more than 7 characters in your word
Skip to the location calculated in line
160. The semicolon suppresses the line
feed so that the word will print at the
location specified

Loop to line 150 until the count
exceeds 14.

Terminates program
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Note

The words will scroll off

the top of the screen and
disappear because the
screen can display only 24
lines at one time.

The S shape is called a sine

Creating Entertainment Programs

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

\ SINE WAVE GAME
WORD (7 OR LESS CHARACTERS)

1 COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE
COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE
COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE
COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE
COMPUTE

COMPUTE
COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE
COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE

COMPUTE
6tc

** DONE **
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Example three:
Simulation of rolling a pair of dice

Many games require the use of a die or dice. This program uses the
RANDOMIZE command and RND function (discussed in Chapter
4) to simulate rolling a pair of dice.

Stepl
Identify the problem
Write a game program that uses a pair of
dice to determine the winner (computer
or player) of two out of three rolls.

Step 2
Outline the solution
There are two players - the computer
and a person named "player". The game
winner is the one who wins two out of
three rolls of the dice. The winner of
each roll is the one with the largest sum
of the dice. The entire game is to be
controlled by the computer. Starting is
initiated by the player. Play will continue
until the player stops it. Development of
the program requires one to consider
that each die has six sides with values
from 1to 6 and that any side may turn up
in a random manner when the die is
rolled.

Inputs
1. User's response to play again question.

Process

1. Generate value for dice.
2. Decide who wins each round.
3. Add points to winner's score.
4. Decide whose score is larger.

Outputs
1. Print headings.
2. Print dice values for each round.
3. Print score for each player.
4. Print who won the game.
5. Print play again question.

poll diet
<fyrbcrth

Mdpoints
io a)timer
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Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

Assign variable names

Inputs
A$ = User response

Process

COMPUTER = Computer's
total score

PLAYER = Player's total
score

ROUND = Counter for 3

rounds

ROLL = Counter for 2

rolls

DIE1 = Value for Die 1

DIE2 = Value for Die 2

SCORE1 = Computer's
score for the round

SCORE2 = Player's score
for the round

Outputs
SCORE1

SCORE2

c Start

Set scores
to zero

D

Clear screen

/ headings /

For round
= 1to3

Flow chart continued on next page

8-13

for K
ft*?*
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Note

An important feature is
the nested FOR-NEXT

loops. The outer loop con
trols the three rounds. The

inner loop allows each
player (the human or the
computer) to roll the dice
once in each round.

You might decide to use
three dice instead of two.

You could change the pro
gram to have one person
play against a second, or
increase the number of

players to more than two,
or you could have the num
ber of players as a variable
to be chosen for each

game.

Creating Entertainment Programs

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

100 REM DICE GAME
110 REM START UP RANDOM
NUMBER GENERATOR
120 RANDOMIZE
130 REM START SCORES AT ZERO
140 COMPUTER = 0
150 PLAYER = 0
160 REM PRINT HEADINGS
170 CALL CLEAR
180 PRINT "TWO OUT OF THREE
ROLLS WINS"
190 PRINT-"COMPUTER",
200 REM MAIN PROGRAM
210 FOR ROUND = 1 TO 3
220FORROLL=1TO2
230DIE1=INT(RND*6) + 1
240DIE2 = INT(RND*6) + 1
250 IF ROLL = 2 THEN 280
260SCORE1=DIE1+DIE2

270 GOTO 290
280 SCORE2 = DIE1 + DIE2
290 NEXT ROLL

300 REM PRINT SCORES
310 PRINT SCORE1, SCORE2
320 REM ADD POINTS TO WINNER
330 IF SCORE1>SCORE2 THEN 360

340 IF SCORE2>SCORE1 THEN 380
350 PLAYER = PLAYER+ 1

360 COMPUTER = COMPUTER +1
370 GOTO 390
380 PLAYER = PLAYER +1
390 NEXT ROUND

400 REM PRINT WINNER
410 IFCOMPUTER>PLAYER
THEN 450
420 IF PLAYER>COMPUTER

THEN 470

430 PRINT "TIE GAME"

Explanation

Reseed the random number generator

Start computer's total score at zero
Start player's total score at zero

Clear the screen

PLAYER" Print the heading lines

8-15

Begin loop for 3 rounds
Begin loop for 2 rolls
Generate a value for Die 1
Generate a value for Die 2
If player's turn, go to line 280
Add value of dice for computer's score
Skip to end of roll loop
Add value of dice for player's score
End of roll loop; terminates after both
computer and player haverolled the dice

Print the scores for this round

If computer's score is higher, go to
line 360
If player's score is higher, go to line 380
If neither is higher, add a point to both
scores

Add one to computer's score
Skip to end of round loop
Add one to player's score
End of round loop; terminates after 3
rounds

If computer's total is higher, go to
line 450
If player's total is higher, go to line 470

If neither is higher, print tie game
message
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Instruction

The game possibilities are 440 GOTO 480
450 PRINT "THE COMPUTER WINS!!"

460 GOTO 480

470 PRINT "YOU BEAT THE

COMPUTER!!"

480 PRINT :"ANOTHER GAME";
490 INPUT A$
500IFA$>"NO"THEN130

510 PRINT :"OK, GOODBYE."
520 END

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

Explanation

Print computer wins message

Print player wins message

Ask if player wants to play again
Get player's response
If player wants to play again, go back to
line 130 and start the game over
If not, say goodbye

numerous. Each program
can become your own crea
tion limited only by your
imagination.

Note

When running larger
programs or testing
programs, it is not uncom
mon to encounter prob
lems. Don't be discour

aged, even the experienced
programmer makes errors.
You can learn a lot from

vour mistakes.

[TWO OUT OF THREE ROLLS WINS

COMPUTER

4

7

6

PLAYER

2

9

5

THE COMPUTER WINS!!

ANOTHER GAME? NO

OK, GOODBYE.

** DONE **
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Example four:
Card game

This version of a card game is very limited in scope and is only the
rudiments of Black Jack or 21. Space limitations prevent writing an
entire program, but it would be good experience for you to expand it
into a complete game of 21.

Stepl
Identify the problem
"Write a program for the card game of21
so that the computer is one player and
you are the other. The computer also
shuffles and deals the cards. The
computer and player each draw two
cards. The cards are evaluated and the
score calculated. The highest score
without going over 21 is the winner.

Step 2
Outline the solution
Several things must be kept in mind. The
Ace is given a value of 11 unless that
would put the score over 21; in that case,
it is given a value of 1. Kings, Queens,
and Jacks are given 10 points each. The
deck of cards is a standard deck without
the Jokers.

Inputs
1. User's response to play again

question.

Process

1. Shuffle cards.
2. Deal cards.
3. Determine values for each player's

hand.
4. Decide whose hand is larger.

Outputs
1. Print headings.
2. Print card values.
3. Print value for each player's hand.
4. Print who won the game.
5. Print play again question.

CjEzED

Shuffle

card*

f\ddW ,
COMpUtEM

guztp/sver1*

Prt*t
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Assign variable names

Inputs
A$ = User's response

Process

DECK = Array, deck of 52
cards

COUNT = Array, count of
cards in deck

COMPUTER = Array,
value for each of

computer's cards
PLAYER = Array, value
for each of player's cards
SCORE1 = Total value for

computer's cards
SCORE2 = Total value for

player's cards
CARD = Loop counter for
cards

I = Loop counter for
initialization

Rl = Temporary value for
cards

TOTAL = Temporary
total value of cards

VALUE = Temporary
value of a card

Outputs
COMPUTER

PLAYER

SCORE1

SCORE2

C*"

||||e!^

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart
Theflowchart forthis program ismore complicated thanthe previous ones. There
are threemajor FOR-NEXT loops. One builds thedeck of52 cards comprised of13
cards in4suits. The othertwo loops arealike except that one is forthe computer and
one for theplayer. These loops evaluate thecards thathave been drawn and compute
the score.

There is alsoa subroutinewhich is used to add up the cards in eachhand. Since
the logic to dothis is the same forboththe computer andthe player, it ismore
convenient to use a subroutine to perform this function and call it for both the
computer's and the player's cards, rather than have a separate subroutineforeach.

Flowchart continued on next page
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trr," "n)

11*1

/ Print
/ headings /

u

/ Print
/ card values /

n

/ Print
/ total scores /

8-19
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The program can be struc
tured differently to make it
more efficient. It was pre
sented in this manner to

make it easier for you to
follow the logic.

Enhancing the program
to a full game of 21 will
require a lot of thought
to cover all possibilities.

I^p^^j^l^^^^^ijl^^^^^^^p^'

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

100 REM CARD GAME

110DIMDECK(52)

120DIMCOUNT(13)
130 DIMCOMPUTERS)

140DIMPLAYER(2)

150 REM START UP THE RANDOM

NUMBER GENERATOR
160 RANDOMIZE

170 REM MAIN PROGRAM

180 CALL CLEAR

190 PRINT "HIGHEST SCORE WINS":::
200 REM SET ALL COUNTS TO ZERO
210FORI = 1TO13

220COUNT(I) = 0
230 NEXT I

240 REM SHUFFLE CARDS

250 PRINT "SHUFFLING..."
260 FOR CARD = 1 TO 52

270R1=INT(RND*13) + 1

280IFCOUNT(R1) = 4THEN270

290 COUNT(R1) = COUNT(R1) +1
300DECK(CARD) = R1
310 NEXT CARD

320 REM DEAL 2 CARDS EACH FOR
COMPUTER AND PLAYER

330 PRINT ""DEALING..."

340 COMPUTERS) = DECK(1)
350PLAYER(1) = DECK(2)
360 COMPUTERS) = DECK(3)
370PLAYER(2) = DECK(4)
380 REM ADD UP COMPUTER'S
CARDS

390 TOTAL = 0

400 FOR CARD = 1 TO 2

410 VALUE= COMPUTER(CARD)

420 GOSUB 800
430 NEXT CARD

440 SCORE1= TOTAL

450 REM ADD UP PLAYER'S CARDS
460 TOTAL = 0
470 FOR CARD = 1 TO 2

8-20

Explanation

Dimension the array for the deck of
cards

Dimension the array for the card counter
Dimension the array for the computer's
cards

Dimension the array for the player's
cards

Reseed the random number generator

Clear the screen

Loop to set counters for cards to zero

Loop to shuffle cards
Generate a random value between 1
and 13

If there are already 4 cards of that value
in the deck, get another value
Otherwise, count the card
And add it to the deck
End of shuffle loop; terminates when all
52 cards have been chosen

Give first card to computer
Second card to player
Third card to computer
Fourth card to player

Start total of hand at zero
Loop to determine total value of
computer's hand
Assign computer's card value to
temporary variable to be used by the
subroutine

Add the card's value to the hand total
End of value loop; terminates when both
cards have been added to total
Assign total hand value to computer

Start total of hand at zero
Loop to determine total value ofplayer's
hand
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Instruction

480 VALUE= PLAYER(CARD)

490 GOSUB 800
500 NEXT CARD

510 SCORE2 = TOTAL
520 REM PRINT WINNING RESULTS
530 CALL CLEAR
540 PRINT TAB(10);"COMPUTER";
550 PRINT TAB(20);"PLAYER"::
560 FOR CARD = 1 TO 2
570 PRINT "CARD";CARD;
580PRINTTAB(12);
COMPUTER(CARD);
590 PRINT TAB(21);PLAYER(CARD)
600 NEXT CARD

610 PRINT ."SCORE";
620 PRINT TAB(12);SCORE1;
630 PRINTTAB(21);SCORE2
640 IF SCORE1 >SCORE2 THEN 680

650 IF SCORE2>SCORE1 THEN 700
660 PRINT ::"TIE GAME."

670 GOTO 710
680 PRINT ::'THE COMPUTER WINS!!"
690 GOTO 710
700 PRINT ::"YOU WIN!!"
710 PRINT ::"DO YOU WANT TO PLAY
AGAIN";
720 INPUT A$
730 IF A > "NO" THEN 170

740 PRINT ::"OK, GOODBYE!!"
750 END
800 REM SUBROUTINE TO ADD UP
CARD VALUES
810IFVALUE>10THEN870

820 IF VALUE>1 THEN 880

830 REM DETERMINE VALUE FOR
ACE
840 IF TOTAL +11 >21 THEN 880

850VALUE=11

860 GOTO 880
870 VALUE = 10
880 TOTAL = TOTAL 4-VALUE
890 RETURN

8-21

Explanation

Assign player's card value to temporary
variable
Add the card's value to the hand total
End of value loop; terminates when both
cards have been added to total
Assign total hand value to player

Clear the screen
Print headings

Loop to print values of each card
Print card number
Print computer's card

Print player's card
End ofprint loop; terminates when all
cards have been printed

Print total of computer's hand
Print total of player's hand
If computer's score is higher, go to line
680

If player's score is higher, go to line 700
If neither score is higher, print tie game
message

Print computer wins message

Print player wins message
Ask if player wants to play again

Get player's response
If player wants to play again, go to line
170

Print goodbye
Stop program

If card is a face card (11,12,13), go to
line 870
If card is a numeric card (2-10), go to
line 880

Otherwise, the card is an ace (1)

If 11 would put the total over 21, leave
the value for the ace at 1, go to line 880
Otherwise, give the ace a value of 11

Give face cards a value of 10
Add the value of the card to the total
Go back to the main program
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Creating Entertainment Programs

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

| HIGHEST SCORE WINS

SHUFFLING...

DEALING...

c
CARD 1

CARD 2

SCORE

COMPUTER

7

12

17

THE COMPUTER WINS!!

PLAYER

4

1

15

DO YOU WANT TO PLAY AGAIN?
NO

OK, GOODBYE!!

** DONE **
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Creating Entertainment Programs

Example five:
Quiz program

This example is a quiz with a little humor injected in the responses
from the computer. Quizzesofthis type offera fun wayto learn.

Stepl
Identify the problem
Ask two questions, one at a time.
Compare student's answer with correct
answer. If correct, add 1 point to score.
If not correct, repeat the question for a
second try. If correct on second try, do
not add a point. If not correct, give the
correct answer. Use humorous response
messages for correct and incorrect
answers.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. Answers to questions.

Process

1. Determine if answer is correct.
2. Determine how many answers the

student got right.
3. Delay while student reads messages.
4. Add points to student's score for

correct answers.

qvetfttOH

-^*—

Outputs
1. Print questions.
2. Print right/wrong messages.
3. Print student's score.
4. Print evalution messages.

*"-* %^~""*—^^""^v
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Assign variable names

Inputs

A$ = Student's answer

Process

RIGHT = Number of

questions answered
correctly on first try
TRY = Number of tries

for correct answer

DELAY = Loop counter
for delay

Outputs
RIGHT = Number of

questions answered
correctly on first try

|8|tfgp^

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart
The flowchart quickly shows themany decision points and branching required inthe
code.

You canseethat thisprogram usesa separate subroutine foreach question.
Notice how similar the two subroutines areintheirstructure. The only differences
are the words within the quotes. Perhaps you couldrewrite this as one subroutine
with thetextmessages and answers stored invariables. This would allow you toadd
more questions without duplicating the whole subroutine for each one.

c Start

Ask 1st
question and
get answer

Ask 2nd
question and
get answer

j

Flowchartcontinued on nextpage

8-24
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Creating Entertainment Programs

Flowchart continued on next page
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Note

If you want to add ques
tions to this program, it.
will require additional
GOSUBs to the appropri
ate subroutines (if the

same program logic is
used).

Creating Entertainment Programs

print . .

Step 4
Write the code

The coding is rather long, primarily due to several PRINT statements for the
responses. A critical variable in this program is TRY which counts the number of
attemptsat the answers. Thevalue ofTRY determines the branching to the response
messages. TRY must be reset to one for each new question.

Instruction

100 REM COMIC QUIZ
110RIGHT=0

120 REM MAIN ROUTINE
130 REM FIRST QUESTION
140GOSUB300

150 REM SECOND QUESTION
160GOSUB700

8-26

Explanation

Start right answer counter at zero

Perform 1st question subroutine; will
return to line 150

Perform 2nd question subroutine; will
return to line 170
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External storage devices
could be used to store the

questions and answers.

For variety in responses,
several responses could be
available and chosen at

random.

The scoring could be
changed to allow 2 points
for a correct answer on the

first try and one point for
a correct answer on the

second try with an appro
priate message.

Creating Entertainment Prpgrams

Instruction

170 REM PRINT CLOSING REMARKS
180GOSUB1100

190 PRINT::

200 INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO
END":A$
210 END
300 REM FIRST QUESTION
SUBROUTINE

310TRY = 1

320 CALL CLEAR
330 PRINT "IN WHAT STATE IS ST.
LOUIS?"
340 INPUT A$
350 IF A$ = "MISSOURI" THEN 490

360 REM WRONG ANSWER
370 IF TRY = 2 THEN 440

380 REM WRONG ON FIRST TRY
390 PRINT :"GOSH, YOUR BEARINGS
ARE OFF!"

400 PRINT "TRY IT AGAIN."
410 PRINT::

420 TRY = TRY+ 1

430 GOTO 330
440 REM WRONG ON SECOND TRY
450 PRINT :"YOU SURE AREN'T FROM
THE"
460 PRINT "SHOW ME STATE!"
470 PRINT :"ITS GOOD OLD
MISSOURI."

480 GOTO 580
490 REM RIGHT ANSWER
500 IF TRY = 2 THEN 550
510 REM RIGHT ON FIRST TRY
520 PRINT BRIGHTON!!"
530 RIGHT = RIGHT+1

540 GOTO 580
550 REM RIGHT ON SECOND TRY
560 PRINT :"NOW YOU'RE RIGHT!"
570 PRINT "I GUESS YOU'VE BEEN
THERE."

580 FOR DELAY = 1 TO 1000

590 NEXT DELAY
600 RETURN
700 REM SECOND QUESTION
SUBROUTINE

710TRY=1

720 CALL CLEAR

8-27

Explanation

Perform closing remarks subroutine; will
return to line 190

Wait until student presses ENTER key

Indicate student's first try at this
question
Clear the screen
Ask the first question

Get student's answer
If student's answer is correct, go to
line 490

If this is student's second try, go to line
440

Give student another try; indicate
second try
Go back and ask the question again

Print wrong on second try message

Skip ahead to the delay loop
If this is student's second try, go to line
550

Student answered right on first try; add
a point to student's score
Skip ahead to the delay loop

Print right on second try message

Loop to delay so student can read the
messages

Go back to the main program

Indicate student's first try at this
question
Clear the screen
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Use your imagination and
change the program; you'll
learn a lot by experiment
ing.

8 Creating Enterta inment Programs

Instruction

730 PRINT "WHAT IS THE AREA OF"
740 PRINT "10 FT. BY 10 FT?"
750 INPUT A$
760 IF A$ = "100" THEN 910

770 REM WRONG ANSWER
780 IF TRY = 2 THEN 860

790 REM WRONG ON FIRST TRY
800 PRINT :"l SAID WHAT'S THE
AREA"

810 PRINT "NOT WHAT'S THE
TEMPERATURE!"

820 PRINT "TRY IT AGAIN."
830 PRINT::

840 TRY = TRY+1

850 GOTO 730

860 REM WRONG ON SECOND TRY
870 PRINT :"l GUESS YOU'VE NEVER
SEEN"

880 PRINT "A TEN FOOT SQUARE!"
890 PRINT :"THE ANSWER IS 100."
900 GOTO 990

910 REM RIGHT ANSWER
920 IF TRY = 2 THEN 970

930 REM RIGHT ON FIRST TRY
940 PRINT :"JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR
SAID!!"

950RIGHT=RIGHT+1

960 GOTO 990

970 REM RIGHT ON SECOND TRY
980 PRINT :"BY GEORGE, YOU GOT
IT!"

990 FOR DELAY = 1 TO 1000

1000 NEXT DELAY
1010 RETURN

1100 REM PRINT CLOSING REMARKS
SUBROUTINE
1110 CALL CLEAR

1120 PRINT "YOU GOT";RIGHT;
"RIGHT"

1130 PRINT "ON THE FIRST TRY."
1140 IF RIGHT = 2 THEN 1240
1150 IF RIGHT =1 THEN 1200
1160 REM NONE RIGHT
1170 PRINT :"AW, SHUCKS!"
1180 PRINT "BETTER LUCK NEXT
TIME."

8-28

Explanation

Ask the second question

Get student's answer
If student's answer is correct, go to line
910

If this is student's second try, go to line
860

Givestudent another try; indicate
second try
Gobackand ask the question again

Print wrong on secondtry message

Skip ahead to the delay loop

If this is student's second try, go to line
970

Student answeredright onfirst try; add
a point to student's score
Skip ahead to the delay loop

Print right on second try message

Loop to delay so student can read the
messages

Goback to the main program

Clear the screen
Print number right on first try

If student got 2 right, go to line 1240
If student got 1 right, go to line 1200

Print none right message
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Because this program is
longer and more complex,
you are more likely to have

Creating Entertainment Programs

Instruction

1190 GOTO 1270

1200 REM ONE RIGHT
1210 PRINT:"I GUESS YOU KNOW"
1220 PRINT "A FEW THINGS."

1230 GOTO 1270
1240 REM TWO RIGHT

1250 PRINT :"YOU MUST THINK
YOU'RE SMART."
1260 PRINT "WELL, YOU'RE RIGHT!!"
1270 RETURN

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

Explanation

Skip ahead to the end of the subroutine
Print one right message

Skip ahead to the end of the subroutine

Print two right message

Go back to the main program

| INWH
I ?Mon

IWHAT STATE IS ST LOUIS?
7MONTANA

GOSH YOUR BEARINGS ARE OFF!
TRY IT AGAIN.

IN WHAT STATE IS ST LOUIS?
7MISSISSIPPI

YOU SURE AREN'T FROM THE
SHOW ME STATE!

IT'S GOOD OLD MISSOURI.

WHAT IS THE AREA OF
10 FT. BY 10 FT.?

?100

JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR SAID!!

YOU GOT 1 RIGHT
ON THE FIRST TRY.

I GUESS YOU KNOW

A FEW THINGS.

PRESS ENTER TO END

** DONE **
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Value of entertainment programs
Is developed and improved
by recognition of different
shapes at different angles.

Many games have fast
action that require quick
decisions to win.

Try your hand at making
up your own game.

8-30

Logical thinking <^~

Spatial awareness

Quick decisions

Simulated conditions

Educational games

Entertainment programs

Example one:

SIN function

Example two:

Example three:

Example four:

Example five:

Summary map

Strategy games develop
this in order to plan ahead.

Provides realistic

experiences that a person
otherwise would miss.

Making a picture

Make learning fun and are
especially good for slow
learners.

Print a word using the sinefunction m

Simulationofrolling a pair ofdice

Card game

Quiz program A . A ,. n
An interesting S pattern.
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3 Speech

Punctuation

Combining words and phrases

Homographs

Speech in the program mode
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Example one:

Example two:

A program with speech using string
expressions

11 The CALL

11 Uses

12 The

12 The CALL

17

Modifying example one to use string
variables

PCaET Instraetioei

speech synthesiser

Example three:

Example four:

Playing the C major chord

Playing three notes separately and as
a chord

Example five: Playing a melody
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Alerting tones

Music

Noise

21 Graphics

22 The CALL ¥CHAR i^stradb^

23 The CALL HCHAH SnsSroetmn
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Sound, Graphics and More

24 The CALL SCREEN instruction

24 The CALL COLOR instruction

Example six: Displayall the screen colors

Example seven: Experimentingwith color

Example eight: Print hello in color

Examplenine: Generating bothgraphics andsound

36 Developing your own character sets

36 Uses off graphics

37 Summary map
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Sound, Graphics and More

With speech capability, the
computer can give audible
prompts instead of, or in
addition to, visual
prompts. Verbal
reinforcement can be

especially important to
younger children and non-
readers.

Note

Be sure the volume control

on the monitor or TV set is

turned up enough to hear
the sound.

Pauses in computer speech
are produced by
punctuation symbols.

The sound capability of the TI Home Computer includes musical tones and speech
with the optional Solid State Speech™ Synthesizer. The graphics capability provides
16 colors that can be used for background, foreground, and character color in any
combination. In addition to the standard set of characters, special characters also can
be generated for use in graphics.

Writing programs which make the computer talk is similar to writing any other
program. Both the optional speech synthesizer and Speech Editor cartridge must be
used with the computer in all speech programs. The speech vocabulary is about 250
words and phrases.

Touse the speech capability, insert the Speech Editor cartridge into the console
slot and select the desired option. For use in the immediate mode, select option 2 and
the Speech Editor message will appear at the top of the screen.

Type HELLO
Press ENTER

The computer says "HELLO."

If you type words that are not recognized by the computer, it will halt and indicate
the word that is not acceptable.

Punctuation

When writing sentences on paper, it is customary to use punctuation to assist the
reader. Punctuation is also used in speech commands for the TI Home Computer.
This punctuation includes commas, semicolons, colons, periods, spaces between
words, and the + and - symbols. Each of these will cause a pause in the speech. The
table below shows the actual pause time values for each of the acceptable punctuation
symbols.

Speech separator characters and pause time intervals

Symbol Pause (seconds)

+ 0

SPACE .1
— .2

y .3

j
.5

1.0
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The time values of

punctuation used in
combination are additive.

Words in the vocabulary
can be combined to create

other words.

Sound, Graphics and More

Experimenting with these in either the immediate execution mode or in the
program modewillallow youto hear the effectsofthe punctuation. Try typing the
following in the immediate mode.

I THINK. I KNOW, I... THINK-. I KNOW.

Youcan imagine howthis will sound just by lookingat the line and the table. Note
that when the punctuation symbols are usedin combination, the pause times are
added together to produce longer pause intervals. This is true in both the immediate
and program modes.

Combining words and phrases

Another important topic is that ofcombining wordsandphrases. Although, the
vocabulary ofthe Speech Editor is small, it canbeexpanded by combining words
which are inthe vocabulary to make otherwords which are notinthe vocabulary.
The spelling may not be correct, but the spoken word will sound like the desired
word.

Combining wordsin this mannerrequires use ofthe + sign between words. For
example, the word"therefore" doesnotexist in the computer's vocabulary, but the
words"there"and"four" doexist.To makethe computer say"therefore", type in
THERE + FOUR. Anotherexample is seaside. To makethis word, type
SEE + SIDE; overdone is OVER + DONE, etc.

Thereare alsosome programmed phrasesin the speech vocabulary.
Examples are:

1. HANDHELD UNIT
2. TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
3. GOOD WORK
4.1 WIN

5. SUPPOSED TO

You must beginandendthese phraseswiththe numbersymbol. Thus, the phrase
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS is written, #TEXAS INSTRUMENTS#, and in a
sentence, it is written as:

I AM A #TEXAS INSTRUMENTS# COMPUTER.

Homographs

Homographs are wordsthat are spelledthe samebut pronounced differently. Each
pronunciation alsohas its own meaning. Forexample, the word"read"is pronounced
"reed" and "red". To resolvethis situationwith computerized speech, twoforms of
each homograph are defined for use in programs.

Here are some examples:

READ (reed)
THE (the)
A (ft)

READ1 (red)
THE1 (thuh)
Al (uh)

Speech in the program mode

In order to write programs with speech, you must select option 1 on the master
selection screen. Remember that the optional speech synthesizer and the Speech
Editor cartridge must be operational and installed.
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The CALL SAY isristfryctgen

Programs that use speech require the CALL SAY instruction. The format is:

CALL SAY ("string expression") or CALL SAY (string variable).

Example one:
A program with speech using string expressions

Stepl
Identify the problem
Write a program to visually and audibly
request two numbers and calculate the
sum. The computer gives an audible
message for the answer and prints the
answer on the screen.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. Get two numbers from user.

Process

1. Calculate the sum of the two numbers.

Outputs
1. Print and say prompts for numbers.
2. Print answer and say prompt

iiqtrodudioh

3ZZ
Get wo
numbers

K<~\\ HELLO m^_
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Assign variable names

Inputs
Nl = First number

entered

N2 = Second number

entered

Process

ANSWER = Sum of the

two numbers

Outputs
ANSWER = Sum of the

two numbers

:$^W^^jf^U03W^^XMMi

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

c Start j

Clear screen

9-6
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The program can be
written another way by
using string variables
instead of having the words
to be spoken in quotes.

A larger and more
complicated program could
give the answer verbally,
too. Then the program
could be extended to a

flash card addition drill

which provides both visual
and audible cues.

Note

Be sure the volume control

on the monitor or TV set is

turned up enough to hear
the sound.

Sound, Graphics arid More

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

10 CALL CLEAR
20 CALL SAY ("HELLO.")
30 CALL SAY ("I AM A
#TEXAS INSTRUMENTS#
COMPUTER.")
40 PRINT "TYPE ANY NUMBER"
50 CALL SAY
("TYPE ANY NUMBER.")
60 INPUT N1
70 PRINT "TYPE A SECOND
NUMBER"
80 CALL SAY ("TYPE A1
SECOND NUMBER.")
90 INPUT N2
100 ANSWER = N1 + N2
110 CALL SAY ("THE
ANSWER IS.")
120 PRINT: "THE ANSWER IS";
ANSWER

130 END

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

Visual

TYPE ANY NUMBER[TYPE
| ?2

TYPE

?3

A SECOND NUMBER

THE ANSWER IS 5

** DONE **

9-7

Explanation

Computer says "Hello"
Computer speaks "I am a Texas
Instruments Computer"

Computer prints screen prompt
The computer says "Type any number"

The user types in a number
The computer prints screen prompt for
second number
The computer says "Type a second
number"
User types in a second number
The computer computes the sum
The computer says "The answer is"

Audible

Hello. I am a Texas Instruments
Computer.

Type any number.

Type a second number.

The answer is
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Example two:
Modifying example one to use string variables

Stepl
Identify the problem

Write a program to visually and audibly
request two numbers and find the sum.
The computer gives an audible message
for the answer and prints the answer on
the screen.

Step 2
Outline the solution

The change from example one is that the
strings are assigned to variable names.
Although the string expressions are
different in this example, programs
often use the same strings again and
again. In such programs, computer
memory is conserved and coding is
easier when the strings are assigned to
variable names.

Inputs
1. Get two numbers from user.

Process

1. Calculate the sum of the two numbers.

Outputs
1. Print and say prompts for numbers.
2. Print answer and say prompt

9-8

Inbrodiichoii

Cdlcu/Tt^
$UM Of
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Assign variable names

Inputs
Nl = First number

entered

N2 = Second number

entered

Process

ANSWER = Sum of the

two numbers

A$ = "Hello"
B$ = "I am a"
C$ = "Texas Instruments"
D$ = "Computer"
E$ = "Type any number"
F$ = "Type a second
number"

G$ = "The answer is"

Outputs
ANSWER = Sum of the

two numbers

Sound, Graphics and More

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

9-9

c Start 3

Clear screen

Assign strings
to variables

Intr****™

•6**"
tovbe*

tyl/H
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Note

The quotation marks are
not required in the CALL
SAY program line since
the variable names already
contain the quoted words.
The "" (open and close
quotation marks with no
space between) used in line
60 to connect the string
variables together is called
a null string. The null
string must be used to
connect string variables in
CALL SAY statements.

The & symbol cannot be
used as it is in PRINT

statements.

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

10 CALL CLEAR
20 A$ = "HELLO."
30B$ = "IAMA"
40C$ = "#TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS#"
50 D$= "COMPUTER."
60CALLSAY(A$,"",B$,"",
C$,"",D$)
70 PRINT "TYPE ANY NUMBER"

80 E$ = "TYPE ANY NUMBER."
90 F$ = "TYPE A1 SECOND
NUMBER."

100 G$ = "THE ANSWER IS"
110 CALL SAY (E$)
120 INPUT N1

130 PRINT "TYPE A SECOND
NUMBER"

140 CALL SAY (F$)
150 INPUT N2

160 ANSWER = N1+N2
170 CALL SAY (G$)
180 PRINT: "THE ANSWER IS";
ANSWER

190 END

Step 5
Run the program and debug it

Visual

(TYPE ANY NUMBER
?2

TYPE A SECOND NUMBER
?3

THE ANSWER IS 5

** DONE **

9-10

Explanation

Assign words to string variables

Computer says , "Hello. I am a Texas
Instruments computer."

Assign words to string variables

Computer says "Type any number."
User types in first number

Computer says "Type a second number."
User enters second number
Computes the sum
Computer says "The answer is"

Prints the answer

Audible

Hello. I am a Texas Instruments
Computer.

Type any number.

Type a second number.

The answer is
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Note

The word to be assigned to
the variable is enclosed by
the quotation marks and is
separated from the
variable by a comma. The
entire expression is
enclosed in parentheses.

You can use SPGET to

make a master vocabulary
for a program that uses a
lot of speech, then use
CALL SAY with the

appropriate variable names
to build phrases and
sentences as required.

Note

Notice that a null string is
used first in the expression
in line 60.

Compare the output of this
version using SPGET with
one using only word
strings and you should be
able to notice the

difference in speech
quality.

Sound, Graphics and More

Up to this point, we havebeen usingwordsor phrases calledword strings. The
CALL SPGET instruction uses a type ofstring variable called a direct string. The
direct string is stored directlyas a speechpattern and has the advantageofproviding
better overall quality ofthe speech synthesizer sound.

If youuse both wordstrings and direct strings with CALL SAY, then youmust
alternate between the types. The first word or phrase must be a word string. The
general format is:

CALL SAY (word string, direct string, word string)

Here is an example program to say "I am a computer."

Instruction Explanation

10CALLSPGET("AM",B$)
20 CALL SPGET("COMPUTER"
C$)
30 CALL SAY(T ,B$,"A" ,C$)

40 END

Assigns AM to B$

Assigns COMPUTER to C$
Word strings and direct strings are
alternated

You may use any ofthe methods discussed to program speech into your program
usingCALLSAY. However, more naturalsounding speech is produced byfirst using
CALL SPGET to assign the speechcodefor eachword to a direct string variable,
and then using the direct string variablewith CALL SAY. The next example
programillustratesthis technique usingSPGETforallwordsrather than onlysome
of the words.

Instruction

10 CALL SPGET("HELLO",A$)

20CALLSPGET(T,B$)
30 CALL SPGET("AM",C$)
40CALLSPGET("A",D$)
50 CALL SPGET("COMPUTER",
E$)
60 CALL SAY("",A$/"\B$,"'\
C$,"",D$,"",E$)
70 END

Explanation

Assign word between quotes to the
variable using the SPGET command

The null string is alternated with the
variables as required

Uses @ff the speech synthesiser

Computer speech can be
used in business, education
and entertainment.

In the business world, the speech synthesizer can alert the computer operator by
audible commands if problems or errors are encountered. Also prompts for input
information can be requested by speech as well as by screen. However, care must be
taken so that the speech does not slow the operator.

The most usefiil application for computer speech could be in the educational
area. It is especially appropriate for teaching reading and spelling.
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In entertainment applications, the speech synthesizer can liven up a game with
spoken responses. Speech also can be used to teach a new game by giving
instructions and directions audibly.

Computer speech is still in the infant stage and progress is being made toward
better soundingspeechand unlimited vocabulary. Whoknows what the future may
bring. Speech synthesizers willread booksto the blind, haverobots speak to us, and
havemachinesgiveus directionsfor their operation. Someofthese are already
available and other innovations are onthe horizon. However, the TI HomeComputer
provides speech capability right nowfor your use and experimentation.

The infernal! strand system

Single tones, multiple
tones and noise can be

produced internally under
control of your program.

Theinternalsound systemofthe TI Home Computer hasa rangeof5octaves andany
three tones canbe played simultaneously. In addition to the musical tones, a noise
generator can be used to produce sound effects. A common use for the noise
generator is to add realismto the gamesplayedonthe computer.

Beforewewrite any programsusingthe TI soundcapabilities,a discussion of
the sound generator and the program instruction used to make sound is needed. The
frequency range ofthe computer's tonegeneratoris from110 to morethan 44,000
hertz. (One hertz (abbreviated Hz) isequal to one cycle per second.) This allows you
to produce tones with the computer that vary from 110 Hz (the A below low C on a
piano) to over44,000 Hz(well above the range ofhumanhearing).

Theduration andvolume ofthe sound canalso becontrolled by the program. The
duration (howlong the sound is "on")ranges from 1to 4,275milliseconds. One
thousand (1,000) milliseconds is equal to one second; thus, the duration rangeis from
0.001 to 4.275 seconds.

The volume is chosen froma range of0 to 30.Zero and one producethe same
volume levelwhichis the loudest. Thirty (30) is the quietest soundavailable with the
TI Home Computer. Of course, the volume control on the monitor or TV set must be
turned up enough to hear, and its setting also affects the loudness of the tones.

The CALL SOUBTO MmUuction

The instruction for sound is CALL SOUND. The format is:

CALL SOUND (duration in milliseconds, frequency in Hz, loudness)

Here is an example to produce a single tone:

CALL SOUND(1000,440,2)

Analyzing this instruction, we see that the sound lasts for 1,000 milliseconds
whichis one second. The 440 Hztone producedis the A above middleC on the piano.
(Frequencies for some musical notes are given in the User's Reference Guide for the
TI Home Computer.) The loudness is relatively loud since it is set at 2.

The next example plays two tones simultaneously:

CALL SOUND(1000,440,2,659,2)

Onlyonedurationmaybe specified ina CALLSOUND statement; therefore, all
tones in a singlestatement are always ofthe sameduration. In this example,the
duration is 1,000milhseconds.The first note (440) again is the A abovemiddle C with
a loudness setting of2. Thesecond note(659) is the E above highC. In this example,
E is alsothe sameloudness as the first note. To make the second notequieter, change
the statement as follows:
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CALL SOUND(1000,440,2,659,20)

Now the E (659) is played considerably quieter (20) than in the previous example.
Continuing on with the progression, add a third note of880 with a loudness of2

and change the loudness of the 659 note back to 2:

CALLSOUND(1000,440,2,659,2,880,2)

Again the first two notes are the same as in the previous examples (440and 659).
The third note at 880 Hz is high A. The volume of all three notes is the same at 2.

The internal sound system includes a noise generator. Noise is hard to define
since noise to one person may be music to another. Toput noise into a program, the
frequency value is replaced with a negative integer from -1 to - 8. For example:

CALL SOUND(1000,-4,2)

produces a very loud noise for one second.
Youmay have up to three tones and one noise generated in a statement.

For example:

CALL SOUND(1000,440,2,659,2,880,2, -4,2)

The addition of the noise (-4,2) changes the effect of the sound.
Variables can be used in a statement rather than fixed values for the duration,

tone or noise and volume. Of course, the variables must be assigned values elsewhere
in the program. Sometimesit is easier to program using variables rather than the
actual values. This can also save computer memory so the program is more efficient.
Any valid variable name can be used, but the following variable names can be used to
make them easy to remember:

T = time (duration)
V = volume (loudness)

Designate tones by the name ofthe note; for example, Al, A2, C, E, G, etc.
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Example three:
Playing the C major chord

Assign variable names

Inputs
None

Process

V = Volume (loudness)
T = Time (length of play)
C = Middle C

E = E above middle C

G = G above middle C

Outputs
V = Volume (loudness)
T = Time (length of play)
C = Middle C

E = E above middle C

G = G above middle C

Stepl
Identify the problem
Write a program to play the C major
chord for one second.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. None

Process

1. Assign appropriate values to variables.

Outputs
1. Play a C major chord.

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

c

9-14
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for time
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for volume

Set value
for 'C note
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Step 4
Write the code

Instruction Explanation

10 T= 1000 Time is set for one second

20V = 1 Volume is set to very loud
30 C = 262 Middle C is set for one note

40 E = 330 E above middle C is set for second note

50 G = 392 G above middle C is set for third note
60 CALL SOUND(T,C,V,E,V,G,V) The C major chord is played for 1 second
70 END

Step 5
Run the program and debug it
In this program, the computer plays the C major chord for a period ofone second.

Example four:
Playing three notes separately and as a chord

This is a good exercise for
the beginning pianist or
those learning music
theory.

Stepl
Identify the problem
Write a program to play the three
separate notes of the C major chord,
then play the same notes together as a
chord for a longer period of time. Repeat
the process 10 times.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. None

Process

1. Assign appropriate values to
variables.

2. Play sequence 10 times.

Outputs
1. Play three separate notes.
2. Play the notes as a chord.

9-15
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Assign variable names

Inputs
None

Process

T = Length of time tone or
chord is played
V = Loudness of the tone

or chord

C = Middle C

E = E above middle C

G = G above middle C

TIME = Counter that

keeps track of how many
times the notes and chords

have been played

Outputs
T = Length of time tone or
chord is played
V = Loudness of the tone

or chord

C = Middle C

E = E above middle C

G = G above middle C

TIME = Counter that

keeps track of how many
times the notes and chords

have been played

§Soi|i}ste©iagi!:!^^

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

fl?\f "****.
26 ?

chord
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This program illustrates
that time variations can be

programmed to simulate
the different time values of

notes and chords required
to play a song.

Sound, Graphics and More

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

10V=10

20C = 262

30E = 330

40G = 392
50FORTIME = 1TO10

60 T= 1000

70 CALL SOUND(T,C,V)
80 CALL SOUND(T,E,V)
90 CALL SOUND(T,G,V)
100T = 3000

110 CALL SOUND(T,C,V,E,V,G,V)
120 NEXT TIME

130 END

Explanation

Set the tone to loud

Set middle C
Set E above middle C
Set G above middle C
Loop to play sequence 10 times
Set the time for one second
Play C note for one second
Play E note for one second
Play G note for one second
Set time for 3 seconds
Play the C major chord for 3 seconds
Do it 10 times

Step 5
Run the program and debug it
The individual notes are played separately and then simultaneously to make the
chord. The chord is played longer than any of the individual notes. The sequence is
repeated 10 times.

In order to program music, the programmer must determine how long and how
loud each note or group ofnotes needs to be played. When first experimenting, try
dividing a four-beat measure into 4 equal parts of1,000milliseconds, then vary the
time duration to obtain the desired effect.

As stated earlier, zero and one produce the loudest volume level and 30 produces
the quietest. Experimenting is the best way to find the volume level that you like.
Remember, it is possible to play up to three notes simultaneously with each one at a
different volume level. This adds variety to musical programs which use the sound
generator. Experimenting can be done in the immediate mode if desired; however, it
may be easier to set up a program with INPUT statements to change the desired
variables.

Now that we have a repeating chord and know something about the different
note values, let's try writing a program to produce a melody.
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Example five:
Playing a melody

Assign variable names

Inputs
None

Process

T = Length of time to
play note(s)
V = Loudness of note(s)

LOOP = Controls how

many times loop repeats
C = Middle C

D = D ab§vemiddleC
E = E above middle C

F = F above middle C

G = G above middle C

Outputs
T = Length of time to
play note(s)
V = Loudness of note(s)

LOOP = Controls how

many times loop repeats
C = Middle C

D = D above middle C

E = E above middle C

F = F above middle C

G = G above middle C

Sound, Graphics and More

Stepl
Identify the problem
Create a program to play a simple
melody using single notes and notes
played simultaneously. Vary the time of
the notes.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. None

Process

1. Assign note values to variables.
2. Play beginning of melody twice.
3. Play end of melody once.

Outputs
1. Play the notes and chords of the

melody.

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

9-18
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Step 4
Write the code

Instruction Explanation

10 REM A VERY SHORT TUNE

Note 20 T= 1000 Set time to 1 second

Notice that some time 30V=10 Set volume to moderately loud
durations are used more 40C = 262 Set C to middle C

than once and a separate 50D = 294 Set D above middle C

statement is used each 60E = 330 Set E above middle C

time the duration is 70F = 349 Set F above middle C

changed. A more efficient 80G = 392 Set G above middle C

way to do this is to assign 90 FOR LOOP = 1T02 Begin FOR-NEXT loop to play
each of these durations to a beginning of melody twice
variable; for example, 100 CALL SOUND(T,E,V)
Tl = 500andT2 = 1000at 110T = 500 Set time to 1/2 second

the beginning of the 120 CALL SOUND(T,E,V) Play note E for 1/2 second
program. Then use the 130 CALL SOUND(T,E,V) Play note E again for 1/2 second
appropriate variable name 140 T= 1000 Set time to 1 second

in each statement; that is, 150 CALL SOUND(T,E,V,G,V) Play notes E and G simultaneously
use T2 in lines 100,150, for 1 second

200, 210, 220, 230, 250, 260, 160 T=500 Set time to 1/2 second

270 and 280 instead of T, 170 CALL SOUND(T,E,V,G,V) Play E and G simultaneously
and use TI in lines 120,130, for 1/2 second

170 and 180 instead of T. 180 CALL SOUND(T,E,V,G,V) Play E and G simultaneously again
Then lines 20,110,140,160 for 1/2 second

and 190 can be deleted. 190 T= 1000 Set time to 1 second
200 CALL SOUND(T,E,V) Play notes E,F, C and D separately

for 1 second each
210 CALL SOUND(T,F,V)
220 CALL SOUND(T,C,V)
230 CALL SOUND(T,D,V)
240 NEXT LOOP

250 CALL SOUND(T,F,V)

260 CALL SOUND(T,E,V)
270 CALL SOUND(T,D,V)
280 CALL SOUND(T,C,V)
290 T = 4000

300 CALL SOUND(T,C,V)
310 END

9-19

Repeat loop to play same sequence
again, then go to next sequence
Play notes F, E, D and C separately
for 1 second each

Set time to 4 seconds
Play note C for 4 seconds
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Single tones of short
duration are effective

warning signals.

Short musical melodies are

effective in games for
either winning or losing
messages.

Sound effects make a game
more interesting.
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Step 5
Run the program and debug it
This program shows how music can be created on the TI Home Computer.

Some uses ofsound from the TI Home Computer have been hinted at, but let's now
take a closer look at some of them.

Alerting tones

Sound can be used to alert a computer operator to an entry error. For example, some
entries must be numeric only and entry of an alphabetic character will cause an error.
Sometimesonlynumericvalueswithina certain range are allowed in a data entry,
such as 1through 12for months. Therefore, if 13is entered, it is an error. With a
sound warning in addition to a visual warning, the operator is alerted that the data is
unacceptable and must be re-entered. Another possibilityfor using sound as an
operator alert is when a delete function is requested by the operator. If the delete is
carried through, data willbe destroyed, so an audible tone can get the attention of
the operator to be sure the delete is what is desired.

Music

We have discussed music using the examples given above. Music adds to the
excitement ofa game whena briefmelody is playedfor winning. It also sparks
interests in educational programs by giving a musical reward for correct answers.
You can evenprogram "sad"musicfora wrongresponse that willgently let the
student know that he/she has made an error.

The TI Home Computer also can be used to teach music because the tones are
producedaccordingto the musical scale. Individualnotes overa range offiveoctaves
can be producedand any three canbe combined and playedtogether to produce
chords. Onecan alsoteach the basicsofmusictheory by demonstrating various
concepts.

Noise

The noisegenerator is another important soundeffect. It, alongwith the tones, can
add to the feeling ofrealism in computer games. Sound effects add excitement to the
highmoments ofa game. It canindicate suchthingsas increasing speedofa moving
object, the bounce ofa ball against objects, the explosionofa bomb, and the ricochet
of bullets.
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Graphics

Graphics are plotted on a
grid using two
instructions.

Several fundamentals must be understood before trying to program graphics. The
first is that the monitor or TV screen must be thought of as a grid which contains 24
rows and 32 columns as illustrated below.

COLUMNS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

R 10
O 11

W 12

S 13
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Row and column layout of screen

On some monitor screens, columns1, 2, 31and 32 may be clipped off;thus,
limitingyouto 28columns, 3 through 30.Experiment to determine howmanyare
available onyourscreen. Eachsquareonthe grid is identified bya rownumber anda
column number. These two numbers are called coordinates. For example, the
coordinates1,1 mean the upper left-handcorner, the coordinates8, 9 mean the 8th
row and the 9th column, and the coordinates14,15mean the 14throw and the 15th
column.

The next step to understandinggraphicsis to learn the instructions to place
information on the screen. There are two instructions:

CALL VCHAR for vertical characters
CALL HCHAR for horizontal characters
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The format for CALL VCHAR is illustrated in the following example:

CALL VCHAR(12,16,42)

This instruction places the character whose code number is 42 at a vertical and
horizontal position defined by the first two numbers; that is, row 12and column 16
(whichis the center ofthe screen). The 42in the third positionis the assigned code
number for the asterisk. Allnumbers, letters, symbols and the spaceare assigned
code numbers from 32 to 127. These are defined in the Appendix. Here is another
example:

CALL VCHAR(8,15,67)

This statement tells the computerto placea C, definedby the number 67, in the
eighth row and the fifteenth column.

This instructioncanbe expanded to havethe specified character (including
spaces) repeatedly printed in the vertical direction without having to write the
instruction each time.

The following example illustrates this:

CALL VCHAR(8,15,67,5)

The statement is the same as in the above exampleexcept that a 5 has been added in
the fourth position. The5 specifies how manytimes to print the character. Therefore,
this instruction tells the computerto print 5 C'sverticallybeginningat row8, column
15, as shown below.

10

W 12

20

23

24

COLUMNS

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31

"_; ;C

" c
c

Outputproduced by CALL VCHAR (8,15, 67, 5)
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Printing continues attop If the number ofrepetitions isgreater than24, printing continues at thetopof
ofscreen when position the screen in the next column to the right after the bottom ofthe screen is reached in
exceeds bottom of screen. the specifie(i column.

Printing continues to left
of screen when position
exceeds right of screen.

The CALL HCHAR instruction is similar to the CALL VCHAR instruction.
The format is:

CALLHCHAR(8,5,42)

This statement will place an asterisk, (specified by the 42) at roweight and column 5.
Another example is:

CALL HCHAR(5,5,67)

Thisstatement prints a C (specified by the 67) at row5, column 5. Repeated
horizontal printingis available withCALL HCHAR. Thenumberin the fourth
position specifies how many times to print the character. Forexample:

CALLHCHAR(5,5,67,12)

This statement prints 12 C'shorizontally acrossthe screen beginningat row5,
column 5 as shown below.

5

6

7

8

9

R 10
O 11
W 12

S 13
14

15

16

19

20

COLUMNS

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31

22

23

cccccccccccc

Output producedby CALL HCHAR (5, 5, 67,12)

If the number ofrepetitions isgreaterthan32, printing continues at the left
edge of the screen in the next lower row after the right edge of the screen is reached
in the specified row.
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The ©ALL SCREEN Instryct5©bi

Two more instructions

allow graphics in 16 colors.
The CALL SCREEN instruction is needed to write a graphics program in color.
The format is:

CALL SCREEN(n)

The parentheses enclose a number from 1to 16which represents one of the 16
available colors. The 16 colors and their codes are listed in the table below. If a CALL
SCREEN statement is not used, the screen color is automatically set to light green
(code 4) during a program run.

Color Codes

Color Cod

Transparent 1

Black 2

Med. green 3

Light green 4

Dark blue 5

Light blue 6

Dark red 7

Cyan 8

Med. red 9

Light red 10

Dark yellow 11

Light yellow 12

Dark green 13

Magenta 14

Gray 15

White 16

The ©ALL COLOIR instruction

Another instruction needed for color is CALL COLOR. The format is:

CALL COLOR(2,5,15)

The characters are divided into twelve sets which include the numbers, letters,
special symbols and the space. (Thesets are defined in the Appendix.) Another four
sets are reserved for you to create special characters. More on that later.

The first number within the parentheses in the instruction specifies the
character set. In the example above, the 2 specifies character set 2 which includes
character codes 40 through 47. Therefore, a number from 40 to 47 will need to be
placed in a CALL VCHAR or CALL HCHAR statement in order for the character
to be printed.

The second number within the parentheses specifies the foreground color.
This is the color in which the characters are printed. The third number within the
parentheses specifies the background coloron which the character is printed. It is
the part ofthe smallrectangular spaceallowed for a character that is not filledup by
the character. (It is notthe screen colorwhichis light green during a program run
unless otherwise specified in a CALL SCREEN statement.) The same color codes
shown in the table aboveare used for the foreground and background colors.
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Code1is transparent; therefore, if the background colorcodeis 1, the
background color is the same color as the screen color. Thus, ifa CALL SCREEN
statement is not used, a transparent background has the light green color for the
unfilled portionofthe characterprintedonthe screen. Anyother screencolor used
with a transparent background colorwillproducesimilar results.

Example six:
Display all the screen colors

Stepl
Identify the problem
Show the 15 visible colors of the screen.
Omit color code 1.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. None

Process

1. Do all screen colors except 1.
2. Hold each color for a few seconds.

Outputs
1. Have screen turn all colors except 1.

9-25
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Assign variable names

Input
None

Process

A = The value of the

color to be displayed on
the screen.

DELAY = Holds the

color on the screen for a

few seconds.

Outputs
None

ii^l^l^^iMJii^^l^M^ei

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

c Start j

Clear screen

r

c

Step 4
Write the code

ForA =
2 to 16

Turn screen
color A

Delay

End j

Instruction

10 REM SCREEN COLOR PROGRAM
20 CALL CLEAR

30FORA = 2TO16

40CALLSCREEN(A)

50FORDELAY=1TO200
60 NEXT DELAY

70 NEXT A

80 END

*-«*•"

Explanation

Begin loop to execute 15 times
Prints the screen color corresponding to
the value in A

Delay loop to keep screen color on screen

Repeat loop with new color

Step 5
Run the program and debug it
Run the program to see the available screen colors.
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Example seven:
Experimenting with color

The next program presents a different way of coloring the screen.

Stepl
Identify the problem
Fill the screen with the asterisk
character using the same color for
foreground and background.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. None

Process

1. Set foreground and background of
character to the same color.

2. Do all colors.

3. Hold each color for a few seconds.

Outputs
1. Fill the screen with the character.

9-27
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Assign variable names

Inputs
None

Process

A = Loop variable which
controls the colors

DELAY = Counter

that holds the data on

the screen

Outputs
None

B^M^^^S^^^^^J^^^^is^^K

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

9-28
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Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

10 REM COLOR PROGRAM
20 FOR A = 1T016

30 CALL CLEAR
40CALLCOLOR(2,A,A)

50 CALL HCHAR(1,1,42,768)

60 FOR DELAY = 1 TO 200
70 NEXT DELAY
80 NEXTA

90 END

Explanation

The loop repeats for 16 times to display
all available colors

The 2 specifies the second character set;
both the foreground and background
colors are set to value A which is the
loop index
Starts printing asterisks atrow 1,
column 1; the asterisk is 42, and there
are 768 repetitions, which means the
screen is filled with asterisks printed
row by row
Time delay loop

Loop for next foreground-background
color

Step 5
Run the program and debug it
The programgenerates16 different screens. Theasterisk can't be seen because
it is the same coloras the background. Nowadd lines 25and 75and change line 40
as follows:

25 FOR B = 1 T016
40CALLCOLOR(2,B,A)
75 NEXT B

and run the program again.
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Example eight:
Print hello in color

Assign variable names

Inputs
None

Process

None

Outputs
None

WM^§^MM$BMiMMi^ifS^

Stepl
Identify the problem
Print the word HELLO on the screen
using a light blue screen, transparent
background and dark red letters.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. None

Process

1. Set characters to dark red color.

Outputs
1. Turn the screen to light blue color.
2. Place characters on the screen.

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

-to light'
blue

=,

3L
Fnh-f

hclld ih
red
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Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

10 REM PRINT HELLO ON SCREEN
IN COLOR
20 CALL CLEAR
30CALLSCREEN(6)
40CALLCOLOR(6,7,1)

50CALLCOLOR(5,7,1)

60 CALL HCHAR(12,13,72)

70 CALL HCHAR(12,14,69)

80 CALL HCHAR(12,15,76)

90CALLHCHAR(12,16,76)

100 CALL HCHAR(12,17,79)

110 GOTO 110

Explanation

Sets screen color to light blue
The H is in character set 6; 7 is dark
red color of the character; 1 sets the
character background to transparent
Same as line 40. except E is in character
set 5

72 is the code value for the letter H
which is printed in row 12, column 13
69 is the code value of E which is printed
in row 12, column 14
76 is the code value of L, which is printed
in row 12, column 15
Same as line 80 except second L is
printed in column 16
Letter 0 is also in character set 6; code
value for 0 is 79; 0 is printed in row 12,
column 17
Loopson itself to holddisplay until the
CLEAR function (FCTN 4) is used

Step 5
Run the program and debug it
Theprogram prints HELLO indarkred ona transparentbackground. Since the
background is transparent, the lightblue screen color is also the background color.
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Example nine:
Generating both graphics and sound

Stepl
Identify the problem

Write a program which prints a
controlled sequence of characters in both
the horizontal and vertical directions. In
addition, generate sound effects during
each sequence.

Step 2
Outline the solution

Inputs
1. None

Process

1. Calculate various pitches to play.
2. Generate sequences of characters to

print on the screen.
3. Delay between colors and pitches.

Outputs
1. Play various notes.
2. Turn screen various colors.
3. Draw horizontal and vertical rows of

characters on the screen.

r'Sbx
\ X

9-32
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Assign variable names

Inputs

None

Process

F = Frequency of notes
S = Screen color

DELAY = Loop counter
for delay loop
CS = Starting value of
character number

CHR = Character number

for plotting
X = Loop counter for
graphics loop

Outputs
None

Sound, Graphics and More

Step 3
Prepare a flowchart

c Start j

Clear screen

Set initial
frequency

Flowchart continued on next page
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The first loop sequences
the screen through five
different colors

accompanied by tones of
increasing pitch.

The second loop prints
various characters in

vertical and horizontal

patterns and sounds two
tones.

Sound, Graphics and More

Step 4
Write the code

Instruction

100 CALL CLEAR

110F= 110
120 FOR S = 10 TO 14

130 CALL SOUND(500,F,2)

140 CALL SCREEN(S)
150 F = F*2
160 FOR DELAY = 1 TO 200
170 NEXT DELAY

180 NEXTS
190FORCS = 33TO40
200 CHR = CS
210 FOR X = 8 TO 22

220 CALL SCREEN(X-7)
230CALLVCHAR(4,X,CHR,15)

240 CALL HCHAR(X-4,8,CHR,15)

250 CHR = CHR+ 8
260 FOR DELAY = 1 TO 200
270 NEXT DELAY
280 CALL SOUND(1000,330,2)
290 CALL SOUND(456,456,2)

300 NEXTX

310 NEXT CS
320 GOTO 190

Explanation

Set beginning frequency
Begin loop to print screens
in varying color
Sound tones of increasing frequency
for V2 second
Change screen color
Increase frequency of tone
Delay loop

Loop to step through characters
Set initial character value
Loopto controlpositioningofcharacter
and patterns
Change screen color
Position the character and repeat
15 times vertically
Position the character and repeat
15 times horizontally
Add 8 for a new character value
Delay loop

Sound 330 Hz tone for one second
Sound 456 Hz tone for slightly less than
Vfc second

Start sequence all over again; continues
until the CLEAR function (FCTN 4) is
used

Step 5
Run the program and debug it
The program demonstrates combined sound and graphics inanonsense application.
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Computer graphics can
produce animation for
games and simulation, and
bar charts for business

reports. The use of color
adds interest and

versatility.

Earlier we mentioned that some character set numbers are reserved so
programmers can define character sets oftheir own. This permits them to write
special applications that otherwise might notbepossible. Some examples ofspecial
charactersets are the lettersofa foreign language, common mathematical symbols
andfigures forgames. Development ofcharacter sets takesthought andexperience,
but interesting results can be achieved.

Mostofus have heard the expression "one pictureis worth a thousandwords."The
samecanbe saidofcomputer graphics. Computer graphicscanshow simulation
ofactivities thatotherwise would be impossible toproduce because ofsafety or
economic considerations. Graphics that utilize good format and choice ofcolors add
interest and appeal to programs.

Animation isalso possible with theTIHome Computer graphics. Animation
isaccomplished byshowing aseries offixed pictures thatrapidly follow one another
insequence sothat theyappear tobea moving picture. The technique issimilar to
thatused toproduce motion pictures on film. Animation takes time, patience and
experimentation.

Graphics can be used in educational, entertainment and resource management
programs. Ineducation, they present theteaching material ina pleasing and
motivating manner. In entertainment, color graphics addexcitement andrealism to
games. In resource management, they make thescreens more pleasant and efficient
touse. For bar graphs, colored bars can be keyed torepresent different things. Thus,
well-planned and -developed graphics can greatly enhance any computer
applications.
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The optional speech
synthesizer and Speech
Editor cartridge provide
the capability for the
computer to talk.
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Introduction

Speech

Punctuation

Combining words and phrases

Homographs

Speech in the program mode

The CALL SAY instruction

Example one:

Words and phrases in the
vocabulary can be
combined to produce
sentences that the

computer can say. Pauses
are controlled by
punctuation symbols.

These instructions are

used in programs to tell
the computer to talk,

A program with speech using string
expressions

Modifying example one to use string
variables

Example two:

The CALL SPGET instruction

Uses of the speech synthesizer

The internal sound system

The CALL SOUND instruction

Example three: Playing the C major chord

Example four: Playing three notes separately and as
a chord

Single tones, multiple
tones, and noise can be
produced internally under
control of your program.

S

By varying time and
volume, music can be

produced.

Experimenting with time and volume

^_ , ^J^ Example five: Playing amelody

Uses of computer sound

Alerting tones

Music

Noise

Graphics

The CALL VCHAR instruction

The CALL HCHAR instructions-

Short "beeps" are useful
for alerting people.

9-37

Sound effects for games
can be produced by the
noise generator.

These instructions control

the print position of
characters by specifying
coordinates of screen

locations.
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Sound, Graphics and More

The CALL SCREEN instruction

^> The CALL COLOR instruction
These instructions control

the colors produced onthe Example six: Displayallthe screen colors
screen.

Example seven: Experimenting with color

Example eight: Print hello in color

Example nine: Generating bothgraphics and sound

Developing your own character sets

Uses of graphics ^—
V*****^ Well-planned and well-

Summary map ^^N. developed graphics,
especially in color, can
greatly enhance any
application.
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Glossary
Address: A group ofbits, usually8 or 16,that identify a unique locationin memory,or a
peripheral device such as a printer.
Alphanumeric: Theletters, numbersor combination ofletters andnumberswhich are usedby
the computer in a form called strings.
Application: A particular use for a computer program.

Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU): A portion ofthe Central Processor Unit whichperforms
mathematicaloperations for calculations and logical operations to makedecisions.
Arrays: A collection ofinformationall pertaining to the same subject. Arrays can be one-
dimensional (such as a grocerylist)or two-dimensional (such as a weight-distance postagechart).
ASCII: American Standard Code for Information Interchange. This is the standard code used
to define the letters, numbers andspecial functions ofthe computer keyboard in the language of
the computer.

BASIC:Beginners' Ail-Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code. Auser-friendly language used in
most homeand manypersonaland smallbusinesscomputerswhichallows the user to
communicate with the computer.

Binary Numbers: Base2numbers have twovalues, a1anda 0.They are usedto make machine
language instructions.
Bit: Anacronym meaning binary digit. Abit isa1ora 0andisthe smallest possible piece of
computer information.
Branch: Aplace inthe computer program where thecomputer quitsfollowing thenormal step-
by-step sequence and"branches" to a stepdirected bythe program itself.
Bus:Apathinside the computer which iscommon tomany devices (such astheaddress ordata
bus). Whenan addressis placed onthe addressbus, it goesto everydevice connected to the bus
at the same time, but onlythe devicewhichhas that address will respond.
Byte: A group ofeight bits which the computertreats likeoneunit.
Central Processor Unit (CPU): The brain ofthe computer. All informationflowsinto and out of
the CPU. It uses the information to make decisions, to perform mathematical operations, or to
make another device operate (such as the printer).
Character: Anysingle symbol which canappearonthe screensuchas letters, numbers,
punctuation marks, etc.
Code: A term often used to describe the user's computer language (such as BASIC). When you
"writecode", you are writinga computer program ina user language. Also, the combination of
l's and0'sthat represent digitalsignals to convertkeyboard inputsto machine language.
Command: An operationthe computerperformsin the immediate mode.
Computer: A device that uses a stored programforproblem-solving, recordkeeping,
entertainment, education, etc. (such as the TI-99/4AHome Computer).
Computer Aided Instruction (CAI): Termused for educationalinstruction by usinga computer
with special software.

Data: Another name for information that the computer uses.

Documentation: Theprinted materialssuchas instructionmanuals that explain hardware
and software.

Fetch: The act of the CPU when it obtains the next instruction from memory.

Firmware: A name for software stored in read-only memory.

Floppy Disk or Diskette: A circular, flat device usedto store data. Forhomecomputers, the
magneticfloppy diskor diskette that is bV\ inchesin diameteris oftenused.
Flowchart: A diagram showing the logicalflowofa program.
Graphics:Refers to the abilityofa computerto create and displaynon-alphanumeric characters
such as bar graphs and pictures.

Hardware: Refers to all the external and internal physicalparts ofa computer system suchas
the keyboard, monitor, cassette recorder, cables, etc.
Home Computer: A desk top or smallercomputerdesignedforeducation, entertainment and
general household computing needs.
G-l How to Feel at Home with a Home Computer



Input/Output (I/O):Termusedto definethe directionofexternal data flow to/fromthe CPU.
Data going into theCPU issaid tobe input, data coming from theCPU issaid tobeoutput.
Instruction: Term used todefine anoperation orconditional operation inacomputer.
IntegratedCircuit:Acircuit whose connections andcomponents are fabricated intoone
integrated structure on a certain material such as silicon.

K: In computers, dueto the useofthe binarynumber system, Kindicates a multiplier of1,024
Thus, IK = 1,024, 2K = 2,408, etc.

Load: Computer term used todescribe the placement ofdata from some source into memory or
internal CPU registers.

LOGO: Aspecial computer language thatisuseful for learning toprogram.
Loop: Term used todescribe an operation in acomputer program which isperformed many
times insuccession byexecuting asetofselected instructions over and over again.
Machine Language: The language thatthecomputer understands. See binary numbers.
Memory: The partofacomputer where programs and data are stored internally. Also, external
media such as cassette tape and magnetic disk.

Menu: Adisplay onthe screen which liststhe choices available to the user. (Also called a
directory or catalog.)

Microcomputer: The name usually given toasmall computer which uses amicroprocessor for
its CPU.

Microprocessor: Alarge-scale integratedcircuitwhich contains allofthe functions ofa
computer processor.These includeCPU, ALU, timing and controlcircuits.
Modem: Adevice that converts computer signals toa typeofsignal thatcan betransmitted
over telephone lines.

Operating System: Aprogram contained inside thecomputer tomanage how theunits ofa
computer system operate with each other.

Output: See Input/Output.

Peripheral: Adevice orsubsystem external tothecomputer such asaprinter, monitor, cassette
recorder, etc.

Personal Computer (also Professional Computer): Asmall computer that isgenerally used
for home orbusiness applications. It usually requires more knowledge tooperate than ahome
computer.

Preprogrammed Software: Software that has been prepared and tested and isready toload
and use.

Program: Term used todescribe the setof instructions the computer uses toperform aspecific
function.

Register:A smallmemoryusually storingonly8 or 16bits to holdinstructions or data
temporarily.

Software: Term usedto describe the computer programs that make the hardware work.
Speech Synthesizer: Asolid-state electronic device that artificially forms human speech from
basicsoundsor wordsstored in a memory.

String: Agroupofalphanumeric characters ina program which form words or number
patterns.

Subroutine: Asmall portion ofacomputer program which performs aspecific function. For
example, a subroutine may perform all ofthe mathematical computations asapartofaprogram
to determine the total cost of a loan.

User-Friendly: Term which describes acomputer and software that iseasy touse by aperson
whoknowsvery little about computers.

Variable: Term used todescribe asymbol which can bedefined and changed inany way the
user wants within a program. For example, A = 5, or A = 29.

Word: Acomputer word iscomposed of one ormore bytes which istreated by the computer asa
wholewhen performing its operations.

Word Processor Program: Software thatallows acomputer tobeused toprepare and edittext
material.
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Appendix

Appendix

Available Software for the TI-99/4A Home Computer

Cartridges
Home Financial Decisions
Household Budget

Management
Securities Analysis
Personal Record Keeping
Tax/Investment Record

Keeping
Personal Real Estate
Personal Report Generator
TI Writer

Microsoft™1 Multiplan™1
Terminal Emulator II

Diskettes and Cassettes

Mailing List
Personal Finance Aids
Checkbook Manager
Business Aids Library
Financial Management
Inventory Management
Invoice Management
Cash Management
Lease/Purchase Decisions
Personal Tax Plan2
TI-Mini-Writer

Education

Cartridges
Early Learning Fun
Beginning Grammar
Number Magic
Video Graphs
Early Reading3
Reading Fun3
Reading On3
Reading Roundup3
Reading Rally3
Reading Flight3
Addition/Subtraction

1 and 23
Multiplication l3
Division l3

Microsoft and Multiplan are
trademarks of Microsoft Corp.

2Developed by Aardvark
Software, Inc.

3Developed by Scott, Foresman
and Co.

4Developed by Addison-Wesley
Publishing Co.

5Developedby Developmental
Learning Materials, Inc. (DLM)

Numeration I and II3
*Computer Math Games

I, II, III, IV, VI4
Alien Addition5
Minus Mission5
Alligator Mix5
Meteor Multiplication5
Demolition Division5
Dragon Mix5
Word Invasion5
Word Radar5
Milliken Math Series6

(11Cartridges)
Scholastic Spelling7

(4 Cartridges)
TI LOGO II
Early LOGO

Learning Fun
Key to Spanish8
Weight Control and

Nutrition

Physical Fitness
Music Maker
Touch Typing Tutor
Video Chess

Diskettes and Cassettes

Music Skills Trainer
Computer Music Box
Market Simulation
Basketball Satistician
Bridge Bidding I, II

and III
Speak & Spell9Program
Speak & Math9Program
Spell Writer
PLATO®10

Cartridges
Parsec

Tombstone City:
21st Century

TI Invaders
MunchMan

♦ComputerMath Games I willnot
be available until mid 1984.

6Developed by Milliken
Publishing Co.

7Developedby Scholastic, Inc.
8Developed by Westinghouse
Learning Corp.

9Trademark ofTexas
Instruments Incorporated

WPL ATO is a trademark of
Control Data Corp. U.S.A.
PLATO courseware

A-l

Munch Mobile™11
MoonMine

Sneggit
Car Wars
Alpiner
Othello12
Chisolm Trail
Football
Video Games I
Hunt the Wumpus
Indoor Soccer
Mind Challengers
A-MAZE-ING
The Attack13
Blasto13
Blackjack and Poker13
Hustle13
ZeroZap13
Hangman13
Connect Four13
Yahtzee
Terry Turtle's Adventure13
I'm Hiding13
Honey Hunt13
Sound Track Trolley13
Championship Baseball13
Space Bandit13
Big Foot13
Super Fly13
Sewermania13
Meteor Belt13
M*A*S*H14

Diskettes and Cassettes
Tunnels of Doom
Entrapment
Adventure15
Adventureland15
Secret Mission15
Voodoo Castle15
The Count15
Strange Odyssey15
Mystery Fun House15
Pyramid Of Doom15
Ghost Town15

Savage Island I & II15
Golden Voyage15
Mystery Melody
Oldies But Goodies I and II
Saturday Night Bingo
Draw Poker

Computer
Progiramnnifnig

Cartridges
Speech Editor
Editor/Assembler
Mini-Memory
Extended BASIC

Diskettes and Cassettes
Text-to-Speech
Programming Aids, I, II

and III
Pascal Development System
UCSD16 Pascal Compiler
UCSD P-System16

Assembler/Linker
UCSD P-System Editor/

Filer/Utilities

Beginner's BASIC Tutor
Teach Yourself BASIC17
Teach Yourself Extended

BASIC
TI PILOT
Course Designer Authoring

System

§M3aftih) and Erogiraeeriirag

Cartridges
Statistics

Diskettes and Cassettes
Math Routines Library
Graphing Package
Electrical Engineering

Library
AC Circuit Analysis Library
Structural Engineering

Library

is manufactured under license by
Texas Instruments.

Manufactured under license from
SNK Electronics Corp.

12Trademark of Gabriel Industries
13Milton Bradley VoiceCommand

Video Game Series Manufactured by
Texas Instruments under license
from Milton Bradley Company
Trademarks of Milton Bradley

Company.
"Manufactured under license from

Fox Video Games, Inc.
15Developedby Scott Adams
WUCSD, UCSD Pascal and UCSD P-

System are trademarks ofthe
Regents of the University of
California.

^Developed in conjunction with
Wolfdata.
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Thedefined characters onthe TI-99/4A Home Computer are the standardASCII
charactersforcodes 32through 127. Thefollowing chart liststhese characters
and their codes.

ASCII ASCII ASCII
Code Character Code Character Code Character

32 (space) 65 A 97 A

33 ! (exclamation point) 66 B 98 B
34 " (quote) 67 C 99 C
35 # (number or pound sign) 68 D 100 D
36 $ (dollar) 69 E 101 E

37 % (percent) 70 F 102 F
38 & (ampersand) 71 G 103 G
39 ' (apostrophe) 72 H 104 H

40 ( (open parenthesis) 73 I 105 I

41 ) (close parenthesis) 74 J 106 J

42 * (asterisk) 75 K 107 K

43 + (plus) 76 L 108 L
44 , (comma) 77 M 109 M
45 - (minus) 78 N 110 N

46 . (period) 79 O 111 O
47 / (slant) 80 P 112 P
48 0 81 Q 113 Q
49 1 82 R 114 R
50 2 83 S 115 s
51 3 84 T 116 T
52 4 85 U 117 U
53 5 86 V 118 V
54 6 87 w 119 w
55 7 88 X 120 X
56 8 89 Y 121 Y

57 9 90 Z 122 Z

58 : (colon) 91 [ (open bracket) 123 { (left brace)
59 ; (semicolon) 92 / (reverse slant) 124
60 < (less than) 93 ] (close bracket) 125 }_ (right brace)
61 = (equals) 94 A (exponentiation) 126 (tilde)
62 > (greater than) 95 —(line) 127 DEL (appears on
63 ? (question mark) 96 " (grave) screen as a
64 @ (at sign) blank)

These character codes are grouped into twelve sets for use incolor graphics
programs.

Character Character
Set# Codes Set # Codes

1 32-39
2 40-47

3 48-55
4 56-63
5 64-71
6 72-79

A-2

7 80-87
8 88-95
9 96-103

10 104-111

11 112-119
12 120-127
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Index
Arrays: 5-19

BASIC: 3-4
BASIC Interpreter: 3-4; 4-5
Bit: 3-3

Block Diagram: 3-4
Branch:

Conditional: 4-23
Unconditional: 4-22

Byte: 3-3, 8

CALL CLEAR: 4-9

CALL COLOR: 4-31; 9-24
CALL HCHAR: 4-32; 9-23
CALL SAY: 9-5

CALL SCREEN: 4-31; 9-24
CALL SOUND: 9-12

Duration: 9-13,17
Volume: 9-13,17
Alerting Tones: 9-20
Music: 9-20

Noise: 9-20

CALL SPGET: 9-11
CALL VCHAR: 4-32; 9-22
Cassette Tape: 3-9
Central Processor Unit: 1-14
Computer Aided Instruction

(CAI): 2-6
Computer:

Computations: 7-3
Data Management: 7-2
Education: 6-3, 4, 6
Financial Planning: 7-4
Functions: 1-14; 6-2
Immediate Mode: 4-4, 5, 8
Literacy: 6-4
Operation: 4-7
Program Mode: 4-4, 5,10,5-2
Records: 7-2, 3, 4
Word Processing: 6-6

DIM: 5-20

Documentation: 3-2

EDIT: 4-14

Entertainment: 1-5; 8-2, 3
Expansion System: 3-11
Firmware: 3-2

Floppy Disk: 3-10
Flowchart: 5-2, 4, 6,16,17
Formatting: 4-19
FOR-NEXT: 4-26

GOSUB: 4-30

GOTO: 4-22

Graphics: 4-31; 9-21, 36
Color Graphics: 4-31
Developing Character Sets: 9-36

Home Computer: 1-5

1-1

IF-THEN: 4-23
Initialization Program: 3-6
INPUT: 4-17,18
Input/Output: 1-14
INT: 4-35

Integrated Circuit: 1-12

LET: 4-16

Line Numbers: 4-10

LIST: 4-13

LOGO: 2-10
Loops: 4-22, 27, 28

Machine Language: 3-3
Memory: 1-14;3-7
Menu: 2-5

Modem: 3-13

NEW: 4-15

PRINT: 4-8

Printer: 3-13

Processing: 4-6; 5-4
Program: 4-10

Adding Lines: 4-12
Creating: 5-2
Debugging: 5-5
Editing: 4-14
Stopping and Starting: 4-11

Punctuation:
INPUT Statements: 4-19
PRINT Statements: 4-20, 21
Speech: 9-3

Random Access: 3-8
RANDOMIZE: 4-34
Register: 3-6
REM: 4-17

RETURN: 4-30

RES: 6-10

Ribbon Cable: 3-12
RND: 4-33

ROM: 1-15

RS-232: 3-13
RUN: 4-10

Sample Programs:
Accumulating a Sum: 4-29
Adding Program Line: 4-13
Auto Cost 1:5-11
Auto Cost 2:5-14

Auto Cost 3:5-18

Calculate Age: 6-26
Calorie counter: 7-6
Card Game: 8-19
Checkbook Balancer: 7-9
Color/Characters: 9-35
Comic Quiz: 8-25
Dice Game: 8-14

Fahrenheit/Celcius Conversion:
4-36

Function: 6-34

Geography Test: 6-19
Grade Averaging: 5-24
Grade Book: 6-31
Making Tea: 5-7
Math Drill: 6-9
Math Drill 1: 6-10

Math Exercise: 6-13
Paint Program: 7-14
Paint Program 2: 7-17
Print HELLO: 4-11
Print HELLO (color): 9-31
Printing, Adding: 4-15
Recipe: 7-21
Robot: 8-6
Sample Computation: 4-24
Screen Color: 9-26
Screen Color 2: 9-29
Short Tune: 9-19
Simple Adding: 4-12
Simple Sounds: 9-17
Sine Wave: 8-10
Speech Program: 9-7
Speech Program 2:9-10
Time Delay Loop: 4-28
Using CALL COLOR: 4-33
Using CALL HCHAR: 4-33
Using CALL SCREEN:-4-33
Using CALL SOUND: 9-12, 9-15
Using FOR-NEXT: 4-26
Using GOSUBand RETURN: 4-30
Using GOTO: 4-22
Using IF-THEN: 4-23
Using INPUT: 4-17,18
Using INT: 4-35
Using LET: 4-16,17
Using Nested Loops: 4-27
Using PRINT TAB: 4-22
Using Punctuation: 4-20, 21
Using RANDOMIZE: 4-34
Using RND: 4-34
Using SPGET: 9-11
Using String Variables: 4-25
Using Variables: 5-9

SIN: 8-7
Software: 1-14
Software List: A-l
Speech: 9-3

Creating Phrases: 9-4
Homographs: 9-4
Punctuation: 9-3

Speech Synthesizer: 2-4;3-12; 9-11
Spreadsheet: 2-23
Structured Programming: 5-16,17

TAB: 4-21

Track, Disk: 3-11

Variables: 4-15
String Variables: 4-16, 25

Word Processor: 2-23; 6-6
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